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Abstract
The notion of the center of an algebra over a field k has a far reaching generalization to
algebras in monoidal categories. The center then lives in the monoidal center of the original
category. This generalization plays an important role in the study of bulk-boundary duality
of rational conformal field theories.
In this paper, we study functorial properties of the center. We show that it gives rise to a
2-functor from the bicategory of semisimple indecomposable module categories over a fusion
category to the bicategory of commutative algebras in the monoidal center of this fusion cat-
egory. Morphism spaces of the latter bicategory are extended from algebra homomorphisms
to certain categories of cospans. We conjecture that the above 2-functor arises from a lax
3-functor between tricategories, and that in this setting one can relax the conditions from
fusion categories to finite tensor categories.
We briefly outline how one is naturally lead to the above 2-functor when studying rational
conformal field theory with defects of all codimensions. For example, the cospans of the
target bicategory correspond to spaces of defect fields and to the bulk-defect operator product
expansions.
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1 Introduction
The full center of an algebra A in a monoidal category C is a commutative algebra Z(A) in
the monoidal center Z(C) of C, defined in terms of A via a universal property [Da]. When C is
the category of finite-dimensional vector spaces over a field k, we have Z(C) ∼= C and the full
center coincides with the usual center of an algebra over k. The full center shares in particular
the following property with the latter: if two algebras A,B ∈ C are Morita-equivalent, then
their full centers Z(A) and Z(B) are isomorphic, and under additional assumptions on A,B and
C, the converse holds as well [KR1, Da]. The full center was first introduced in the context of
two-dimensional rational conformal field theory (CFT) to capture the relation between boundary
fields and bulk fields [Fj, KR2]. In [Da], the construction of the full center was formulated in a
way applicable to algebras in monoidal categories in general.
In this paper we study functorial properties of the full center. Note that even the classi-
cal center construction is not functorial in a straightforward way. Indeed, let k be a field and
Vectk the category of vector spaces over k. Consider the category Alg(Vectk) of algebras in
Vectk (as objects) and algebra homomorphisms (as morphisms). With respect to this cate-
gory, the assignment A 7→ Z(A) is not functorial because a homomorphism of algebras A → B
does not induce in general a homomorphism of their centers Z(A) → Z(B). In this paper we
propose to remedy this by enlarging the spaces of morphisms between commutative algebras.
In more detail, we will introduce a bicategory CAlg(Vectk) whose objects are commutative k-
algebras and whose categories of morphisms are certain categories of cospans of algebras. The
assignment A 7→ Z(A), together with properly defined maps on morphisms, gives a lax functor
Z : Alg(Vectk) → CAlg(Vectk). The vector space example, together with its physical meaning
in two-dimensional topological field theory, was explained in detail in [DKR2]; we summarize the
results in Sections 1.1.
In the present paper we generalize the domain category first to Alg(C) for a monoidal category
C, and then further to (a subcategory of) the bicategory Mod(C) of C-modules (as objects),
C-module functors (as 1-morphisms) and C-module natural transformations (as 2-morphisms).
The codomain category is generalized first to CAlg(Z), where Z is an abelian braided monoidal
category Z with right exact tensor product, and then further to a bicategory CALG(Z) which is
truncated from a conjectural tricategory CALG(Z). Our main result (Theorem 5.15) is that the
full center construction provides a lax 2-functor
Z :M(C)→ CALG(Z(C)) , (1.1)
where M(C) is a suitable sub-bicategory of Mod(C). The construction of Z is summarized in
Section 1.2. We believe that the lax 2-functor Z can be lifted to a lax 3-functor fromMod(C) to
CALG(Z(C)) if all internal homs exist, but we do not address this question in the present paper.
We prove that Z in (1.1) becomes a non-lax 2-functor in (at least) the following two situations:
• if we restrict the domain to the maximal 2-groupoidM(C)× inside ofM(C) (Theorem 6.6),
and
• if C is a fusion category and we take M(C) =Modo(C), the full sub-bicategory of Mod(C)
consisting of only semisimple and indecomposable C-modules (Theorem 7.10).
As explained in [DKR2], the lax functor Z : Alg(Vectk) → CAlg(Vectk) arises naturally
in two-dimensional topological field theory. In the application to rational conformal field theory,
Vectk gets replaced by a modular tensor category C, which is the category of modules of a rational
vertex operator algebra (VOA) (i.e. a VOA that satisfies the conditions in [Hu]). The various
ingredients of the lax 2-functor Z have natural interpretations in rational CFT with defect lines
and defect fields. This is outlined in Section 1.3.
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1.1 The center of an algebra over a field
Fix a field k; all algebras in this subsection will be unital associative algebras over k. Recall that
the center of an algebra A is the commutative subalgebra:
Z(A) = {z ∈ A | za = az ∀a ∈ A}.
An algebra homomorphism f : A→ B does in general not give an algebra homomorphism from
Z(A) to Z(B), e.g. take the inclusion of diagonal 2×2-matrices into all 2×2-matrices. To remedy
this, we will use certain cospans as morphisms between commutative algebras. This is motivated
by the following construction: The centralizer of the image of f defined by
Z(f) = CB(f(A)) = {z ∈ B | zf(a) = f(a)z ∀a ∈ A} (1.2)
is also an algebra. Note also that Z(B) is a subalgebra of Z(f), and f maps Z(A) into Z(f), and
both Z(B) and f(Z(A)) are in the center of Z(f). We summarize this by the following diagram
(a cospan in the category of k-algebras)
Z(f)
Z(A)
f 55❧❧❧❧❧❧
Z(B)
ii❘❘❘❘❘❘ (1.3)
Given two successive algebra homomorphisms A
f
→ B
g
→ C we obtain the commutative diagram
Z(gf)
Z(f)
g 55❦❦❦❦❦❦
Z(g)
ii❘❘❘❘❘❘
Z(A)
f 55❧❧❧❧❧❧
Z(B)
ii❙❙❙❙❙❙
g 55❧❧❧❧❧❧
Z(C)
ii❘❘❘❘❘❘
(1.4)
which shows that there is an algebra homomorphism from the push-out Z(f) ⊗Z(B) Z(g) to
Z(gf). This structure suggests a bicategory CAlg(Vectk) as follows:
Objects: commutative algebras C,D, . . . in Vectk.
1-morphisms: A 1-morphism C → D inCAlg(Vectk) is a triple (S, c, d), where S is an algebra
(not necessarily commutative) in Vectk and c : C → S and d : D → S are homomorphisms of
algebras, whose images lie in the center Z(S) of S. This is represented by the following diagram
Z(S) // S Z(S)oo
C
c
==④④④④④④④④④
OO
D
d
aa❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈
OO
(1.5)
The composition of C
(S,−,−)
−−−−−→ D
(T,−,−)
−−−−−→ E is defined by the pushout (C
(S⊗DT,−,−)
−−−−−−−−→ E):
S ⊗D T
S
66♥♥♥♥♥♥
T
hhPPPPPP
C
77♥♥♥♥♥♥
D
hh◗◗◗◗◗◗
66♠♠♠♠♠♠
E
ggPPPPPP
(1.6)
2-morphisms: a 2-morphism between two cospans C
(S,−,−)
−−−−−→ D and C
(T,−,−)
−−−−−→ D is a
homomorphism of algebras S
f
−→ T such that the following diagram commutes:
S
f

C
77♣♣♣♣♣♣
''◆◆
◆◆◆
◆ D
gg◆◆◆◆◆◆
ww♣♣♣
♣♣♣
T
(1.7)
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Our goal – to make the assignment of the center functorial – is now achieved. More precisely,
we obtain a lax functor Z : Alg(Vectk)→ CAlg(Vectk) by assigning A 7→ Z(A) and (A
f
−→ B) 7→
cospan (1.3), and defining the unit transformation by identity 2-morphisms and the multiplication
transformations by the following 2-morphisms:
Z(f)⊗Z(B) Z(g)

Z(A)
44❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥
**❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
Z(B) .
jj❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯
tt✐✐✐✐
✐✐✐✐
✐✐
Z(gf)
The proof of this claim can be found in [DKR2, Thm. 4.12], but it is also a special case of the
general construction we turn to now.
1.2 The full center for module categories
Motivated by the application in rational CFTs, we generalize the full center construction in
two steps. First we extend the category Alg(Vectk) to the bicategory Alg(Vectk) of k-algebras
(as objects), bimodules (as 1-morphisms) and bimodule maps (as 2-morphisms), and then we
generalize further to Mod(C) for a monoidal category C. Each step brings a modification to the
previous constructions.
For an object A in Alg(Vectk), the notion of the center can be defined equivalently by
Z(A) := HomA⊗Aop(A,A) ,
where HomA⊗Aop(A,A) is the space of A-A-bimodule maps from A to A, and End(idA-mod) the
space of k-linear natural transformations from the identity functor to itself. Therefore, for an
object A in Alg(Vectk), we can assign its center, i.e. A 7→ Z(A).
For a 1-morphism A
M
−→ B in Alg(Vectk), i.e. an A-B-bimodule M , we define the value of
the center functor on M by:
Z(M) := HomA⊗Aop(M,M). (1.8)
It fits into a cospan:
Z(M)
Z(A)
55❦❦❦❦❦❦
Z(B)
ii❙❙❙❙❙❙ (1.9)
where, using Z(A) = HomA⊗Aop(A,A), the two algebra maps in the cospan are defined by
(A
a
−→ A) 7→ (M ≃ A⊗A M
a⊗AidM−−−−−→ A⊗A M ≃M),
(B
b
−→ B) 7→ (M ≃M ⊗B B
idm⊗b−−−−→M ⊗B B ≃M).
Similar to (1.3), we assign the cospan (1.9) to a 1-morphism A
M
−→ B in Alg(Vectk).
Note that for a 2-morphism φ in Alg(Vectk), i.e. a bimodule map φ : M → N , there is
no algebra map from Z(M) to Z(N) associated to φ unless φ is invertible. So 2-morphisms in
CAlg(Vectk) must be replaced by something else in order to obtain a functor. As we show in
Section 1.3, the intuition from defect junction in RCFT provides a solution to the problem. More
precisely, one can consider the following diagram:
Z(M)
[M,φ]

Z(A)
99tttttttt
%%❏❏
❏❏❏
❏❏❏
[M,N ] Z(B)
ee❑❑❑❑❑❑❑❑
yysss
sss
ss
Z(N)
[φ,N ]
OO
(1.10)
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where [M,N ] := HomA⊗Aop(M,N), [M,φ] := φ ◦ − and [φ,N ] := − ◦ φ. We show in later
sections that the above diagram is actually commutative, and [M,φ] is a right Z(M)-module
map, and [φ,N ] is a left Z(N)-module map, satisfying additional properties. This leads us to a
new definition of a 2-morphism in the target category. We give the precise definition of such a 2-
morphism, called a 2-digram, in Definition 4.12. Together with appropriate 3-morphisms between
such 2-diagrams (see Definition 4.12), we conjecturally obtain a tricategory CALG(Vectk) and
a lax 3-functor from Alg(Vectk) to CALG(Vectk). Now we look at the second generalization,
where we replace Vectk by more general monoidal categories.
Let C be a monoidal category. Instead of working with the bicategory of algebras, bimodules
and bimodule maps, we pass to the bicategory Mod(C) of C-module categories. For a monoidal
category C, the notion of a module category over C or a C-module is simply the categorification
of the notion of a module over a ring [Os]. In more detail, a left C-module is a category M
together with a bifunctor C × M → M and associator and unit transformations subject to
coherence conditions (see Definition A.1). The notion of a C-module functor and that of a C-
module natural transformation can be defined accordingly (see Definition A.2 and A.3). Mod(C)
is the bicategory of C-modules (as objects), C-module functors (as 1-morphisms) and C-module
natural transformations (as 2-morphisms).
For a given monoidal category C, one cannot define the notion of full center for a C-algebra
(or for a C-module) as an object in C because C is not braided in general. But what one can do
is to define the center as an object of the monoidal center Z(C) of C. A definition of full center
for a C-algebra (or a C-module) was introduced in [Da]. In particular, for a C-moduleM, the full
center Z(M) is defined by an internal hom [idM, idM] valued in Z(C). This definition also works
for any C-module functor F : M → N . Namely, we can define the centralizer of a C-module
functor F as an internal hom Z(F ) := [F, F ] valued in Z(C). This generalize both (1.2) and
(1.8). We recall the definition of [F, F ] in Section 3.2. Therefore, the cospan (1.9) is generalized
to a new cospan:
Z(F )
Z(M)
55❦❦❦❦❦❦
Z(N ) .
ii❙❙❙❙❙❙ (1.11)
In this case, the construction of 2-diagrams is similar (see the right diagram in (1.12)). Altogether,
our full center construction can be summarized in the following multilayered assignment:
Z : M
F
((
G
66⇓ φ N 7−→
Z(F )
[F,φ]
Z(M)
22
,,
[F,G] Z(N )
ll
rrZ(G)
[φ,G]
OO
. (1.12)
With a proper definition of 3-morphisms between 2-diagrams (see Definition 4.12), we believe
that we obtain a tricategory CALG(Z(C)) of commutative Z(C)-algebras (as objects), cospans
(1.11) (as 1-morphisms), 2-diagrams (as 2-morphisms) and properly defined 3-morphisms, and
that (1.12) leads to a lax 3-functor from Mod(C) to CALG(Z(C)) with appropriate assumptions
on C and Z(C). We do not deal with the 3-category extension in this paper. Instead we prove
in Section 4.6 that we obtain a bicategory CALG(Z(C)) if take 2-morphisms to be equivalence
classes of 2-diagrams, and in Section 5 that Z defines a lax 2-functor.
1.3 Relation to two-dimensional field theory
Physical motivations for the definition of CALG(Z(C)) and the full center construction Z comes
from two-dimensional rational CFTs. A natural way to compare two CFTs (or any two field
theories of a given dimension), is to study domain walls between them. These are codimension 1
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submanifolds on a two-dimensional surface on which the CFTs are defined. Similarly a natural
way to compare two domain walls between a fixed pair of CFTs is to study domain walls between
domain walls. These are codimension 2 submanifolds which lie inside the codimension 1 domain
walls. For two-dimensional theories we have now reached dimension zero, and we have to stop
here. For higher-dimensional field theories one can go on to higher codimensions (see for example
[KK, FSV, Ko2]).
Let us describe CFTs with domain walls in more detail and show the relation to CALG and
the full center construction. In doing so we gloss over a number of subtleties, which we briefly
comment on at the end of this section.
CFT without domain walls: A CFT can be defined in terms of its correlation functions,
which are subject to certain consistency conditions called sewing constraints. We use an axiomatic
approach via the representation theory of vertex operator algebra (VOA), see for example [Ko1]
for more details and references therein.
To an oriented compact closed Riemann surface Σ with an ordered list of marked points (a
point on Σ together with a local coordinate and labelled ‘in’ or ‘out’), a CFT assigns a multilinear
map C(Σ) : B × · · · × B∗ × · · · → C, called the correlator. Here B is a vector space (graded
by scaling dimension), called the space of bulk fields, and B∗ is its graded dual. The domain of
the correlation function C(Σ) has one factor of B for each marked point labelled ‘in’ and one
factor B∗ for each point labelled ‘out’. The consistency conditions arise via gluing surfaces by
identifying neighborhoods of an in-going and out-going marked point using the local coordinates.
To make the connection to the construction in Sections 1.1 and 1.2, we will consider rational
CFTs. In these cases, the subspace of holomorphic fields contains a rational vertex operator alge-
bra (VOA) VL and the subspace of antiholomorphic fields contains a rational VOA VR called the
left- and right-moving chiral symmetry algebras2 . (Anti-)holomorphic fields have the defining
property that any correlator involving such a field depends (anti-)holomorphically on the corre-
sponding marked point. By a rational VOA we mean a VOA satisfying certain conditions such
that the category Rep(V ) of V -modules is a modular tensor category [Hu]. We set Rep(V )+ :=
Rep(V ) and Rep(V )− to be the same category as Rep(V ) but with braidings and twists replaced
by anti-braidings and anti-twists, respectively. It is clear that Rep(V )− is also a modular tensor
category. For two rational VOAs VL and VR, the Deligne product Rep(VL)+⊠Rep(VR)−, is also
a modular tensor category. We abbreviate D = Rep(VL)+ ⊠Rep(VR)−. The space of bulk fields
B is an object in D.
The correlation functions endow B with an additional structure, for example the Riemann
sphere with three marked points labelled ‘in’, ‘in’, and ‘out’ defines an associative product on B
in the category D, and the sphere with one out-going marked point provides a unit, turning B
into a (unital, associative) commutative algebra; for more details see for example [FRS, Ko1].
Thus a CFT without domain walls with chiral symmetry VL⊗C VR gives an object in CALG(D).
CFT with domain walls: A CFT with domain walls assigns correlators to Riemann surfaces
Σ with marked points that in addition have an embedded smooth oriented submanifold ∆ of codi-
mension 1, whose connected components are called domain walls or defect lines. For the present
exposition we restrict our attention to situations where the submanifold has empty boundary,
and where the surface is bicolorable in the following sense. To each connected component of
Σ \∆ we assign one of two possible colors, say ‘1’ and ‘2’, such that ‘to the left’ of each defect
line we have color 1 and ‘to the right’ we have color 2 (the orientation of the surface and the
submanifold determines ‘left’ and ‘right’). A marked point may lie in an area of color 1 or 2, or it
may lie on a defect line. The correlators are again subject to sewing constraints. A formulation
of CFT with defect lines similar to the functorial approach by Segal [Se] has been given in [RS]
and [DKR2].
2A VOA is defined in terms of formal variables. One can chose to replace the formal variables by holomorphic
complex variables z1, z2, · · · (or its complex conjugate z¯1, z¯2, · · · ) to obtain holomorphic fields (or anti-holomorphic
fields).
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a) b)
Figure 1: In these figures we cut out little discs around the marked points and mapped the
picture to the plane. Figure a) shows the surface which provides the multiplication on the space
D. Namely, it gives rise to a morphism D⊗D → D in the category D = Rep(VL)+⊠Rep(VR)−.
Figure b) shows the surface that defines the morphism B1 → D.
Here we restrict our attention to such CFTs with domain walls, for which correlators depend
on the position of the embedded submanifold only up to homotopy 3. Such domain walls are
called ‘topological’ (in the same sense that a field theory is called ‘topological’ if its correlation
functions depend on the marked points only up to homotopy).
Depending on wether a marked point lies in an area of color 1 or 2 or on a defect line, the
corresponding argument of the correlator lies in one of three state spaces (or their duals), which
we denote by B1, B2, and D, respectively; D is called the space of defect fields. Note that if the
Riemann surface contains no defect lines (i.e. the embedded submanifold is empty), we can color
the entire surface either by 1 or 2. Thus a CFT with domain walls contains as a part of its data
two CFTs without domain walls.
In the setting of rational CFT we demand in addition that B1 and B2 contain the same chiral
symmetry, i.e. they are both objects in D, and we demand that the defect lines are ‘transparent’
to VL⊗CVR (the defect line can cross a marked point without affecting the value of the correlation
function if the corresponding argument is taken from VL ⊗C VR), which then implies that also D
is an object in D.
The correlators endow the state spaces with an additional structure. As before, B1 and B2
are commutative associative algebras, and D is a (not necessarily commutative) algebra. For
example, the multiplication on D is obtained from a sphere with a defect line placed on the
equator and three marked points on the equator labelled ‘in’, ‘in’, and ‘out’, see Figure 1 a.
Consider once more the sphere with an equatorial defect line, and take the upper and lower
hemispheres to be of color 1 and 2, respectively. Putting an in-going marked point on the north
pole and an out-going marked point on the equator defines a map B1 → D (Figure 1 b); the
sewing constraints imply that this has to be an algebra map (place two marked points in the
upper hemisphere and decompose the surface in different ways – see Figure 2). Similarly one
obtains an algebra map B2 → D.
Thus a CFT with topological domain walls and chiral symmetry VL ⊗C VR gives a cospan
D
B1
66♥♥♥♥♥♥
B2
hhPPPPPP (1.13)
i.e. a 1-morphism in CALG(D).
CFT with domain walls between domain walls: Next we enlarge the allowed decoration
data of Riemann surfaces to which a CFT assigns correlators by including also codimension 2
submanifolds lying inside the codimension 1 submanifolds, i.e. distinguished points on the defect
lines. These distinguished points are different from the marked points: they do not carry a local
3The homotopy is required to keep marked points fixed, and the submanifold must not intersect itself or cross
marked points during the homotopy.
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a) b)
Figure 2: Surfaces can be sewn together using the local coordinates around an in- and out-going
marked points. We symbolize this procedure in the above pictures by the dashed circles. For
example, figure a) shows a sphere with two in-going and one out-going marked point which has
been obtained by sewing two copies of the spheres in Figure 1 b to the in-going punctures of the
sphere in Figure 1 a. The two decompositions at different points in the moduli space shown in
figure a) and b) above result in the statement that the morphism B1 → D in D is compatible
with the multiplication on B1 and D.
coordinate and they do not give rise to a factor in the product of vector spaces that forms the
domain of the multilinear map given by the correlator.
We demand that the defect lines are bicolorable in the following sense. Denote the two colors
by ‘a’ and ‘b’, say. Each connected component of a defect line minus the marked and distinguished
points carries color ‘a’ or ‘b’. The color may change across a distinguished or marked point from
‘a’ to ‘b’ or vice versa.
As above, we restrict our attention to topological domain walls, and to topological domain
walls between domain walls, i.e. the correlators do not depend on the position of the distinguished
points on the defect lines, as long as one does not move a distinguished point past a marked point.
For such a CFT we already have a rather long list of state spaces: B1 and B2 for marked
points in areas of color 1 or 2; Da and Db for marked points on a defect line with color a or b on
both sides of the marked point; Dab for a marked point on a defect line across which the color
changes from ‘a‘ to ‘b’; Dab is called the space of defect changing fields. Note also that a CFT
with domain walls between domain walls contains as part of its data two CFTs with domain
walls, namely we can color defect lines without distinguished points by ‘a’ or ‘b’.
The correlators endow the state spaces with addition structure. As before we have cospans
B1 → Da ← B2 and B1 → Db ← B2. In addition, take a sphere with equatorial defect,
hemispheres colored ‘1’ and ‘2’, and the defect itself split into two semicircles colored ‘a’ and ’b’.
These are joined by a distinguished point (for the transition from ‘a’ to ‘b’) and by an out-going
marked point (for the transition from ‘b’ to ‘a’). Placing an additional in-going marked point on
the semi-circle colored ‘a’ (resp. ‘b’) gives a map Da → Dab (resp, Db → Dab). These maps can
be collected in the diagram
Da

B1
99sssssss
%%❑❑
❑❑❑
❑❑
Dab B2
ee❑❑❑❑❑❑❑
yysss
sss
s
Db
OO (1.14)
The sewing constraints imply that Dab is a Da-Db-bimodule and that the above diagram satisfies
all the defining properties of a 2-diagram (see Definition 4.12). Therefore, a CFT with chiral
symmetry VL ⊗C VR and with topological domain walls between domain walls, considered up to
isomorphism, gives a 2-morphism in CALG(D).
So far we have outlined how the bicategory CALG(D) appears in the study of CFT in the
presence of domain walls. It turns out that the full center construction also arises in this context,
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type of CFT algebraic data in Rep(V )
without domain walls A, a (special symmetric Frobenius) algebra. In this case the
space of bulk fields is B = Z(A) ∈ D, the full center of A.
with domain walls (A1, A2,M), where A1, A2 are (special symmetric Frobe-
nius) algebras, and M is an A1-A2-bimodule. The space
of defect fields D is the internal hom [F, F ] ∈ D, where
F = (−)⊗A1 M is a functor from A1-mod to A2-mod. Both
categories are left module categories over D.
with domain walls
between domain walls
(A1, A2,Ma,Mb, φ), where A1, A2 are as above, Ma, Mb
are A1-A2-bimodules, and φ : Ma → Mb is a bimodule in-
tertwiner. The map φ provides a natural transformation
between the functors F = (−)⊗A1Ma and G = (−)⊗A2Mb.
The space of defect changing fields Dab is the internal hom
[F,G] ∈ D.
Table 1: Different types of CFTs and the algebraic data needed to define them in the description
via 3dTFT. Since the full center Z(A) of A only depends on the Morita class of A [KR1, Da],
we can replace A1 by M := A1-mod and A2 by N := A2-mod. The relations between the above
data then organize themselves into the two diagrams given in (1.12).
as we now describe. Examples of the three types of CFTs discussed above can be constructed
with the help of three-dimensional topological field theory (3dTFT). For this construction to
apply, the chiral symmetry of the CFT needs to obey VL = VR, where V := VL = VR is
a rational VOA. In this case, the Deligne produce D = Rep(V )+ ⊠ Rep(V )− is canonically
equivalent to the monoidal center Z(Rep(V )) of Rep(V ) [Mu¨]. The 3dTFT in question is the
one associated to the category Rep(V ) via the construction of Turaev [Tu]. CFT correlators are
constructed as invariants of three-manifolds (with non-empty boundary) and embedded ribbon
graphs [FRS, Fr, FFS]. The coloring of the ribbon graph depends on additional algebraic data
in RepV as listed in Table 1, and the relations between these pieces of data are exactly as given
in (1.12). From this we see that the 3dTFT construction of rational CFTs in the presence of
domain walls contains within it the full center construction.
Remark 1.1. It is curious to note that, on the one hand, the functoriality of full center needs
defects of all codimensions; on the other hand, the simple statement of this functoriality also
summarizes all local structures in an RCFT with topological defects efficiently. This functoriality
of full center in rational CFT is not an isolated phenomenon. A categorification of it [Ko2], which
is associated to the extended Turaev-Viro topological field theories, is still conjectural but obvious
by physical intuition. In [Ko2], it was conjectured that this functoriality (with additional nice
properties) holds for all extended topological field theories. A related but different 2-functor was
constructed in [ENO09]. Another related result is presented in [Lu, Cor. 2.5.13], where to an E[k]-
algebra (in a symmetric monoidal∞-category) one assigns its center, which is an E[k+1]-algebra
in the same category.
This ends our short exposition of the relation between CFT and the full center construction.
To conclude let us just list – without comment – some of the issues we have left aside to keep
the presentation short. For higher genus surfaces one either has to include a line bundle over the
moduli space of Riemann surfaces or content oneself with obtaining rays of multilinear maps as
correlators (this is due to the conformal anomaly; it can be avoided at genus 0). The formulation
of the sewing constraints for CFTs with domain walls requires the introduction of defect junctions
of higher valencies, whereas above we have restricted ourselves to valency 2. The construction of
correlators via 3dTFT is proved only for surfaces of genus 0 and 1, for surfaces of higher genus,
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it relies on the conjectural equivalence of two modular functors, one obtained from conformal
blocks and one from the 3dTFT.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review the notion of action
internal hom; in Section 3 we will review the notion of full center of an algebra in a monoidal
category C and set our notations; in Section 4 we will construct two bicategories: CAlg(Z) and
CALG(Z); in Section 5 we will present the full center construction; in Section 6 and Section 7
we restrict the domain of the full center construction to Mod×(C) and Modo(C), respectively,
and show that we obtain non-lax 2-functors in both cases.
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lent working conditions. LK is supported by the Basic Research Young Scholars Program and
the Initiative Scientific Research Program of Tsinghua University, and NSFC under Grant No.
11071134. AD and IR thank Tsinghua University for hospitality during a visit where part of this
work was completed. IR is supported in part by the German Science Foundation (DFG) within
the Collaborative Research Center 676 “Particles, Strings and the Early Universe”.
2 Action internal homs
In this section we recall the definition of action internal homs. Some of their properties are best
stated in the language of enriched categories and we will therefore also use this language, even if
enriched categories do not feature in the rest of this paper. Most of the results collected in this
section can be found e.g. in [JK, Os].
2.1 Module categories and internal homs
Let C be a monoidal category with tensor product ⊗ and tensor unit 1C and let M be a left
module category over C (or a C-module, for short). We briefly review the definition of module
categories, module functors and natural transformations between them in Appendix A.1. Action
internal homs are defined by a universal property as follows.
Definition 2.1. For M,N ∈M the action internal hom [M,N ] is an object of C equipped with
a map evM : [M,N ] ∗M → N such that ([M,N ], evM ) is terminal among the pairs (U, f), where
U ∈ C and f : U ∗M → N is a morphism in M. That is, for each such pair there is a unique
morphism f : U → [M,N ] which makes the diagram
U ∗M
f
""❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
f∗idM //❴❴❴❴❴❴❴ [M,N ] ∗M
evM
yyttt
tt
ttt
tt
N
(2.1)
commute. Equivalently, the action internal hom [M,N ] is the terminal object in the comma-
category AM ↓N , where AM : C →M is the functor sending X ∈ C to X ∗M .
The notion of action internal homs is a generalization of that of internal hom of a monoidal
category. The latter one corresponds to the regular action of a monoidal category on itself. For
brevity, we will refer to both as ‘internal hom’.
Remark 2.2. (i) The assignment f 7→ f in Definition 2.1 gives a natural isomorphism
HomM(X ∗M,N) ∼= HomC(X, [M,N ]). (2.2)
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This shows the equivalence of our formulation to that used in [Os], where the internal hom
functor [M,−] :M→ C was defined as the right adjoint of − ∗M : C →M.
(ii) Let Vectk be the monoidal category of (not necessarily finite dimensional) vector spaces over
a field k. There is a canonical isomorphism Hom(U ⊗ V,W ) ∼= Hom(U,Hom(V,W )). Thus,
if we consider Vectk as a module category over itself, the internal hom is just the usual hom,
[U, V ] = Hom(U, V ).
(iii) Internal homs may or may not exist. For example, consider a monoidal category C as a
module category over itself, and let G be the full monoidal subcategory of C of invertible objects
(or even just the tensor unit itself). Then C is also a G-module, but may not have internal homs
in G. For example, this happens for Vectk where G consists of 1-dimensional vector spaces.
Definition 2.3. A subcategory N ⊂M of a C-moduleM is called C-closed iff the internal hom
[M,N ] exists for all M,N ∈ N . (N is not itself required to be a C-module; it is understood that
the condition (2.1) – or (2.2) – is to be applied to all morphisms in M, not only to those in N .)
Remark 2.4. (i) The above definition allows to select a sub-class of objects in M for which
internal Homs exist, the condition of being C-closed is independent of the morphism sets in N
(but of course not of those of M and C). This is helpful because we will be interested mainly in
module categories that in turn arise as categories of C-module functors between given C-modules,
and we may want to single out certain sub-categories of functors. For example, if G denotes
the sub-category of invertible such functors with invertible natural transformations, we can say
‘assume G is closed’ rather than ‘assume that the class of objects in G is a closed sub-class’ or
‘assume that the full subcategory containing the same objects as G is closed’. Note that in this
example, G will typically not itself be a module category.
(ii) The above example also shows that for a C-closed C-module M, it is possible to have a
monoidal subcategory C′ of C such that M is not C′-closed.
Convention 2.5. In order not to make the commutative diagrams unnecessarily large, we adopt
the following conventions.
(i) We write f1 as an abbreviation for f ∗ id or f ⊗ id, and fg for f ∗ g or f ⊗ g.
(ii) We will usually not spell out the associator and unit isomorphisms in monoidal categories or
module categories. For example, given a map f : V ∗M → N we may write (U⊗V )∗M
1f
−−−→ U∗N
instead of (U ⊗ V ) ∗M
a
−1
U,V,M
−−−−→ U ∗ (V ∗M)
idU∗f
−−−−−→ U ∗N .
Lemma 2.6. If M is a C-closed subcategory of a C-module, the internal hom [−,−] gives a
functor from the product category Mop ×M into C.
Proof. We start by construction two families of functors, [M,−] :M→ C and [−,M ] :Mop → C
for all M ∈M. On objects both are given by the internal hom.
Let f : N → N ′ and g : M → M ′ be morphisms in M. We define [M, f ] : [M,N ]→ [M,N ′]
and [g,N ] : [M ′, N ]→ [M,N ] via the universal property,
[M,N ] ∗M
evM

∃! [M,f ]1 //❴❴❴❴❴❴ [M,N ′] ∗M
evM

N
f // N ′
[M ′, N ] ∗M
1g

∃! [g,N ]1 //❴❴❴❴❴❴ [M,N ] ∗M
evM

[M ′, N ] ∗M ′
evM′ // N
(2.3)
Using the uniqueness requirement in the universal property, one checks that [M, idN ] = id[M,N ],
[idM , N ] = id[M,N ], [M, f ]◦[M, f
′] = [M, f◦f ′] and [g′, N ]◦[g,N ] = [g◦g′, N ] where f ′ : N ′ → N ′′
and g′ :M ′ →M ′′.
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Next we will show that the two functors commute in the sense that [g,N ′]◦ [M ′, f ] = [M, f ]◦
[g,N ], where both are maps [M ′, N ]→ [M,N ′]. Consider the diagram
[M ′, N ] ∗M
[M ′,f ]1

1g
((PP
PPP
PPP
PPP
P
[g,N ]1 // [M,N ] ∗M
[M,f ]1

evM
yysss
sss
sss
ss
[M ′, N ] ∗M ′
evM′ //
[M ′,f ]1

N
f

[M ′, N ′] ∗M ′
evM′ // N ′
[M ′, N ′] ∗M
1g
66♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ [g,N ′]1 // [M,N ′] ∗M .
evM
ee❑❑❑❑❑❑❑❑❑❑❑
(2.4)
All but the leftmost square commute by the commutativity of the two diagrams in (2.3). The
commutativity of the leftmost square follows from the statement that ∗ is a functor C×M→M.
Thus the two maps [M ′, N ] ∗M → N ′ defined by the outer square (composed with evM ) are
equal and the universal property implies [g,N ′] ◦ [M ′, f ] = [M, f ] ◦ [g,N ].
Altogether this shows that the two families of functors [M,−] and [−,M ] define a functor
Mop ×M→ C (cf. [MaL, Sect. II.3, Prop. 1]).
In Vectk there is a canonical homomorphism X⊗Hom(L,M)→ Hom(L,X⊗M) taking x⊗f
to the map l 7→ x⊗ f(l). This map is an isomorphism if X is finite dimensional (choose a basis
of X), but in general it is not (take X and L infinite dimensional and M = k). General internal
homs behave similarly. For X ∈ C and L,M ∈ M, we have a map
γX : X ⊗ [L,M ]→ [L,X ∗M ] (2.5)
defined by the universal property of the internal hom:
(X ⊗ [L,M ]) ∗ L
1evL ''PP
PPP
PPP
PPP
∃! γX1 //❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴ [L,X ∗M ] ∗ L
evLww♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦♦♦
♦♦
X ∗M
(2.6)
Here the arrow labelled 1 evL makes sense in view of Convention 2.5. For f : X → X ′, the
universal property implies commutativity of the diagram
X ⊗ [L,M ]
γX //
f1

[L,X ∗M ]
[L,f1]

X ′ ⊗ [L,M ]
γX′ // [L,X ′ ∗M ] ,
(2.7)
so that γ is a natural transformation from (−) ⊗ [L,M ] → [L, (−) ∗ M ], both of which are
endofunctors of C.
An object of Vectk has a right (or left) dual iff it is finite-dimensional. For general internal
homs we have the following
Lemma 2.7. Let M be a C-module, and let X ∈ C have a right dual X∨. Suppose that the
internal homs [L,M ], [L,X ∗M ], [L,X∨ ∗M ], [L, (X∨⊗X) ∗M ] exist. Then γX : X⊗ [L,M ]→
[L,X ∗M ] is an isomorphism.
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Proof. The following identities for γ(−) follow immediately from the universal property:
γ1C = id[L,M ], γX⊗Y = γX ◦ (idX ⊗ γY ). (2.8)
Denote by 1C
bX−−→ X ⊗ X∨ and X∨ ⊗ X
dX−−→ 1C the duality maps. We have the commutative
diagram
[L,X ∗M ] ∗ L
evL //
bX11

X ∗M
bX11
 ❚❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
❚❚
❚❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
❚❚
(X ⊗X∨ ⊗ [L,X ∗M ]) ∗ L
11evL //
1γX∨1

(X ⊗X∨ ⊗X) ∗M
1dX1 // X ∗M
(X ⊗ [L, (X∨⊗X) ∗M ]) ∗ L
1[L,dX1]1 //
1evL
33❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣
(X ⊗ [L,M ]) ∗ L
1evL
44❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥
.
(2.9)
Thus, if we define the map γ¯X : [L,X ∗M ]→ X ⊗ [L,M ] as γ¯X := (1[L, dX1]) ◦ (1γX∨) ◦ (bX1),
the above commutative diagram implies commutativity of
[L,X ∗M ] ∗ L
evL
''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖γ¯X1
vv❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧
(X ⊗ [L,M ]) ∗ L
1evL // X ∗M .
(2.10)
The universal property of the internal hom immediately gives γX ◦ γ¯X = id[L,X⊗M ]. For the
composition in the opposite order, we compute (again not writing out associators and unit
isomorphisms)
γ¯X ◦ γX
(1)
= (1[L, dX1]) ◦ (1γX∨) ◦ (bX1) ◦ γX
(2)
= (1[L, dX1]) ◦ (1γX∨) ◦ (11γX) ◦ (bX11)
(3)
= (1[L, dX1]) ◦ (1γX∨⊗X) ◦ (bX11)
(4)
= (1γ1C) ◦ (1dX1) ◦ (bX11)
(5)
= idX⊗[L,M ] . (2.11)
Here step 1 is the definition of γ¯X , step 2 is functoriality of the tensor product of C, step 3 uses
(2.8), step 4 is the naturality (2.7) of γ, and step 5 follows from γ1C = id and the properties of
duality maps.
As we have seen, in Vectk internal homs are just homs, which can be composed. Analogously,
for general internal homs the universal property allows to define a composition morphism
CM ≡ CN,M,L : [M,L]⊗ [N,M ]→ [N,L] (2.12)
in terms of the commutative diagram
([M,L]⊗ [N,M ]) ∗N
1evN

∃! CM1 //❴❴❴❴❴❴ [N,L] ∗N
evN

[M,L] ∗M
evM // L .
(2.13)
Lemma 2.8. Let M be a C-module, and let K,K ′, L, L′,M,N ∈ M.
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(i) If all internal homs in (2.14) exist, the composition morphism CM can be factorized as
[N, [M,L] ∗M ]
[N,evM ]
''◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆◆
[M,L]⊗ [N,M ]
γ[M,L]
66❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧
CM // [N,L]
(2.14)
(ii) If all internal homs in (2.15) exist, the composition morphisms are associative in the sense
that the diagram
([M,N ]⊗ [K,M ])⊗ [L,K]
id //
CM1

[M,N ]⊗ ([K,M ]⊗ [L,K])
1CK

[K,N ]⊗ [L,K]
CK // [L,N ] [M,N ]⊗ [L,M ]
CMoo
(2.15)
commutes.
(iii) Suppose all internal homs in (2.16) exist. Then for f : M → M ′ and g : K ′ → K we have
the commuting squares
[L,M ]⊗[K,L]
[L,f ] 1 //
CL

[L,M ′]⊗[K,L]
CL

[K,M ]
[K,f ] // [K,M ′] ,
[L,M ]⊗[K,L]
1 [g,L] //
CL

[L,M ]⊗[K ′, L]
CL

[K,M ]
[g,M ] // [K ′,M ] .
(2.16)
Note that, while the proof of Lemma 2.7 required more internal homs to exist than just the
ones appearing as source and target of the map γX : X ⊗ [L,M ] → [L,X ∗M ], the proof of
Lemma 2.8 only needs the existence of the internal homs appearing explicitly in the diagrams
(2.14), (2.15), and (2.16).
Proof. (i) By the universal property of internal homs it is enough to check that the two maps
evN ◦ (CM1) and evN ◦ ([N, evM ]1) ◦ (γ[M,L]1) from ([M,L] ⊗ [N,M ]) ∗ N to L agree. This in
turn can be quickly verified by inserting the definitions (2.3), (2.6) and (2.13) of [N,−], γ and
C.
(ii) It suffices to check that the two morphisms from (([M,N ]⊗ [K,M ])⊗ [L,K]) ∗L to N given
by a = evL ◦ (CM1) ◦ (1CK1) and b = evL ◦ (CK1) ◦ (CM11) agree. This can be checked by
substituting the definition (2.13) twice into a, while for b one needs to use (2.14) to replace
(CM11). It is then straightforward to verify a = b from the definition of γ[M,N ] and [L, evM ].
(iii) The first identity follows from the universal property together with the commutativity of
(we omit ‘⊗’, ‘∗’ and brackets)
[L,M ][K,L]K
[L,f ] 11 //
1 evK
''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
CL1

[L,M ′][K,L]K
1 evK

CL1
''PP
PPP
PPP
PPP
P
[L,M ]L
[L,f ] 1 //
evL

[L,M ′]L
evL

[K,M ′]K
evK
ww♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥
[K,M ]K
evK //
[K,f ] 1
''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
M
f //M ′
[K,M ′]K
evK
77♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
(2.17)
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The commutativity of the individual cells holds by definition of [K, f ], [L, f ] and CL. The second
square can be checked analogously.
Recall the notation f from (2.1). From 1C ∗M
idM−−→ M (using Conv. 2.5) we get the map
idM : 1C → [M,M ], and it is straightforward to check that it makes the following diagram
commute,
[N,N ]⊗ [M,N ]
CN // [M,N ] [M,N ]⊗ [M,M ]
CMoo
1C ⊗ [M,N ]
idN1
OO
idN
77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
[M,N ]⊗ 1C .
1 idM
OO
idM
gg❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖
(2.18)
Remark 2.9. (i) An immediate consequence of the above observations is that if the internal
hom [M,M ] exists, ([M,M ],CM , idM ) is an algebra in C. Analogously, [N,M ] is a left-[M,M ]
and right-[N,N ] module.
(ii) If f :M → N and f ′ :M ′ → N ′ are isomorphisms inM, then by Lemma 2.6 [M,M ′]
[M,f ′]
−−−−→
[M,N ′] and [M,N ′]
[f−1,N ′]
−−−−−→ [N,N ′] are isomorphisms in C. One can also show that the mor-
phism [f−1, f ] : [M,M ]→ [N,N ] is an algebra isomorphism, but we will not need this result.
2.2 Enriched categories
It is possible to summarize above structures using enriched categories (see [Ke] for definitions).
We define a category MC whose objects are given by objects in M and whose morphisms are
internal homs, HomMC(M,N) := [M,N ]. The compositions is given by the composition mor-
phism (2.12) and the identity is idM . The commutative diagrams (2.15) and (2.18) simply say
that MC is a category enriched over C, or a C-category for short.
Let M and M′ be C-closed subcategories of two C-modules M˜ and M˜′, respectively. Let
F : M˜ → M˜′ be a C-module functor (see Appendix A.1 for definition and conventions), which
maps M to M′.
There is a canonical map [F ][M,N ] : [M,N ]→ [F (M), F (N)] given by
[F ][M,N ] = F (evM ) ◦ (F
(2)
[M,N ],M )
−1 , (2.19)
i.e.
[M,N ] ∗ F (M)
∃! [F ][M,N ]1 //❴❴❴❴❴❴
(F
(2)
[M,N ],M
)−1

[F (M), F (N)] ∗ F (M)
evF (M)

F ([M,N ] ∗M)
F (evM ) // F (N) .
(2.20)
Sometimes we abbreviate [F ][M,N ] ≡ [F ]. It is clear that when the functor F is the identity, then
[F ][M,N ] is the identity map on [M,N ].
Lemma 2.10. [F ][−,−] satisfies the following functorial properties. For φ : K → L and ψ :M →
N , the following diagrams
[L,M ]
[F ] //
[L,ψ]

[F (L), F (M)]
[F (L),F (ψ)]

[L,N ]
[F ] // [F (L), F (N)]
and [L,M ]
[F ] //
[φ,M ]

[F (L), F (M)]
[F (φ),F (M)]

[K,M ]
[F ] // [F (K), F (M)]
(2.21)
are commutative.
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Proof. To prove the first property in (2.21), we consider the following diagram (omitting ∗):
[L,M ]F (L)
[F ]1 //
(F (2))−1

[L,ψ]1
''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
[F (L), F (M)]F (L)
[F (L),F (ψ)]1
uu❦❦❦❦
❦❦❦❦
❦❦❦❦
❦❦❦
ev

[L,N ]F (L)
[F ]1 //
(F (2))−1

[F (L), F (N)]F (L)
ev

F ([L,N ]L)
F (ev) // F (N)
F ([L,M ]L)
F (ev) //
F ([L,ψ]1)
77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
F (M) .
F (ψ)
ii❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙
By (2.20) and the first commutative diagram in (2.3), all subdiagrams, including the outer square,
except the subdiagram on the top are commutative. Hence, we have ev ◦ ([F ]1) ◦ ([L,ψ]1) =
ev ◦ ([F (L), F (ψ)]1) ◦ ([F ]1). The first property in (2.21) follows by the universal property of the
internal hom.
The proof for the second property in (2.21) is entirely similar, we only mention the difference.
Consider the following diagram (omitting ∗):
[L,M ]F (K)
[F ]1 //
(F (2))−1

[φ,M ]1
''PP
PPP
PPP
PPP
P
[F (L), F (M)]F (K)
[F (φ),F (M)]1
uu❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥
1F (φ)

[K,M ]F (K)
[F ]1 //
(F (2))−1

[F (K), F (M)]F (K)
ev

F ([K,M ]K)
F (ev) // F (M) [F (L), F (M)]F (L)
evoo
F ([L,M ]K)
F (1φ) //
F ([φ,M ]1)
77♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
F ([L,M ]L)
F (ev)
OO
F (2) // [L,M ]F (L) .
[F ]1
OO
Since F (2) ◦F (1φ)(F (2))−1 = 1F (φ), it is easy to see that the outer square is commutative. Then
running the same argument as the proof of the first property, we obtain the proof of the second
property in (2.21).
Lemma 2.11. [F ][−,−] defines a C-functor F
C :MC →M′ C . Equivalently, the two diagrams
1C
idM
{{①①①
①①
①①
①① idF (M)
&&▲▲
▲▲▲
▲▲▲
▲▲▲
[M,M ]
[F ][M,M] // [F (M), F (M)]
(2.22)
[N,P ]⊗ [M,N ]
[F ]⊗[F ]

CN // [M,P ]
[F ]

[F (N), F (P )]⊗ [F (M), F (N)]
CF (N) // [F (M), F (P )]
(2.23)
commute for all M,N,P ∈M. In particular, the morphism [F ] : [M,M ]→ [F (M), F (M)] is an
algebra homomorphism.
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Proof. The commutativity of (2.22) follows from the commutative diagram
1C ∗ F (M)
idM1 //
F (idM1)
**❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
id
$$■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
[M,M ] ∗ F (M)
[F ][M,M]1 //
(F (2))−1

[F (M), F (M)] ∗ F (M)
evF (M)
xxqqq
qqq
qqq
qqq
qqq
qqq
qqq
qqq
qqq
F ([M,M ] ∗M)
F (evM )

F (M)
(2.24)
together with the universal property of [F (M), F (M)]. To check commutativity of (2.23), con-
sider the diagram (we omit all ⊗ and ∗ and brackets)
[N, P ] [M,N ]FM
1[F ]1 //
1(F (2))−1
''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
CN1

[N,P ] [FM,FN ]FM
[F ]11 //
1 evFM

[FN,FP ] [FM, FN ]FM
1 evFM
ww♣♣♣
♣♣♣
♣♣♣
♣♣
CFN1

[N, P ]F ([M,N ]M)
1F (evM ) //
F (CN )◦(F
(2))−1

[N, P ]FN
[F ]1 // [FN,FP ]FN
evFN
✄✄
✄✄
✄✄
✄✄
✄✄
✄✄
✄✄
✄✄
✄
[M,P ]FM
(F (2))−1//
[F ]1

F ([M,P ]M)
F (evM )
((PP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PP
[FM,FP ]FM
evFM // FP [FM,FP ]FM .
evFMoo
Here all but the central pentagon are immediate consequences of the definition of C, F[−,−] and of
the fact that F is a C-module functor. The central pentagon is also easily checked by substituting
these definitions.
Lemma 2.12. Let L, M and N be C-modules and F : L →M and G :M→ N be C-module
functors. If the three internal homs in the following diagram exist, then the diagram commutes,
[M,M ′]
[F ] //
[G◦F ]
((◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗
[F (M), F (M ′)]
[G]

[GF (M), GF (M ′)] .
(2.25)
Proof. As usual, this can be seen by composing with (−) ∗ G(F (M)) and showing the cor-
responding identity of morphisms [M,M ′] ∗ G(F (M)) → G(F (M ′)). The latter follows in a
straightforward way when inserting the definitions of [F ], [G] and [G ◦ F ] from (2.20).
Analogously to the definition of F in the beginning of this subsection, let G : M˜ → M˜′ be a
another C-module functor which maps the C-closed subcategory M to the C-closed subcategory
M′. Given a C-module natural transformation F
φ
−→ G, the map 1C ∗ F (M)
φM
−−→ G(M) induces
a morphism φM : 1C → [F (M), G(M)] as in (2.1). There are two equivalent ways to realize φM ,
namely
φM =
(
1C
idF (M)
−−−−−−→ [F (M), F (M)]
[F (M),φM ]
−−−−−−−→ [F (M), G(M)]
)
,
φM =
(
1C
idG(M)
−−−−−−→ [G(M), G(M)]
[φM ,G(M)]
−−−−−−−→ [F (M), G(M)]
)
. (2.26)
Both identities can be checked by composing with (−) ∗ F (M) and substituting the definitions.
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Lemma 2.13. The following diagram commutes,
[M,N ]
[F ] //
[G]

[F (M), F (N)]
[F (M),φN ]

[G(M), G(N)]
[φM ,G(N)] // [F (M), G(N)] .
(2.27)
Proof. Composing with (−) ∗ F (M) and inserting the definition of [φM , G(N)] and [F (M), φN ],
one finds that commutativity of the above square follows from commutativity of
[F (M), F (N)] ∗ F (M)
evG(M)
((◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
[M,N ] ∗ F (M)
(F
(2)
[M,N ],M
)−1
//
1φM

[F ]1
55❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥
F ([M,N ] ∗M)
φ[M,N ]∗M

F (evM )
// F (N)
φN

[M,N ] ∗G(M)
[G]1 ))❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
(G
(2)
[M,N ],M
)−1
// G([M,N ] ∗M)
G(evM ) // G(N)
[G(M), G(N)] ∗G(M) .
evG(M)
66♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠
(2.28)
The commutativity of the two triangles amounts to the definition of [F ] and [G]. The left square
is condition (A.5) on a C-natural transformation, and the right square is the naturalness of φ.
Lemma 2.14. φM defines a C-natural transformation φC : F C → GC . Equivalently, the diagram
1C ⊗ [M,N ]
φN⊗[F ] // [F (N), G(N)]⊗ [F (M), F (N)]
CF (N) **❱❱❱❱
❱❱❱❱❱
❱❱❱❱
[M,N ]
∼=
77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
∼= ''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖
[F (M), G(N)]
[M,N ]⊗ 1C
[G]⊗φM // [G(M), G(N)]⊗ [F (M), G(M)]
CG(M)
44❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤
(2.29)
is commutative.
Proof. Making use of the identities (2.26), we see that the lemma will follow once we establish
commutativity of all cells in the diagram (we omit ‘⊗’, ‘∗’ and brackets)
[M,N ]
[F ] //
[G]

[FM,FN ]
idFN1 //
❚❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
❚❚❚
[FN,FN ][FM, FN ]
CFN

[FN,φN ] 1
((❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘
[GM,GN ]
1 idGM
 ❚❚
❚❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
❚
❚❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
❚❚❚
[FM,FN ]
[FM,φN ]

[FN,GN ][FM, FN ]
CFNvv❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧
[GM,GN ][GM,GM ]
CGM //
1 [φM ,GM] **❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
[GM,GN ]
[φM ,GN] // [FM,GN ]
[GM,GN ][FM,GM ]
CGM
55❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥
(2.30)
The two triangles amount to the identity (2.18) and the two outer squares are special cases of
Lemma 2.8 (iii). The central square (which looks like a hexagon) commutes by Lemma 2.13.
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In the case that the C-closed subcategoryM is already the entire C-module, the above results
can be summarized into the following Theorem.
Theorem 2.15. Let C be a monoidal category. The assignment M 7→ MC , F 7→ F C and
φ 7→ φC defines a functor (−)C from the 2-category of C-closed C-modules into the 2-category of
C-categories.
3 Module categories and the monoidal center
In this section, we recall the construction of the full center for a module category over a monoidal
category C and the centralizer of a C-module functor. We will also prove some basic properties
of them. In particular, the commutativity proved in Proposition3.7 will be important for the
constructions in later sections.
3.1 The full center of a module category
The full center of an algebra A = (A,mA, ιA) in a monoidal category C is a commutative algebra
in the monoidal center of that category. Instead of the algebra A one can use its category of
(right, say) modules CA as the input. Note that CA is an example of a (left) C-module. More
generally, the full center can be defined for arbitrary C-modules via a universal property.
To start with, let us recall the definition of the monoidal center (see [JS, Ex. 2.3] or [Ka,
Sect. VIII.4]).
Definition 3.1. Let C be a monoidal category. A half-braiding for an object Z ∈ C is a natural
isomorphism z : Z ⊗ (−)→ (−)⊗Z such that z1C = idZ and zU⊗V = (idU ⊗ zV ) ◦ (zU ⊗ idV ) for
all U, V ∈ C (recall Convention 2.5 (ii)). The monoidal center Z(C) of C is the category where
- objects are pairs (Z, z) where Z ∈ C and z is a half braiding for Z,
- morphisms f : (Y, y) → (Z, z) are morphisms f : Y → Z in C such that for all U ∈ C:
zU ◦ (f ⊗ idU ) = (idU ⊗ f) ◦ yU ,
- composition and identities are those of C.
The monoidal center has two important properties. Firstly, there is a natural functor Z(C)→
C, namely the forgetful functor taking (Z, z) to Z. Secondly, Z(C) is monoidal and braided (see
[Ka, Thm.VIII.4.2] for a proof). The tensor product and braiding isomorphisms of Z(C) are
(Y, y)⊗ (Z, z) = (Y ⊗ Z, y|z) where (y|z)U = (yU ⊗ idZ) ◦ (idY ⊗ zU ) (3.1)
and
c(Y,y),(Z,z) = yZ : (Y, y)⊗ (Z, z)→ (Z, z)⊗ (Y, y) . (3.2)
Given a left C-module M, α-induction [BEK, Os] is a monoidal functor α from Z(C) to the
category C∗M of C-module endofunctors of M. The functor sends an object (Z, z) ∈ Z to the
functor
α(Z) : M→M, α(Z)(M) = Z ∗M . (3.3)
with the C-module structure (cf. Definition A.2)
α(Z)(X ∗M)
α(Z)
(2)
X,M //❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴❴ X ∗ α(Z)(M)
Z ∗ (X ∗M) // (Z ⊗X) ∗M
zX1 // (X ⊗ Z) ∗M // X ∗ (Z ∗M) .
(3.4)
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Following [ENO05], we denote the category FunC(M,M) of C-module functors from M to
M by C∗M. It is a monoidal category with tensor product giving by the composition of functors.
We denote the monoidal category with the same underlining category and but with the opposite
tensor product by C∨M.
Proposition 3.2. The α-induction α : Z(C) → C∗M factors through Z(C
∗
M), i.e. the following
diagram of monoidal functors commutes
Z(C∗M)
forget
##●
●●
●●
●●
●●
Z(C)
α //
α˜
::✈✈✈✈✈✈✈✈✈
C∗M
Proof. Define a half braiding δZ,F : α(Z) ◦ F → F ◦ α(Z), for F ∈ C∗M by
(δZ,F )M =
(
α(Z) ◦ F (M) Z ∗ F (M)
(F
(2)
Z,M
)−1
// F (Z ∗M) F ◦ α(Z)(M)
)
(3.5)
It is clear that (δZ,F )M is natural in M . That δZ,F is even a natural transformation of C-module
functors amounts to commutativity of the following diagram:
α(Z)(F (X ∗M))

(δZ,F )X∗M //
❙❙❙
❙❙❙❙
❙❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙❙
❙❙❙
F (α(Z)(X ∗M))

❦❦❦
❦❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦❦❦
❦❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦❦❦
❦❦❦
Z ∗ F (X ∗M)
1∗F
(2)
X,M

F (Z ∗ (X ∗M))
F
(2)
Z,X∗M
oo
F (aZ,X,M )

Z ∗ (X ∗ F (M))
aZ,X,F (M)

F ((Z ⊗X) ∗M)
F (zM∗1)

F
(2)
ZX,M
uu❧❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧❧
❧❧❧
(Z ⊗X) ∗ F (M)
zX∗1

F ((X ⊗ Z) ∗M)
F (a−1X,Z,M )
F (2)XZ,Muu❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧
(X ⊗ Z) ∗ F (M)
a
−1
X,Z,M

F (X ∗ (Z ∗M))
F
(2)
X,Z∗M

X ∗ (Z ∗ F (M)) X ∗ F (Z ∗M)
1∗F
(2)
Z,Moo
X ∗ α(Z)(F (M))
X∗(δZ,F )M
//
❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦
❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦
X ∗ F (α(Z)(M))
❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙
❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙
Here the horizontal arrows of the outer square are half braiding isomorphisms for α(Z), while
the vertical arrows are the C-structures of the compositions α(Z) ◦ F and F ◦ α(Z).
The hexagon axiom for the half braiding follows from the definition of the composition of
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C-module functors:
(α(Z) ◦ F ◦G)(M)
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍
(δZ,F )G(M)
''
(δZ,F◦G)M // (F ◦G ◦ α(Z))(M)
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈
✈✈
✈✈
Z ∗ F (G(M))
FZ,G(M) $$❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
(F◦G)Z,M // F (G(Z ∗M))
F (Z ∗G(M))
F (GZ,M)
::✈✈✈✈✈✈✈✈✈
(F ◦ α(Z) ◦G)(M)
F ((δZ,G)M )
II
The monoidal structure for the functor Z(C) → Z(C∗M) is exhibited by the associativity of the
action:
α(Z ⊗ U)(M) (Z ⊗ U) ∗M
a
−1
Z,U,M // Z ∗ (U ∗M) (α(Z) ◦ α(U))(M).
The fact that this is an isomorphisms of objects in Z(C∗M)
(α(Z ⊗ U), δZU,−)→ (α(Z) ◦ α(U), δZ,−|δU,−) = (α(Z), δZ,−)⊗ (α(U), δU,−)
amounts to commutativity of the outer square of the following diagram:
(α(Z)α(U)F )(M)
(δZ,−|δU,−)M //
✾✾
✾✾
✾✾
✾✾
✾✾
✾✾
✾✾
✾✾
✾
✾✾
✾✾
✾✾
✾✾
✾✾
✾✾
✾✾
✾✾
✾
1∗δU,F **❯❯❯
❯❯❯❯
❯❯❯❯
❯❯❯❯
❯❯

(Fα(Z)α(U))(M)
✆✆
✆✆
✆✆
✆✆
✆✆
✆✆
✆✆
✆✆
✆
✆✆
✆✆
✆✆
✆✆
✆✆
✆✆
✆✆
✆✆
✆

(α(Z)Fα(U))(M)
δZ,F ∗1
44✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐✐
Z ∗ (U ∗ F (M))
aZ,U,F (M)

F (Z ∗ (U ∗M))
F (aZ,U,M )

F
(2)
Z,U∗Myysss
sss
sss
s
Z ∗ F (U ∗M)
1∗F
(2)
U,M
ee❑❑❑❑❑❑❑❑❑❑
(ZU) ∗ F (M)
sss
sss
sss
s
sss
sss
sss
s (F (2)ZU,M )
−1
// F ((ZU) ∗M)
❑❑❑
❑❑❑
❑❑❑
❑
❑❑❑
❑❑❑
❑❑❑
❑
(α(ZU)F )(M)
(δZU,F )M
// (Fα(ZU))(M)
which follows from the coherence properties of F (2). The morphism associated to units α(1)(M) −→
idM(M) is given by 1 ∗M
≃
−→M . It is straightforward to check that all coherence conditions are
satisfied.
It is worthwhile to point out that the monoidal functor α˜ does not respect the braiding.
It maps the braiding of Z(C) to the antibraiding of Z(C∗M). By slightly modifying the target
category, we obtain a braided monoidal functor α˜ : Z(C)→ Z(C∨M) [EO]. Let FunC|C∨M(M,M)
be the category of C-C∨M-bimodule functors. It is clear that there are canonical functors [EO]:
Z(C)
LM−−→ FunC|C∨M(M,M)
RM←−− Z(C∨M).
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Then it is an easy exercise to show that the following diagram:
FunC|C∨M(M,M)
Z(C)
α˜ //
LM
77♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣
Z(C∨M) .
RM
ggPPPPPPPPPPP
(3.6)
is commutative. This commutative diagram and Proposition3.2 will be used in the proof of
Lemma7.8.
Definition 3.3 (see [Da, Sect. 6]). Let C be a monoidal category and letM be a C-module. The
full center Z(M) of M is the terminal object in the category of pairs (Z, f) where Z ∈ Z(C)
and f : α(Z)→ idM is a C-module natural transformation. Equivalently, Z(M) is the terminal
object in the comma-category α ↓ idM.
That f is a C-module natural transformation means that it is a natural transformation of
functors M → M such that fU∗M = (idU ∗ fM ) ◦ (zU ∗ idM ) for all U ∈ C and M ∈ M, cf.
Definition A.3. The full center of a module category may or may not exist. In fact, its existence
is linked to that of an internal hom: the monoidal functor α : Z(C) → C∗M turns C
∗
M into a
Z(C)-module, and for idM the identity module functor on M we have
Z(M) = [idM, idM] . (3.7)
Indeed, [idM, idM] is equally the terminal object in the comma-category α ↓ idM, cf. Def. 2.1.
Accordingly, from (2.2) we get a family of isomorphisms of hom spaces, natural in Z ∈ Z(C),
HomZ(C)(Z,Z(M)) ∼= HomC∗M(α(Z), idM) . (3.8)
By Rem. 2.9 (i), Z(M) is an algebra in Z(C). In fact, Cor. 3.9 below will show that it is even
a commutative algebra (see also [Da, Prop. 6.1]). The full center of an algebra A ∈ C is defined in
terms of the category CA of right A-modules as Z(A) = Z(CA). There is also a direct definition
of Z(A) in terms of the algebra A, see [Da, Sect. 4&Thm. 6.2]. In the case that C is a modular
tensor category, the present definition of Z(A) coincides with the original one [Fj, Def. 4.9], cf.
[Da, Sect. 8].
3.2 The centralizer of a module functor
Let M,N be left C-modules and F :M→ N a C-module functor. The category FunC(M,N )
of C-module functors from M to N is a left EndC(N )-module and a right C∗M-module. The
α-inductions αN : Z(C) → EndC(N ) and αM : Z(C) → C∗M provide the category FunC(M,N )
with a structure of a left and right Z(C)-module. The left and right actions are equivalent in the
sense that for all Z ∈ Z(C) and F ∈ FunC(M,N ) we have an equivalence of C-module functors
Z ∗ F := αN (Z) ◦ F ∼= F ◦ αM(Z) =: F ∗ Z . (3.9)
More precisely, we have the following
Lemma 3.4. Let F : M → N be a C-module functor. Then there is a natural isomorphism
ζ(F ) between the functors
Z(C)
αN ((◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
αMxx♣♣♣
♣♣♣
♣
C∗M
F◦-
&&◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆
ζ(F )
=⇒ EndC(N ) .
-◦F
vv♠♠♠♠
♠♠♠
FunC(M,N )
(3.10)
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Proof. To define ζ(F ) we need to give, for each Z ∈ Z(C), a morphism
ζ(F )Z : F ◦ αM(Z)→ αN (Z) ◦ F (3.11)
of C-module functors, i.e. each ζ(F )Z is a C-module natural transformation (cf. Definition A.3).
We define its specialization (ζ(F )Z )M on M ∈ M to be the morphism
F (αM(Z)(M)) = F (Z ∗M)
F
(2)
Z,M // Z ∗ F (M) = αN (Z)(F (M)) , (3.12)
where F
(2)
Z,M is the C-module structure of F . The fact that for each Z ∈ Z, ζ(F )Z is a C-module
natural transformation follows from the commutativity of the diagram
F (αM(Z)(X∗M)) αN (Z)(F (X∗M))
(ζ(F )Z)X∗M //
αN (Z)(X∗F (M))
αN (F
(2)
X,M
)

X∗αN (F (M)) .
αN (Z)
(2)
X,F (M)

X∗(Z∗F (M))
❘❘❘❘❘❘❘
❘❘❘❘❘❘❘
(XZ)∗F (M)
aX,Z,F (M)
hh❘❘❘❘❘❘❘
F (Z∗(X∗M))
❘❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘❘
❘❘❘
Z∗F (X∗M)
F
(2)
Z,X∗M //
Z∗(X∗F (M))
1F
(2)
X,M

❘❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘❘
❘❘❘
(ZX)∗F (M)
aZ,X,F (M)
hh❘❘❘❘❘❘❘
zX1

❧❧❧❧❧❧❧
❧❧❧❧❧❧❧
F ((ZX)∗M)
F (aZ,X,M ) ((❘❘❘
❘❘❘❘
F
(2)
ZX,M
((❘❘❘
❘❘❘❘
F ((XZ)∗M)
F (zX1)

F
(2)
XZ,M
((❘❘❘
❘❘❘❘
F (X∗αM(Z)(M))
F (αM(Z)
(2)
X,M
)

F (X∗(Z∗M))
❘❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘❘
❘❘❘
F (aZXM )
((❘❘❘
❘❘❘❘
X∗F (Z∗M)
F
(2)
X,Z∗M
 1F (2)
Z,M //
X∗F (αM(Z)(M))
F
(2)
X,α(M)

❧❧❧❧❧❧❧
❧❧❧❧❧❧❧
1 (ζ(F )Z)M
//
It remains to check that ζ(F ) is a natural transformation, i.e. that for all f : Y → Z in Z(C) the
square
F ◦ αM(Y )
F◦αM(f) //
ζ(F )Y

F ◦ αM(Z)
ζ(F )Z

αN (Y ) ◦ F
αN (f)◦F // αM(Z) ◦ F
(3.13)
of C-natural transformations commutes. Evaluating on M ∈M, this boils down to the identity
(
F (Y ∗M)
F
(2)
Y,M
−−−→ Y ∗F (M)
f 1
−−→ Z ∗F (M)
)
=
(
F (Y ∗M)
F (f 1)
−−−−→ F (Z ∗M)
F
(2)
Y,M
−−−→ Z ∗F (M)
)
,
which holds because F is a C-module functor.
By the above lemma we loose nothing if we restrict ourselves to the left (say) action of Z(C)
on FunC(M,N ), so this will be the Z(C)-module structure on FunC(M,N ) we use below.
Definition 3.5. Let F :M→N be a C-module functor. The full centralizer Z(F ) of the functor
F is defined to be the internal hom [F, F ] (valued in Z(C)) with respect to the Z(C)-action on
FunC(M,N ).
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As the full centralizer is defined in terms of an internal hom, it may or may not exist depending
on the choice of F (and C, M, N ). By Rem. 2.9 (i), if it exists, Z(F ) is a (not necessarily
commutative) algebra in Z(C). The reason for the name ‘full centralizer’ is the relation to the
centralizer Z(f) discussed in Section 1.1 – we will return to this point with more details in Section
5.3 below.
Fix a C-module functor F : M → N , and fix a third C-module P . The left and right
composition with F defines functors
F ◦ − : FunC(P ,M)→ FunC(P ,N ) , − ◦ F : FunC(N ,P)→ FunC(M,P) . (3.14)
The following lemma shows that these are in fact Z(C)-module functors.
Lemma 3.6. F ◦ − and − ◦ F with Z(C)-module structure
(F ◦ −)
(2)
X,H = ζ(F )X ◦H : F ◦ αM(X) ◦H −→ αN (X) ◦ F ◦H ,
(− ◦ F )
(2)
X,H = idαN (X)HF : αN (X) ◦H ◦ F −→ αN (X) ◦H ◦ F
(3.15)
are Z(C)-module functors.
Proof. We have to check compatibility with associator and unit isomorphisms. For (− ◦ F )(2)
this is trivial. For (F ◦ −)(2), the associator condition reads
F ◦ αM(X ⊗ Y ) ◦H
ζ(F )XY ◦H
))❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙❙
❙❙❙❙
F ◦ αM(X) ◦ αM(Y ) ◦H
F◦aMX,Y,H−
55❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦
ζ(F )X◦(αM(Y )H)

αN (X ⊗ Y ) ◦ F ◦H
αN (X) ◦ F ◦ αM(Y ) ◦H
αN (X)◦ζ(F )Y ◦H // αN (X) ◦ αN (Y ) ◦ F ◦H
aNX,Y,FH−
OO
(3.16)
Applying this to some P ∈ P and substituting the definition of ζ in (3.12), this becomes precisely
the associator condition for F (2). The unit compatibility follows along the same lines.
Let G,G′ : N → P , H,H ′ : L → M and F : M→ N be C-module functors. By the above
lemma, (−)◦F and F ◦ (−) are Z(C)-module functors so that the construction in (2.20) provides
us with morphisms
[− ◦ F ][G,G′] : [G,G
′]→ [GF,G′F ] and [F ◦ −][H,H′] : [H,H
′]→ [FH,FH ′] (3.17)
in Z(C), provided that the internal homs appearing as source and target exist. These morphisms
satisfy a ‘commutativity’ relation stated in the following proposition, which will be instrumen-
tal in the further discussion. The commutative diagram below can be visualized as a sewing
constraint when interpreted in the CFT setting briefly discussed in Section 1.3, see Figure 3.
Proposition 3.7. Let C be a monoidal category, let L,M, N be C-modules, and let F, F ′ : L →
M and G,G′ : M → N be C-module functors such that all the internal homs in (3.18) exist.
Then the diagram
[G,G′]⊗ [F, F ′]
c[G,G′],[F,F ′]

a // [GF ′, G′F ′]⊗ [GF,GF ′]
CGF ′
++❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲❲
❲
[GF,G′F ′]
[F, F ′]⊗ [G,G′]
b // [G′F,G′F ′]⊗ [GF,G′F ]
CG′F
33❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣
(3.18)
commutes. Here a = (− ◦ F ′)[G,G′] ⊗ (G ◦ −)[F,F ′] and b = (G
′ ◦ −)[F,F ′] ⊗ (− ◦ F )[G,G′].
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Figure 3: The CFT sewing constraint corresponding to (3.18) in the conventions used in Sec-
tion 1.3: We consider a CFT with three possible colors for the world sheet, given by the three
C-modules L, M, N , and four different defect conditions labelled by the functors F, F ′, G,G′.
The internal homs [F, F ′], etc., give the space of defect (changing) fields. The composition of
functors amounts to the ‘fusion’ of topological defect lines. The sewing shown in figure a) cor-
responds to the upper path in (3.18), and the sewing in figure b) to the lower path. In words it
says that [F, F ′] and [G,G′] can both be interpreted as subspaces of the space of defect changing
fields from the fused defect GF to G′F ′, and that fields in these subspaces mutually commute.
Proof. By the universal property of internal homs, it is enough to verify the identity of the
upper and lower path in the diagram after applying (−) ∗GF to both sides and composing with
evGF . The resulting morphism from the upper path can be rewritten as shown in the following
commutative diagram (we abbreviate L = G ◦ − and R = − ◦ F ′)
[G,G′] ∗ ([F, F ′] ∗ L(F ))
[R]11//
1(L
(2)
[F,F ′],F
)−1

[GF ′, G′F ′] ∗ ([F, F ′] ∗ L(F ))
1(L
(2)
[F,F ′],F
)−1

1 [L]1
++❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲❲
[G,G′] ∗ L([F, F ′] ∗ F )
1L(evF )

[GF ′, G′F ′] ∗ L([F, F ′] ∗ F )
1L(evF )

[GF ′, G′F ′] ∗ ([GF,GF ′] ∗GF )
CGF ′
1 evGFss❣❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣
[G,G′] ∗GF ′
(R
(2)
[G,G′],G
)−1

[R]1 // [GF ′, G′F ′] ∗GF ′
evGF ′

[GF,G′F ′] ∗GF
evGF
ss❣❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣❣❣
❣❣❣
R([G,G′] ∗G)
R(evG) // G′F ′
The diagram commutes by functoriality of ∗ in both arguments, and by the definitions (2.13),
(2.20) of C and [R], [L]. Inserting the definitions (3.15) of L(2) and R(2), we find that the lower
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path in the above diagram is equal to
[G,G′] ∗ ([F, F ′] ∗ (GF ))
1 ζ(G)−1
[F,F ′]
◦F
−−−−−−−−−→ [G,G′] ∗ (G ◦ ([F, F ′] ∗ F ))
1G(evF )
−−−−−→ [G,G′] ∗ (GF ′)
evG◦F
′
−−−−−→ G′ ◦ F ′
(3.19)
An analogous calculation for the lower path in (3.18) yields the morphism (omitting associators)
[G,G′] ∗ ([F, F ′] ∗ (GF ))
c[G,G′],[F,F ′]1
−−−−−−−−−→ [F, F ′] ∗ ([G,G′] ∗ (GF ))
1(evG◦F )
−−−−−−→ [F, F ′] ∗ (G′F )
ζ(G′)−1
[F,F ′]
◦F
−−−−−−−−−→ G′([F, F ′] ∗ F )
G′◦evF−−−−−→ G′ ◦ F ′
(3.20)
To establish commutativity of (3.18), it hence remains to verify that (3.19) and (3.20) are equal,
i.e. that the following diagram commutes,
([G,G′]⊗ [F, F ′]) ∗ (GF )
c[G,G′],[F,F ′]1

∼= // [G,G′] ∗ [F, F ′] ∗ (GF )
1ζ(G)−1
[F,F ′]

([F, F ′]⊗ [G,G′]) ∗ (GF )
∼=

[G,G′] ∗ (G([F, F ′] ∗ F ))
1(1evF ) //
∼=

[G,G′] ∗GF ′
∼=

[F, F ′] ∗ (([G,G′] ∗G) ◦ F )
x //
1evG1

([G,G′] ∗G) ◦ ([F, F ′] ∗ F )
1evF //
evG1

([G,G′] ∗G) ◦ F ′
evG1

[F, F ′] ∗G′F
ζ(G′)−1
[F,F ′] // G′ ◦ ([F, F ′] ∗ F )
1evF // G′ ◦ F ′
(3.21)
where x = ζ([G,G′]∗G)−1[F,F ′] and the map ζ([G,G
′]∗G)[F,F ′] is defined in (3.12). By the definition
(3.4) of the C-module structure on α(Z), the natural transformation ζ(α([G,G′]))[F,F ′] is given by
the braiding c[G,G′],[F,F ′]. Therefore upper-left subdiagram commutes. Substituting ζ([G,G
′] ∗
G)[F,F ′] =
(
[G,G′] ∗ G
)(2)
[F,F ′],−
and ζ(G′)[F,F ′] = G
(2)
[F,F ′],−, we see that the commutativity of
the lower-left subdiagram is due to the fact that [G,G′] ∗ G
evG−−→ G′ is a C-module natural
transformation (see condition (A.5)). Altogether, it follows that (3.21) commutes.
Recall from (3.7) that the full center Z(M) of a C-module M is the internal hom [idM, idM]
in Z(C). The following two special cases of Proposition3.7 will be useful.
Corollary 3.8. For two given C-module functors F,G :M→ N , the diagrams
Z(N )⊗ [F,G]
cZ(N),[F,G]

[−◦G][id,id]1 // Z(G)⊗ [F,G]
CG
))❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
❚
[F,G]
[F,G]⊗ Z(N )
1 [−◦F ][id,id] // [F,G]⊗ Z(F )
CF
55❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦
(3.22)
and
[F,G]⊗ Z(M)
c[F,G],Z(M)

1 [F◦−][id,id] // [F,G]⊗ Z(F )
CF
))❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
❚
[F,G]
Z(M)⊗ [F,G]
[G◦−][id,id]1 // Z(G)⊗ [F,G]
CG
55❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦
(3.23)
are commutative, provided all internal homs exist.
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Let F :M→N be a C-module functor. Recall that Z(M), Z(N ) and Z(F ) are all algebras.
By Lemma 2.11, the morphisms in the cospan
Z(F )
Z(M)
[F◦−][id,id]
99tttttttt
Z(N )
[−◦F ][id,id]
dd❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏ (3.24)
are algebra homomorphisms in Z(C). The images of these two morphisms are central in Z(F ) in
a sense which we will now describe.
The left center Cl(B) (resp. right center Cr(B)) of an algebra B in braided monoidal category
Z is the terminal object in the category of morphisms f : Y → B such that the diagram
Y ⊗B
f 1 //
cY,B

B ⊗B
µ
''PP
PPP
PP
B
B ⊗ Y
1 f
// B ⊗B
µ
77♥♥♥♥♥♥
(
resp.
B ⊗ Y
1 f //
cB,Y

B ⊗B
µ
''PP
PPP
PP
B
Y ⊗B
f 1
// B ⊗B
µ
77♥♥♥♥♥♥
)
(3.25)
commutes, where µ is the multiplication on B. The left and right centers – if they exist –
have unique algebra structures in Z such that the morphisms Cl(B) → B and Cr(B) → B are
algebra homomorphisms in Z [Da, Prop. 5.1]; these algebra structures on Cl(B) and Cr(B) are
commutative.
Corollary 3.9. Suppose that the internal homs Z(M), Z(N ) and Z(F ) exist, and that the
left and right center of Z(F ) exist. Then the algebra homomorphism Z(M) → Z(F ) (resp.
Z(N )→ Z(F )) factors through the right center (resp. left center), i.e. the following diagram of
algebra homomorphisms commutes,
Cr(Z(F )) // Z(F ) Cl(Z(F ))oo
Z(M)
99sssssssss
OO
Z(N ) .
ee❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏❏
OO
In particular, for F = idM we obtain that Z(M) is commutative.
Proof. By Cor. 3.8, the right (resp. left) morphism in the cospan (3.24) satisfies the defining
property (3.25) in the category of arrows characterizing the left and right center. They therefore
have a unique morphism into the terminal object, viz. the left/right center.
4 Bicategories of commutative algebras
In this section we define two bicategories built from cospans of algebras which will serve as the
target for the full center functor to be defined in Section 5 below.
The first bicategory is CAlg(Z), for Z a suitable braided monoidal category. In CAlg(Z),
objects are commutative algebras in Z, 1-morphisms are cospans and 2-morphisms are homo-
morphisms between cospans. This category will be the target for the full center if we take the
source to be Alg(C), the category of algebras and algebra homomorhisms in a monoidal category
C (Definition 5.12 below), and Z = Z(C) is the monoidal center.
The second bicategory is CALG(Z), where objects and 1-morphisms are as for CAlg(Z),
but now 2-morphisms are defined in terms of certain isomorphism classes of cospans of bimod-
ules. Conjecturally, by leaving bimodule maps as 3-cells, one obtains a tricategory CALG(Z).
The bicategory CALG(Z) will serve as target for the full center if we take the source to be an
appropriate subbicategory of C-modules.
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4.1 Coequalizers
To set the stage, we start with some technical preliminaries. Throughout Section 4, we assume
that Z is a braided monoidal category which has certain coequalizers, and that these coequalizers
are compatible with the tensor product. More precisely, we make
Assumption 4.1. The category Z is a braided monoidal category such that
(i) given two morphisms L,R : U → V in Z such that there is a common right inverse τ : V → U ,
i.e. L ◦ τ = idV = R ◦ τ , the following coequalizer C exists in Z,
U
L //
R
// V
ρ // C .
(ii) the tensor product preserves the coequalizers of (i) in the sense that for all X ∈ Z also
U ⊗X
L1 //
R1
// V ⊗X
ρ1 // C ⊗X and X ⊗ U
1L //
1R
// X ⊗ V
1ρ // X ⊗ C
are coequalizers in Z.
For example, the assumption holds if the braided monoidal category Z is abelian with right
exact tensor product; in particular it holds for Z = Vectk. We have the following useful lemma,
whose proof we include for the convenience of readers.
Lemma 4.2. Let U
L //
R
// V
ρ // C and U ′
L //
R
// V ′
ρ // C′ be two coequalizers satisfying
the conditions of Assumption 4.1 (i). Then also
U ⊗ U ′
LL′ //
RR′
// V ⊗ V ′
ρρ′ // C ⊗ C′
is a coequalizer satisfying the conditions of Assumption 4.1 (i).
Proof. Clearly, L⊗L′ and R⊗R′ have the common right inverse τ ⊗ τ ′, so that we only have to
verify the universal property of the coequalizer. The construction is summarized in the diagram
U ⊗ U ′
LL′ //
RR′
// V ⊗ V ′
ρ 1 //
x

C ⊗ V ′
1 ρ′ //
∃!φ
yy
C ⊗ C′
∃!ψ
tt
X
(4.1)
which we now describe step by step. Suppose that x ◦ (LL′) = x ◦ (RR′). Composing from the
right with 1 τ ′ we see that x ◦ (L 1) = x ◦ (R 1). By Assumption 4.1 (ii), ρ 1 is a coequalizer, and
its universal property gives the existence of a unique φ. But, using that also x◦(1L′) = x◦(1R′),
φ ◦ (1L′) ◦ (ρ 1) = φ ◦ (ρ 1) ◦ (1L′) = x ◦ (1L′) = x ◦ (1R′) = φ ◦ (1R′) ◦ (ρ 1) . (4.2)
The universal property of ρ 1 implies φ ◦ (1L′) = φ ◦ (1R′). Once more by Assumption 4.1 (ii),
we have the coequalizer
C ⊗ U ′
1L′ //
1R′
// C ⊗ V ′
1ρ′ // C ⊗ C′ , (4.3)
and its universal property guarantees the existence of a unique ψ such that φ = ψ ◦ (1 ρ′).
Altogether we have found a unique ψ such that x = ψ ◦ (ρ ρ′).
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a) b) c)
Figure 4: Here we use the same conventions as in the figures in Section 1.3. Figures a), b) and
c) above show how the sphere with two in-going and one out-going marked point as shown can
be obtained at two different points in moduli space from sewing the building blocks in Figure 1.
The resulting identity of morphisms in the category D = Rep(VL ⊗C VR) is the first diagram in
(4.4) with A = B1 and T = D.
4.2 Cospans between commutative algebras
In this subsection we define cospans of algebras and their composition.
Definition 4.3. A cospan between commutative algebras in Z, or cospan for short, is a triple of
algebras A,B, T , where A and B are commutative, together with two algebra homomorphisms
T
A
a
99ssssss
B
b
ee▲▲▲▲▲▲
such that the diagrams
T ⊗A
1 a //
cT,A

T ⊗ T
µ
''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖
T
A⊗ T
a 1
// T ⊗ T
µ
77♦♦♦♦♦♦
and
B ⊗ T
b 1 //
cB,T

T ⊗ T
µ
''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖
B
T ⊗B
1 b
// T ⊗ T
µ
77♦♦♦♦♦♦
(4.4)
commute.
Remark 4.4. (i) Comparing to conditions (4.4) and (3.25), it follows that if the right and left
centers of T exist, the morphisms a and b in a cospan factor through them
Cr(T ) // T Cl(T )oo
A
a
<<②②②②②②②②②
OO
B
b
bb❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉❉
OO
. (4.5)
(ii) Let us recall the reasoning behind the definition of cospans of commutative algebras from the
introduction. There we saw that this structure naturally appears in three (related) examples: It
describes how the centers of two algebras are related by the centralizer of an algebra map as in
(1.3); it gives the relation between the full centers of module categories via the centralizer of a
module functor as in (1.11); it appears naturally in the context of conformal field theory in the
presence of domain walls as in (1.13). For example, in the CFT setting, the commutativity of
the first diagram in (4.4) is obtained from the sewing constraint illustrated in Figure 4.
(iii) The reason that we do not allow all algebra maps a and b in the cospan A
a
−→ T
b
←− B is
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two-fold. Firstly, in the three examples mentioned in (i), the algebra maps that occur all satisfy
the centrality condition (for the first two examples this will be proved in Section 5). Secondly,
we want to define a composition of cospans (see (4.7) below), and to this end we need an algebra
structure on a fibered tensor product T ⊗B S of two algebras. For this we need the action of B
to commute with the multiplication of T and S, as we will see in more detail below.
If A is an algebra in Z, M is a right A-module and N a left A-module, Assumption 4.1
guarantees the existence of the fibered tensor product M ⊗A N as the coequalizer
M ⊗A⊗N
L //
R
// M ⊗N
ρ // M ⊗A N , (4.6)
where L = ρM ⊗ idN , the right action of A on M , and R = idM ⊗ ρN . The common right inverse
of L and R is τ = idM ⊗ ιA ⊗ idN .
The aim of this subsection is to define a composition of cospans as in
T S
A
a
99ssssss
B
b
ee▲▲▲▲▲▲
b′
99ssssss
C
c
ee❑❑❑❑❑❑  
T ⊗B S
A
α 77♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
C
γhhPPPPPPP (4.7)
For notational convenience we have written the pair of cospans on the left hand side in the
opposite order as indicated by Cosp(B,C)× Cosp(A,B). The action of B on T and S is defined
via the algebra homomorphisms b and b′, and the two morphisms α and γ are given by
α =
(
A
a
−→ T
1 ιS−−→ T ⊗ S
ρ
−→ T ⊗B S
)
, γ =
(
C
c
−→ S
ιT 1−−→ T ⊗ S
ρ
−→ T ⊗B S
)
. (4.8)
That the composed cospan satisfies the properties of Definition 4.3 will be established in three
steps. First we define an algebra structure on T ⊗B S (Lemma 4.5) – that this can be done at
all is ensured by the centrality conditions (4.4) satisfied by b and b′. Next we show that α and
γ are algebra homomorphisms (Lemma 4.6). Finally we verify that α and β make the diagrams
(4.4) commute (Lemma 4.7).
Given two algebras T and S in a braided monoidal category, the tensor product T ⊗ S can
be given an algebra structure with multiplication µTS and unit ιTS given by
µTS =
[
(T⊗S)⊗(T⊗S)
1 cS,T 1
−−−−→ T⊗T⊗S⊗S
µTµS
−−−→ T⊗S
]
, ιTS =
[
1Z
ιT ιS−−−→ T⊗S
]
. (4.9)
Alternatively one could use the inverse braiding c−1T,S ; this leads to an in general inequivalent
algebra structure on T ⊗ S. In the present paper we always choose the multiplication (4.9) on
T ⊗ S.
Lemma 4.5. With the notation of (4.7), the fibered tensor product T ⊗BS has a unique algebra
structure such that the coequalizer T ⊗ S
ρ
−→ T ⊗B S becomes an algebra homomorphism.
Proof. Write
L =
(
T ⊗B ⊗ S
1 b 1
−−→ T ⊗ T ⊗ S
µT 1
−−−→ T ⊗ S
)
,
R =
(
T ⊗B ⊗ S
1 b′ 1
−−−→ T ⊗ S ⊗ S
1µS
−−−→ T ⊗ S
)
. (4.10)
Note that L and R have the common right inverse τ = idT ⊗ ιB ⊗ idS , so that we may apply
Lemma 4.2 iteratively to obtain the three coequalizers (these are all we need)
T ⊗B ⊗ S
L //
R
// T ⊗ S
ρ // T ⊗B S , (4.11a)
(T ⊗B ⊗ S)⊗2
LL //
RR
// (T ⊗ S)⊗2
ρρ // (T ⊗B S)⊗2 , (4.11b)
(T ⊗B ⊗ S)⊗3
LLL //
RRR
// (T ⊗ S)⊗3
ρρρ // (T ⊗B S)⊗3 . (4.11c)
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The multiplication morphism µ : (T ⊗B S)⊗2 → T ⊗B S will be constructed via the universal
property of the coequalizer (4.11b). Namely, consider the following diagram,
(T ⊗B ⊗ S)⊗2
µTBS

RR
//
LL //
(T ⊗ S)⊗2
ρρ //
µTS

(T ⊗B S)⊗2
∃!µ
✤
✤
✤
T ⊗B ⊗ S
R
//
L //
T ⊗ S
ρ // T ⊗B S
(4.12)
We will show momentarily that the two overlaid squares on the left commute. But before that
let us see how this completes the proof. Since the horizontal diagrams are coequalizer diagrams,
and since the commutativity of the overlaid squares implies that ρ◦µTS ◦ (LL) = ρ◦µTS ◦ (RR),
by the universal property of the coequalizer ρρ we get the existence and the uniqueness of µ.
Commutativity of the right square means that ρ respects the multiplication. The unit of T ⊗B S
is ι = ρ ◦ (ιT ιS), so ρ respects the unit by definition. To see that µ is associative, compose
the associativity condition µTS ◦ (µTS 1) = µTS ◦ (1µTS) of the algebra T ⊗ S with ρ from the
left. Using the commutativity of the right subdiagram of (4.12), we can show µ ◦ (µ 1) ◦ (ρρρ) =
µ ◦ (1µ) ◦ (ρρρ). By (4.11c), ρρρ is a coequalizer, and from its universal property we conclude
µ ◦ (µ 1) = µ ◦ (1µ), i.e. µ is associative. Similarly, the unit condition for T ⊗ S implies that of
T ⊗B S.
We now turn to commutativity of the two overlaid diagrams in (4.12). We will show the
equality µTS ◦ (LL) = L ◦ µTBS ; the equality µTS ◦ (RR) = R⊗ µTBS follows analogously. One
first convinces oneself (possibly by using the standard graphical notation) that it is enough to
check that
(T ⊗B)⊗2
(µT ◦(1b))
⊗2
//
µTB

T⊗2
µT

T ⊗B
µT ◦(1b) // T
(4.13)
commutes. This in turn is implied by the commutativity of the diagram
(TB)2
T 2B2
1c1

TB
µµ

T 2
1booT
µoo
T 4
11bb
oo
µµ

T 3
1µ1
ee❑❑❑❑❑❑❑❑❑❑❑❑
µ◦(µ 1)
✝✝
✝✝
✝✝
✝✝
✝✝
✝✝
✝✝
✝✝
✝✝
T 2BT 111bjj❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯
11b1
tt✐✐✐✐
✐✐✐✐
✐
TBT 2
111btt✐✐
✐✐✐✐
✐
1c1

T 4
1b11
jj❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯❯
(1b)2ooT 2
µµoo
µ

1µ1
yysss
ss
sss
sss
s
(4.14)
The inner pentagon commutes because by definition b satisfies the second condition in (4.4). This
completes the proof.
Lemma 4.6. With the notation of (4.7), the maps α and γ are algebra homomorphisms.
Proof. This is clear, as by Lemma 4.5, the map ρ is an algebra map, and so according to (4.8),
α and γ are compositions of algebra maps.
Lemma 4.7. With the notation of (4.7), the maps α and γ satisfy condition (4.4).
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Proof. We will verify that the first of the two diagrams in (4.4) commutes; the second one can
be checked analogously. One quickly convinces oneself that the diagram
TSA
ATS
cTS,A

TSTS
a ιS11
//
TS
µTS
OO
TTSS
1 cS,T 1
ee❑❑❑❑❑❑❑❑❑❑❑
µT µS
99sssssssssss
a 1 ιS1
22❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢❢
TTS
a 11
77♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
µT 1
22❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞❞
TAS
1cS,A
%%❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑
cT,A1
✍✍
✍✍
✍✍
✍✍
✍✍
✍✍
✍✍
✍✍
✍✍
✍✍
✍✍
✍✍
✍✍
TTS
1 a 1 **❯❯
❯❯❯❯
❯❯❯
µT 1
,,❩❩❩❩❩❩
❩❩❩❩❩❩❩
❩❩❩❩❩❩❩
❩❩
TTSS
1 a 1 ιS //
µT µS
%%❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑
TSTS
11 a ιS //
µTS

1 cS,T 1
yysss
ss
ss
ss
ss
(4.15)
commutes. In particular, the central pentagon commutes because by definition, a makes the first
diagram in (4.4) commute. Composing the resulting equality of morphisms (T ⊗S)⊗A→ T ⊗S
with ρ, using that ρ is an algebra map and substituting the expression (4.8) for α, we obtain
(T ⊗ S)⊗A
ρ 1 //
ρ 1

(T ⊗B S)⊗A
1α // (T ⊗B S)⊗2
µ
))❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
T ⊗B S
(T ⊗B S)⊗A
cT⊗BS,A // A⊗ (T ⊗B S)
α 1 // (T ⊗B S)⊗2
µ
55❥❥❥❥❥❥
(4.16)
Since by Assumption 4.1, ρ⊗ idA is a coequalizer, we obtain commutativity of the first diagram
in (4.4) (with T  T ⊗B S and a α).
This completes the proof that the composition (4.7) is well-defined. We summarize this in
the following proposition.
Proposition 4.8. Given two cospans A
a
−→ T
b
←− B and B
b′
−→ S
c
←− C between commutative
algebras, then also A
α
−→ T⊗BS
γ
←− C, with α and γ as in (4.8), is a cospan between commutative
algebras.
Finally, we state and prove the following lemma, which we will need later.
Lemma 4.9. With the notation of (4.7), the pair of algebra homomorphisms T
ρ◦(1ι)
−−−−→ T ⊗B
S
ρ◦(ι1)
←−−−− S is initial among all pairs of algebra homomorphisms T
w
−→ C
v
←− S which make the
following two diagrams:
B
b
yyrrr
rrr b
′
%%❑❑
❑❑❑
❑
T
w %%▲▲
▲▲▲
▲ S
vyysss
sss
C
and
S ⊗ T
v⊗w //
cS,T

C ⊗ C
µ
''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖
C
T ⊗ S
w⊗v // C ⊗ C
µ
77♦♦♦♦♦♦
(4.17)
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commute. That is, for any such T
w
−→ C
v
←− S, there is a unique algebra homomorphism T⊗BS
u
−→
C such that the diagram
T ⊗B S
∃!u
✤
✤
✤
✤
T
ρ◦(1ι) 77♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
w ((PP
PPP
PPP
P S
ρ◦(ι1)ggPPPPPPP
vvv♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
C
(4.18)
commutes.
Proof. We first check that the pair T
ρ◦(1ι)
−−−−→ T ⊗B S
ρ◦(ι1)
←−−−− S itself satisfies the properties (4.17).
The defining property of ρ from (4.10) and (4.11a) is(
TBS
1 b 1
−−→ TTS
µT 1
−−→ TS
ρ
−→ T ⊗B S
)
=
(
TBS
1 b′ 1
−−−→ TSS
1µS
−−−→ TS
ρ
−→ T ⊗B S
)
. (4.19)
Precomposing this with ιT 1 ιS implies the first condition in (4.17). For the second condition
in (4.17), one verifies that the two composed morphisms S ⊗ T → C ≡ T ⊗B S in the second
diagram in (4.17) are both equal to ρ ◦ cS,T . For example, for the upper path
µ ◦ ((ρ ◦ (1 ιS))⊗ (ρ ◦ (ιT 1))) = ρ ◦ µTS ◦ (1 ιSιT 1) = ρ ◦ cS,T , (4.20)
using that ρ is an algebra map (Lemma 4.5) and the definition (4.9) of µTS .
Next we construct the map u : T ⊗B S → C and prove that it has the required properties.
Because v, w are algebra homomorphisms and the first diagram in (4.17) is commutative, we
have µ ◦ (w ⊗ v) ◦ L = µ ◦ (w ⊗ v) ◦ R, where L and R are as in (4.10). Therefore the universal
property of ρ implies that there exists a unique u which makes the square in
T ⊗B ⊗ S
L //
R
// T ⊗ S
ρ //
w v

T ⊗B S
∃!u

C ⊗ C
µ // C
(4.21)
commute. Precomposing the commuting square with 1 ιS (resp. ιT 1) and using that v, w are
algebra maps gives commutativity of the left (resp. right) triangle in (4.18). As the unit of T⊗BS
is ρ◦ (ιT ιS), precomposing the above square with ιT ιS shows that u preserves the unit. To prove
that it preserves the multiplication, we consider the following diagram:
(T ⊗ S)⊗2
ρ⊗2 //
ρ⊗2

(w v)⊗2
❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄
µTS
++❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲❲
❲❲ (T ⊗B S)
⊗2
µ
&&◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆◆
TS
ρ //
w v

T ⊗B S
u

(C ⊗ C)⊗2
µ⊗2
''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖
C⊗2
µ
&&▼▼
▼▼▼
▼▼▼
▼▼▼
▼▼
(T ⊗B S)⊗2
u⊗2 // C⊗2
µ // C
(4.22)
in which the left and right lower square are commutative because of (4.21), and the upper
subdiagram is commutative because of (4.12). Using the second commutative diagram in (4.17),
it is easy to show that the middle pentagon commutes. Therefore, we obtain that the outer
subdiagram in (4.22) is commutative. By the universal property of ρρ (which is a coequalizer by
Lemma 4.2), we obtain u ◦ µ = µ ◦ (u⊗ u). Thus u is an algebra homomorphism.
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It remains to show that the solution u to (4.18) is unique. By the uniqueness statement
in (4.21), it is enough to show that any algebra homomorphism u making (4.18) commutative
satisfies u ◦ ρ = µ ◦ (w ⊗ v). This follows from the commuting diagram
T ⊗ S
1 ιSιT 1
//
w v
**
(T ⊗ S)⊗2
ρ ρ
//
µ

(T ⊗B S)⊗2
µ

uu
// C ⊗ C
µ

T ⊗ S
ρ // T ⊗B S
u // C ,
(4.23)
where the upper cell commutes by (4.18) and the bottom squares commute since ρ and u are
algebra homomorphisms.
4.3 The bicategory CAlg(Z) of commutative algebras
In this subsection we introduce the bicategoryCAlg(Z), whose objects are commutative algebras
in Z. The morphism category between two such algebras A, B is the category Cosp(A,B), which
we proceed to describe.
Definition 4.10. Given two commutative algebras A,B in a braided monoidal category Z
satisfying Assumption 4.1, Cosp(A,B) is the following category:
• objects are cospans A→ T ← B of commutative algebras as in Definition 4.3.
• a morphism from a cospan A → T ← B to a cospan A → T ′ ← B is an algebra map
f : T → T ′ such that the following diagram commutes:
T
f

A
a
88rrrrrr
a′ %%▲
▲▲▲
▲▲ B
b
ff▲▲▲▲▲▲
b′yyrr
rrr
r
T ′
(4.24)
• the unit morphism for A → T ← B is the identity map idT , and the composition of
morphisms is the composition of algebra maps.
We remark here that in the next subsection we will define a bicategory Cosp where objects
are as above but morphisms will be categories of certain bimodules.
The data and conditions defining a bicategory are listed in Definition A.4; we give the ingre-
dients of CAlg(Z) in the same order as stated there. The objects of CAlg(Z) are commutative
algebras in Z. The identity morphism 1A, for A ∈ Z, has image in Cosp(A,A) given by
A
id

A
id
99ssssss
id %%▲
▲▲▲
▲▲ A
id
ee▲▲▲▲▲▲
idyysss
sss
A
. (4.25)
The composition functor ⊚A,B,C : Cosp(B,C) × Cosp(A,B) → Cosp(A,C) acts on objects and
morphisms as
T
f

S
g

A
a
88rrrrrr
a′ %%▲
▲▲▲
▲▲ B
b1
ff▲▲▲▲▲▲
b′1
yyrrr
rrr
b2
88rrrrrr
b′2
%%▲▲
▲▲▲
▲ C
c
ff▲▲▲▲▲▲
c′yyrr
rrr
r
T ′ S′
 
T ⊗B S
f⊗Bg

A
α 66♠♠♠♠♠♠♠
α′
((◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗ C
γhh◗◗◗◗◗◗◗
γ′
vv♠♠♠♠
♠♠♠
T ′ ⊗B S′
. (4.26)
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Here we make use of the composition of cospans as stated in Proposition4.8, where also the
morphisms starting at A and C in the right diagram are given. Recall from below (4.7) that
our convention for the order in which we write the composition: T ⊗B S is the composition
⊚A,B,C(S, T ).
The associativity natural isomorphism αA,B,C,D : ⊚A,B,D ◦ (⊚B,C,D × id) → ⊚A,C,D ◦ (id ×
⊚A,B,C) between the two functors
Cosp(C,D)× Cosp(B,C)× Cosp(A,B) −→ Cosp(A,D) (4.27)
acts on objects and morphisms as the canonical natural isomorphisms of the iterated fibered
tensor product,
(αA,B,C,D)R,S,T : T ⊗B (S ⊗C R) −→ (T ⊗B S)⊗C R . (4.28)
The unit isomorphisms lA,B : ⊚A,B,B ◦ (1B× id)→ id and rA,B : ⊚A,A,B ◦ (id×1A)→ id in turn
are the canonical isomorphisms
(lA,B)T : T ⊗B B → T and (rA,B)T : A⊗A T → T . (4.29)
It is then standard to check that these satisfy the coherence conditions of Definition A.4. Alto-
gether, we obtain the following result.
Theorem 4.11. Let Z be a braided monoidal category satisfying Assumption 4.1. Then the
following data defines a bicategory, which we call CAlg(Z):
• objects are commutative algebras A,B, . . . in Z and the category of morphisms from A to
B is given by Cosp(A,B),
• identity, composition, associator and unit isomorphisms are as in (4.25), (4.26), (4.28), and
(4.29).
4.4 The bicategory Cosp(A,B) of cospans
In this subsection we define a bicategory Cosp(A,B) obtained from the category Cosp(A,B) by
replacing the morphisms in Definition 4.10 by the category of 2-diagrams, which we proceed to
define.
Definition 4.12. (i) A 2-diagram from a cospan A → S ← B to A → T ← B is a triple
S
f
−→M
g
←− T , where M is a T -S-bimodule, f is a right S-module map and g is a left T -module
map such that the following three diagrams commute:
S
f

A
a1
>>⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥
a2   ❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆ M B
b1
``❆❆❆❆❆❆❆❆
b2~~⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
⑥⑥
T
g
OO
,
A⊗M
c
−1
M,A

a21 // T ⊗M
act

M
M ⊗A
1 a1 // M ⊗ S
act
OO
,
B ⊗M
cB,M

b21 // T ⊗M
act

M
M ⊗B
1 b1 // M ⊗ S
act
OO
. (4.30)
(ii) A 3-cell between two 2-diagrams S
f
−→ M
g
←− T and S
f ′
−→ M ′
g′
←− T is a T -S-bimdule map
δ :M →M ′ such that the following diagram commutes:
S
f
yyrrr
rrr f
′
&&▼▼
▼▼▼
▼
M
δ // M ′
T
g
ff▲▲▲▲▲▲
g′
88qqqqqq
(4.31)
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Invertible 3-cells define equivalence classes of 2-diagrams. We will call such an equivalence class
a 2-cell.
(iii) The category of 2-diagrams DiagAB(S, T ) has 2-diagrams as objects and 3-cells as morphisms.
The identity 3-cell for the object S
f
−→ M
g
←− T is the identity map on M , the composition of
3-cells is given by composition of bimodule maps.
Next we will define a composition functor⊚R,S,T : DiagAB(S, T )×DiagAB(R,S)→ DiagAB(R, T )
on objects and morphisms as
R
e
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠
e′
✻
✻✻
✻✻
✻
M
α
// M ′
A
a1
55
a2 //
a3
))
S
f
ZZ✺✺✺✺✺✺
f ′
DD✟✟✟✟✟✟
g
✠✠
✠✠
✠✠ g′
✻
✻✻
✻✻
✻ B
b1
ii
b2oo
b3
uu
N
β // N ′
T
h
ZZ✺✺✺✺✺✺
h′
DD✟✟✟✟✟✟
7−→
R
u
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
u′
✽
✽✽
✽✽
✽✽
✽
A
a1
22
a3
,,
N ⊗S M
β⊗Sα// N ′ ⊗S M ′ B
b1
mm
b3qqT
v
[[✻✻✻✻✻✻✻✻
v′
BB✝✝✝✝✝✝✝✝
(4.32)
where
u =
(
R
ιS e−−→ S ⊗M
g 1
−−→ N ⊗M
ρ
−→ N ⊗S M
)
, (4.33)
v =
(
T
h ιS−−→ N ⊗ S
1 f
−−→ N ⊗M
ρ
−→ N ⊗S M
)
, (4.34)
and analogous for u′ and v′. That this assignment is functorial (i.e. compatible with units and
composition of 3-cells) amounts to the observation that idN ⊗S idM = idN⊗SM and (α
′ ◦ α)⊗S
(β′ ◦β) = (α′⊗S β′) ◦ (α⊗S β). It remains to check that the 2-diagrams and the 3-cell occurring
on the right hand side of (4.32) obey the conditions of Definition 4.12. This is accomplished in
the following two lemmas.
Lemma 4.13. In the notation of (4.32), the following is a 2-diagram:
R
u
A
a1
66♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠
a3 ((◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗ N ⊗S M B
b1
hh◗◗◗◗◗◗◗◗◗
b3vv♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠♠♠
T
v
OO (4.35)
Proof. Since all maps in the definition of u in (4.33) are right R-module maps, so is u. Anal-
ogously, v is a left T -module map. The commutativity of the left subdiagram in (4.35) follows
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from that of
R
e // M
(g◦ι) 1
%%
SS
gf // NM
ρ
%%▲▲
▲▲▲
▲▲▲
▲▲
A
a1
??⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧ a2 //
a3
❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄ S
f
OO
g

ι 1 ι //
ι 1
<<②②②②②②②②②
1 ι ""❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊❊
❊ SSS
1µ
OO
µ 1

g 1 f // NSM
1 act
OO
act 1

N ⊗S M
T
h // N
1 (f◦ι)
::SS
gf // NM
ρ
99rrrrrrrrr
(4.36)
The commutativity of the right subdiagram in (4.35) can be checked similarly. To see that the
second diagram in (4.30) commutes first note that
ANM
a3 1 1 //
c
−1
N,A1

TNM
act 1
))❙❙❙
❙❙❙
NM
ρ
))❚❚❚
❚❚❚
NAM
1 a2 1 //
1 c−1
M,A

NSM
act 1 55❦❦❦❦❦❦
1 act
))❙❙❙
❙❙❙
N ⊗S M
NM
ρ 55❥❥❥❥❥❥
NMA
1 1 a1 // NMR
1 act 55❦❦❦❦❦❦
(4.37)
commutes. Since ρ is a bimodule map, this diagram implies the identity given by the second
diagram in (4.30), but precomposed with A⊗(N⊗M)
1 ρ
−−→ A⊗(N⊗SM). The universal property
of the coequalizer 1ρ now gives the desired identity. The commutativity of the third diagram in
(4.30) follows analogously.
Lemma 4.14. In the notation of (4.32), the following is a 3-cell:
S
u
xxqqq
qqq
qq
u′
''◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆◆
N ⊗S M
β⊗Sα // N ′ ⊗S M ′
T
v
ff▼▼▼▼▼▼▼▼ v′
77♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣
(4.38)
Proof. Immediate from the definition of u and v in (4.33) and (4.34), and from the fact that α
and β in (4.32) are 3-cells.
The image of the unit functor 1S : 1→ DiagAB(S, S) is
S
A
a
99ssssss
a %%❑❑
❑❑❑
❑ S B
b
ee❑❑❑❑❑❑
byysss
sss
S
(4.39)
Proposition 4.15. Let Z be a braided monoidal category satisfying Assumption 4.1 and let
A,B be commutative algebras in Z. Then the following data defines a bicategory, which we call
Cosp(A,B):
• objects are cospans (A → S ← B), (A → T ← B), . . . between the commutative algebras
A and B, and the morphism category S → T is given by Diag(S, T ),
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• identities and composition are given by (4.39) and (4.32),
• the associativity isomorphism ⊚Q,R,T ◦ (⊚R,S,T × id) → ⊚Q,S,T ◦ (id × ⊚Q,R,S) is the
canonical isomorphisms (N ⊗S M)⊗R L→ N ⊗S (M ⊗R L),
• the left and right unit isomorphisms ⊚S,T,T ◦ (1T × id) → id and ⊚S,S,T ◦ (id × 1S) → id
are the canonical isomorphisms T ⊗T M →M and M ⊗S S →M .
To establish the proposition it remains to check the coherence conditions. As in the previous
subsection, these are immediate implications from those for the fibered tensor product.
4.5 Composition of cospans
In this subsection we will define a (non-lax) 2-functor
C ≡ CA,B,C : Cosp(B,C) ×Cosp(A,B)→ Cosp(A,C).
To this end we will give the data and verify the conditions as stated in Definition A.6.
The objects of Cosp(B,C)×Cosp(A,B) are pairs of cospans. The first piece of data of the
2-functor is a map on objects; in this case it is just the composition of cospans defined in (4.7),
C :
S T
A
a
??⑧⑧⑧⑧
B
b__❅❅❅ b
′ >>⑦⑦⑦⑦
C
c
__❅❅❅❅ 7−→
S ⊗B T
A
α
99ttttt
C
γ
ee❏❏❏❏❏ , (4.40)
where the ordering convention (putting the element of the second category in the product
Cosp(B,C) × Cosp(A,B) in front of the first) is that already used in (4.7); we will abbre-
viate such a pair as (S, T ). The right hand side is a cospan by Proposition4.8.
Objects in the morphism category Mor
(
(S, T ), (S′, T ′)
)
are pairs of 2-diagrams, and mor-
phisms are pairs of 3-cells. The second piece of data is a collection of functors C(S,T ),(S′,T ′) :
Mor
(
(S, T ), (S′, T ′)
)
→Mor
(
C(S, T ),C(S′, T ′)
)
. They are given on objects and morphisms as
follows
S
f
☞☞
☞☞
☞☞
f ′ ✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸ T
h
☞☞
☞☞
☞☞
h′ ✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸
A
a
77
a′ ''
M
φ // M ′ B
d
77
b
hh
d′ ''b′vv
N
ψ // N ′ C
c
hh
c′ww
S′
g
XX✷✷✷✷✷✷
g′
EE☛☛☛☛☛☛
T ′
k
XX✶✶✶✶✶✶
k′
EE☛☛☛☛☛☛
7−→
S⊗BT
f⊗Bh
~~⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
⑦⑦
f ′⊗Bh
′
!!❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇
A
α
00
α′ ..
M⊗BN
φ⊗Bψ // M ′⊗BN ′ C
γnn
γ′ppS′⊗BT ′
g⊗Bk
``❅❅❅❅❅❅❅ g
′⊗Bk
′
==⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤⑤
(4.41)
It is clear that the 3-cell on the right hand side is well-defined (i.e. the two triangles involving
φ⊗B ψ commute), but for the two 2-diagrams the verification is more involved and is the content
of Lemma 4.16 below.
In any case, it is clear that C(S,T ),(S′,T ′) defines a functor: the identity (i.e. the pair consisting
of two identity 3-cells) gets mapped to the identity 3-cell, and compatibility with composition
amounts to the identity (φ′ ◦ φ)⊗B (ψ′ ◦ ψ) = (φ′ ⊗B ψ′) ◦ (φ⊗B ψ), which is a property of ⊗B.
The third piece of data are the unit transformation, a collection of 3-cells i(S,T ) : 1C(S,T ) →
C(S,T ),(S,T ) ◦ 1(S,T ). One quickly checks that both sides are equal to the 2-diagram
S ⊗B T
1
A
99
%%
S ⊗B T C
ee
yy
S ⊗B T
1
OO
(4.42)
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and we will choose
i(S,T ) = idS⊗BT . (4.43)
The fourth and last piece of data are the multiplication transformations, a collection of natural
transformations m from
C(S2T2),(S3T3)
( S2

T2

A
==④④④
!!❈
❈❈
M ′ B
==⑤⑤⑤
aa❈❈❈
!!❇
❇❇
}}④④
④
N ′ C
``❇❇❇
~~⑤⑤
⑤
S3
OO
T3
OO
)
⊚C(S1T1),(S2T2)
( S1

T1

A
>>⑤⑤⑤
  ❇
❇❇
M B
>>⑤⑤⑤
``❇❇❇
  ❇
❇❇
~~⑤⑤
⑤
N C
``❇❇❇
~~⑤⑤
⑤
S2
OO
T2
OO
)
(4.44)
to
C(S1T1),(S3T3)
( S1

T1

A
99ssssss
%%❑❑
❑❑❑
❑ M ′⊗S2M B
99ttttt
ee❑❑❑❑❑❑
%%❑❑
❑❑
❑
yysss
sss
N ′⊗T2N C
ee❏❏❏❏❏
yyttt
tt
S3
OO
T3
OO
)
(4.45)
That is, we have to provide a collection of 3-cells
S1 ⊗B T1
uu❦❦❦❦
❦❦❦❦
❦❦❦❦
❦❦❦
))❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘
(M ′ ⊗B N ′)⊗S2⊗BT2 (M ⊗B N)
β(M′N′),(MN) // (M ′ ⊗S2 M)⊗B (N
′ ⊗T2 N)
S3 ⊗B T3
ii❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙
55❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧
(4.46)
natural in M , N , M ′, N ′. The morphisms β(M ′N ′),(MN) are defined via coequalizers in the
diagram
M ′N ′MN
ρBρB //
1 cN′,M1

(M ′ ⊗B N ′)⊗ (M ⊗B N)
ρS2⊗BT2// (M ′ ⊗B N ′)⊗S2⊗BT2 (M ⊗B N)
∃!β(M′N′),(MN)
✤
✤
✤
M ′MN ′N
ρS2ρT2// (M ′ ⊗S2 M)⊗ (N
′ ⊗T2 N)
ρB // (M ′ ⊗S2 M)⊗B (N
′ ⊗T2 N) .
(4.47)
In Lemma 4.17, we will prove existence of β(M ′N ′),(MN) and show that it is an isomorphism and
a 3-cell.
For the rest of this subsection we will go through the announced lemmas in turn, leading to
the proof that C is a 2-functor between bicategories (Proposition4.18).
Lemma 4.16. In the notation of (4.41), the diagram
S ⊗B T
f⊗Bh

A
α
77
α′ &&
M ⊗B N C
γgg
γ′xx
S′ ⊗B T ′
g⊗Bk
OO
(4.48)
is a 2-diagram in the sense of Definition 4.12.
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Proof. The requirements for a 2-diagram are as follows.
M ⊗B N is a S′ ⊗B T ′-S ⊗B T -bimodule:
The right action of S ⊗B T on M ⊗B N is defined via coequalizers by the following diagram:
M⊗B⊗N⊗S⊗B⊗T
RSBT

RR
//
LL //
M⊗N⊗S⊗T
ρρ //
RST

(M⊗BN)⊗ (S⊗BT )
∃!RS⊗BT
✤
✤
✤
M⊗B⊗N
R
//
L //
M ⊗N
ρ // M ⊗B N
(4.49)
where RSBT is the right action of S ⊗ B ⊗ T on M ⊗ B ⊗N . It is defined by using cB⊗N,S to
braid S past B ⊗N and then acting on M , and analogously for B (acting on B) and T (acting
on N). The right action of S⊗T on M ⊗N is denoted by RST . The proof that the two overlaid
squares (one involving LL and L, and the other RR and R) commute and that σ indeed defines
an action is parallel to that of Lemma 4.5 and we omit the details; we just mention that it also
uses the fact that commutativity of the L-part of the left square uses the left-center property
(4.4) of the right B-action, and the commutativity of the R-square requires (4.30) (the middle
diagram with A replaced by B and M by N) – the easiest way to see this is to write out the
conditions in the standard graphical notation.
The left S′⊗B T ′-action is found analogously, and one checks that the two actions commute.
f ⊗B h is a right S ⊗B T -module map, and g ⊗B k is a left S′ ⊗B T ′-module map:
With RST as above and µST as in (4.9), one easily checks that the two morphisms (f⊗g)◦µST and
RST ◦(f⊗g⊗idS⊗T ) are equal as morphisms S⊗T⊗S⊗T →M⊗N . Using the universal property
of (−)⊗B (−) (as defined via coequalizers), one finds (f ⊗B g)◦µ = RS⊗ST ◦ ((f ⊗B g)⊗ idS⊗BT )
(with µ from (4.12) and RS⊗ST from (4.49)), as required. The corresponding property for g⊗B k
follows along the same lines.
The first diagram in (4.30) commutes:
Commutativity of the left sub-diagram in (4.30), which in the present case is the left sub-diagram
in (4.48), follows from commutativity of
S
1 ιT // S ⊗ T
fh

ρ // S ⊗B T
f⊗Bh

A
a
??⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧⑧
a′ ❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄❄
❄ M ⊗N
ρ //M ⊗B N
S′
1 ιT ′ // S′ ⊗ T ′
gk
OO
ρ // S′ ⊗B T ′ .
g⊗Bk
OO
(4.50)
To see that the hexagon in the above diagram commutes, one uses that S
f
−→ M
g
←− S′ is a
2-diagram by assumption (see (4.41)), and that h ◦ ιT = k ◦ ιT ′ . The latter identity is obtained
by composing the first diagram in (4.30) with the unit of A (say), together with the fact that a1
and a2 are algebra maps.
Commutativity of the right sub-diagram in (4.30) can be verified similarly.
The second and third diagram in (4.30) commute:
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Consider the diagram
A⊗M ⊗N
c
−1
MN,A

a′ ιT ′ 1 1 // S′ ⊗ T ′ ⊗M ⊗N
LS′T ′

M ⊗N
M ⊗N ⊗A
1 1 a ιT // M ⊗N ⊗ S ⊗ T
RST
OO
(4.51)
Using that S → M ← S′ is a 2-diagram, one quickly checks that the above diagram commutes
(again the standard graphical notation is helpful). Via the universal property of coequalizers
one then shows the corresponding statement with M ⊗B N , S ⊗B T and S
′ ⊗B T
′. This gives
commutativity of the second diagram in (4.30). The arguments for the third diagram are analo-
gous.
Lemma 4.17. (i) There exists a unique morphism β(M ′N ′),(MN), such that (4.47) commutes.
(ii) β(M ′N ′),(MN) is an isomorphism for all M,M
′, N,N ′.
(iii) The diagram (4.46) defines a 3-cell.
(iv) β(M ′N ′),(MN) is natural in (M,N) and (M
′, N ′).
The proof of above lemma is long (but straightforward) and irrelevant to the rest of this
paper. So we moved it to AppendixA.3.
Proposition 4.18. C as given above is a (non-lax) 2-functor.
The proof of this Proposition is moved to Appendix A.4. As a consequence (recall Remark
A.7), the 2-functor C automatically defines a 1-functor
C ≡ CA,B,C : Cosp(B,C) ×Cosp(A,B)→ Cosp(A,C).
4.6 The bicategory CALG(Z)
Consider two commutative algebras A, B in Z and let A → S ← B and A → T ← B be two
cospans between commutative algebras. Two 2-diagrams from S to T are isomorphic iff there
is an invertible 3-cell between them. Recall from Definition 4.12 the definition of the category
DiagAB(S, T ) of 2-diagrams and 3-cells. We will denote the set of isomorphism classes of 2-
diagrams, i.e. the set of 2-cells, by DiagAB(S, T ).
Similarly, we denote by Cosp(A,B) the category obtained from the bicategory Cosp(A,B)
by taking the same objects but replacing the category of morphisms DiagAB(S, T ) by the set
DiagAB(S, T ). With these ingredients, we can now list the data of the bicategory CALG(Z):
• The objects are commutative algebras A,B, · · · ∈ Z and the category of morphisms from
A to B is given by Cosp(A,B).
• The identity morphism 1A : 1→ Cosp(A,A) has image
A
1
A
1
99ssssss
1 %%▲▲
▲▲▲
▲ A A
1
ee▲▲▲▲▲▲
1yysss
sss
A
1
OO
. (4.52)
• The composition functor is induced by the functor CA,B,C from Proposition4.18. We
use the same symbol to denote the resulting functor C : Cosp(B,C) × Cosp(A,B) →
Cosp(A,C). Note that C is well-defined on isomorphism classes of 2-diagrams because, in
the notation of (4.41), if φ and ψ are isomorphism, so is φ⊗B ψ.
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• Denoting an object of Cosp(C,D)×Cosp(B,C) ×Cosp(A,B) by
T S R
A
??⑦⑦⑦⑦
B
??⑦⑦⑦
``❅❅❅❅
C
>>⑦⑦⑦⑦
__❅❅❅
D
``❆❆❆❆ , (4.53)
the associativity morphism from the image under C◦(C×id) to the image underC◦(id×C)
is a 2-cell given by the associator of the fibered product as (cf. (4.28))
T ⊗B (S ⊗C R)
α−1

A
88rrrrrrrrrrr
&&▲▲
▲▲▲
▲▲
▲▲▲
▲ (T ⊗B S)⊗C R D
ff▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲▲
xxrrr
rrr
rrr
rr
(T ⊗B S)⊗C R
, (4.54)
• The unit isomorphisms lT : T ⊗B B → T and rT : A⊗A T → T are two 2-cells given by the
unit isomorphisms of the fibered product (cf. (4.29))
T ⊗B B
∼=
A
99sssss
%%❑❑
❑❑❑
❑ T B
ee❑❑❑❑❑
yysss
sss
T
,
A⊗A T
∼=
A
99ttttt
%%❑❑
❑❑❑
❑ T B
ee❏❏❏❏❏
yysss
sss
T
. (4.55)
The associativity and unit coherence conditions are again implied by those of the fibered product.
Altogether, we have
Theorem 4.19. Let Z be a braided monoidal category satisfying Assumption 4.1. Then the
data listed above defines a bicategory, which we denote by CALG(Z).
The reason for the notation CALG(Z) is the following conjecture, which we aim to return to
in future works.
Conjecture 4.20. If we take objects to be commutative algebras in Z and the bicategories
Cosp(−,−) as morphisms with composition 2-functor defined as in Proposition4.18, for a suit-
able choice of coherence morphisms we obtain a tricategory CALG(Z) in the sense of [GPS, Gu].
Remark 4.21. Although it seems natural to consider all 4-layer of structures in CALG(Z) as
a conjectured tricategory mathematically, a 3-cell does not seem to have any natural physical
meaning. For applications in 2-dimension RCFT, it is enough to focus our attention to the
bicategory CALG(Z).
Let us compare the bicategory CALG(Z) defined in this section to the bicategory CAlg(Z)
defined in Section 4.3. Passing from CAlg(Z) to CALG(Z) amounts to an enlargement of the
morphism spaces in the sense that there is a locally faithful, but in general not locally full,
2-functor (cf. App.A.2 for definitions)
E : CAlg(Z)→ CALG(Z) . (4.56)
Its data – in the order of Definition A.6 – is given by:
• On objects E is the identity map, E(A) = A.
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• The functor E(A,B) : Cosp(A,B)→ Cosp(A,B) is given by
E(A,B) :
T
f

A
a
88rrrrrr
a′ %%▲
▲▲▲
▲▲ B
b
ff▲▲▲▲▲▲
b′yyrr
rrr
r
T ′
7−→
T
f
A
a
99rrrrrr
a′ %%▲
▲▲▲
▲▲ T
′ B
b
ff▲▲▲▲▲▲
b′yyrr
rrr
r
T ′
(4.57)
• The unit transformation between the two functors 1→ Cosp(A,A) and the multiplication
transformation between the two functors Cosp(B,C)×Cosp(A,B) −→ Cosp(A,C) are both
given by identity morphisms.
The coherence conditions are then trivially satisfied. Since i andm are isomorphisms, E is indeed
a 2-functor, not just a lax 2-functor.
5 The full center as a lax functor
In this section, we will present the complete full center construction. In other words, we will put
together all the ingredients that is needed for the functoriality of the full center construction Z.
In Section 5.1, we construct the restriction of Z on Hom categories and prove its functoriality.
In Section 5.2, we construct the multiplication transformation of Z. In Section 5.3, we state the
functoriality of the full center construction Z in a simple situation when C = Vectk as a warm-up
to the general cases. In Section 5.4, we give a general statement of the functoriality of the full
center.
Throughout this section, we assume that C is a monoidal category such that Z(C) satisfies
Assumption 4.1.
5.1 From module functors to cospans
Let C be a monoidal category and let M,N be C-modules. Recall from Section 3.2 that the
category of C-module functors FunC(M,N ) from M to N is a Z(C)-module. Let
FM,N ⊂ FunC(M,N ) (5.1)
be a subcategory of FunC(M,N ) which is Z(C)-closed (recall Definition 2.3); in particular,
FM,N need not be full or a Z(C)-submodule). We consider FM,N as a bicategory by adding
identity 2-morphisms (the associativity and unit isomorphisms are hence also identities).
The aim of this section is to construct a lax 2-functor Z ≡ ZM,N from FM,N to the bicategory
Cosp(Z(M), Z(N )) defined in Section 4.4. To a module functor F ∈ FM,N it assigns the cospan
(3.24):
Z(F ) :=
Z(F )
Z(M)
[F◦−][id,id]
;;✈✈✈✈✈✈✈✈✈
Z(N )
[−◦F ][id,id]
cc●●●●●●●●●
. (5.2)
That this is indeed a cospan between commutative algebras, i.e. that it obeys the conditions in
Definition 4.3, follows form Lemma 2.11 (showing that the two arrows are algebra maps) and
Cor. 3.8 in the case F = G (showing that the two diagrams in (4.4) commute).
For each pair F,G ∈ FunC(M,N ) denote by NatC(F,G) the set of C-module natural trans-
formations from F to G. We will understand NatC(F,G) as a category with only identity mor-
phisms. If F,G ∈ FM,N , we can define a functor Z(F,G) : NatC(F,G) → Diag(Z(F ),Z(G)) via
the following
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Lemma 5.1. Given φ ∈ NatC(F,G), the diagram
Z(F,G)(φ) :=
Z(F )
[F,φ]

Z(M)
::✈✈✈✈✈✈✈✈✈
$$❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
[F,G] Z(N )
cc❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍❍
{{✈✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
✈✈
Z(G)
[φ,G]
OO
(5.3)
is a 2-diagram (recall Definition 4.12).
Proof. By Rem. 2.9 (i), [F,G] is naturally a Z(G)-Z(F )-bimodule. By Lemma 2.8 (iii), the map
[F, φ] is a right [F, F ]-module map (set K = L = F , M = G and f = φ), while the map [φ,G]
is a left [G,G]-module map. The commutativity of (5.3) follows from Lemma 2.13, and the last
two properties in (4.30) hold by Cor. 3.8.
In order to define the multiplication transformation, we need the following construction. By
the universal property of the coequalizer and the associativity of the composition (Lemma 2.8 (ii)),
there exists a unique morphism C which makes the diagram
[G,H ]⊗ [G,G]⊗ [F,G]
L ..
R
00 [G,H ]⊗ [F,G]
ρ //
C

[G,H ]⊗[G,G] [F,G]
∃! Cuu
[F,H ]
(5.4)
commute. We can use the coequalizer property of [H,H ]⊗([G,H ]⊗[G,G][F,G]) and ([G,H ]⊗[G,G]
[F,G])⊗[F, F ] (recall Assumption 4.1) to define a [H,H ]-[F, F ]-bimodule structure on [G,H ]⊗[G,G]
[F,G]. Along the same lines, one verifies that
C : [G,H ]⊗[G,G] [F,G] −→ [F,H ] (5.5)
as defined by (5.4), is a morphism of [H,H ]-[F, F ]-bimodules. Let now F
φ
−→ G
ψ
−→ H be two
C-module natural transformations and consider the diagram
Z(F )
u
ww♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
u′
##●
●●
●●
●●
●●
Z(M)
00
..
[G,H ]⊗[G,G] [F,G]
C // [F,H ] Z(N )
mm
qqZ(H)
v
ggPPPPPPPPPPPP v′
;;✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇
, (5.6)
where u′ = [F, ψ ◦ φ] and v′ = [ψ ◦ φ,H ]. The maps u and v are obtained from the composition
of 2-diagrams Z(F,G)(φ) and Z(G,H)(ψ) as in (4.33) and (4.34).
Lemma 5.2. The diagram (5.6) commutes.
Proof. It only remains to show that the two triangles involving C commute. Substituting the
definition of u in (4.33), the upper triangle amounts to commutativity of the diagram
[F, F ]
[F,φ] //
[F,ψ◦φ]
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[F,G]
ι[G,G]1//
▼▼▼
▼▼▼
▼▼▼
▼▼
▼▼▼
▼▼▼
▼▼▼
▼▼
[G,G][F,G]
C

[G,ψ]1 // [G,H ][F,G]
C

ρ // [G,H ]⊗[G,G] [F,G]
Cuu❧❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
❧
[F,G]
[F,ψ] // [F,H ]
(5.7)
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Here, the left triangle is the unit property (2.18) of C, the middle square is Lemma 2.8 (iii),
and the right triangle is just the definition of C. Commutativity of the lower triangle in (5.6) is
checked similarly.
Proposition 5.3. The map ZM,N on objects in (5.2) and the collection of functors Z(F,G)
on morphisms in (5.3) with identities as unit transformations, and with C as multiplication
transformation (recall (5.5) and (5.6)) defines a lax 2-functor of bicategories
ZM,N : FM,N −→ Cosp(Z(M), Z(N )) . (5.8)
Proof. The unit conditions in Definition A.6 follows from the definition of the unit isomorphisms
of Cosp(Z(M), Z(N )) given in Proposition4.15. It remains to verify the associativity condition
in Definition A.6. This amounts to the statement that the two morphisms C ◦ (id ⊗ C) and
C ◦ (id⊗C) from [H,K]⊗[H,H] [G,H ]⊗[G,G] [F,G] to [F,K] (omitting associators) are equal. As
C is defined in terms of C, this in turn is a consequence of the associativity of C.
Recall Remark A.7. We have the following result.
Corollary 5.4. If the morphisms C in (5.5) are isomorphisms for all F,G,H ∈ FM,N , then ZM,N
gives a (non-lax) 2-functor Moreover, we obtain a 1-functor ZM,N between two 1-categories:
ZM,N : FM,N −→ Cosp(Z(M), Z(N )) . (5.9)
5.2 Compatibility with composition
For this subsection, we fix three C-modules L,M,N and three Z(C)-closed subcategories
FL,M ⊂ FunC(L,M) , FM,N ⊂ FunC(M,N ) , FL,N ⊂ FunC(L,N ) , (5.10)
of which we demand in addition that the image of the composition FM,N ×FL,M → FunC(L,N )
lies in FL,N . We want to establish a compatibility condition of the lax 2-functor ZM,N defined
in Proposition 5.3 and the composition of functors and of cospans (see Section 4.5). Namely, we
will give a natural transformation m between the (lax) 2-functors
FM,N ×FL,M
(−)◦(−)

ZM,N×ZL,M // Cosp(Z(M), Z(N ))×Cosp(Z(L), Z(M))
CZ(L),Z(M),Z(N)

mւ
FL,N
ZL,N
// Cosp(Z(L), Z(N ))
. (5.11)
According to Definition A.8, such a transformation assigns a 1-morphism m(F,G) to each pair
L
F
−→M
G
−→ N . We will take this 1-morphism to be
m(F,G) :=
Z(F )⊗Z(M) Z(G)
mF,G

Z(L)
a1
77♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦
a2 ''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖❖
❖ Z(G ◦ F ) Z(N )
b1
gg❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖❖
b2ww♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥♥♥
Z(G ◦ F )
1
OO
, (5.12)
where mF,G will be defined in (5.16) below, and we will verify the properties of a 2-diagram in
Lemma 5.6. Note that a1, a2, b1, b2 are fixed by (5.2) and the composition rule in (4.7) – explicit
expressions will be given in (5.20) below.
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The second piece of data, which corresponds to the data σAB (or {σf}) in (A.11), is a collection
of 2-morphisms (i.e. 3-cells, cf. Definition 4.12) between two compositions of 2-diagrams. In the
present case this boils down to the following: Let F, F ′ : L → M and G,G′ : M → N . For a
given pair
(
F
φ
−→ F ′ , G
ψ
−→ G′
)
in NatC(F, F
′) × NatC(G,G′) we need a 3-cell m(φ,ψ) between
the compositions
Z(F )⊗Z(M) Z(G)
[F,φ]⊗Z(M)[G,ψ]

[F, F ′]⊗Z(M) [G,G
′]
Z(L)
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))
// Z(F ′)⊗Z(M) Z(G′)
[φ,F ′]⊗Z(M)[ψ,G
′]
OO
mF ′,G′

Z(N )oo
jj
uu
Z(G′F ′)
Z(G′F ′)
1
OO
m(φ,ψ)
−−−−→
Z(F )⊗Z(M) Z(G)
mF,G

Z(GF )
Z(L)
88
''
// Z(GF )
1
OO
[GF,ψφ]

Z(N )oo
gg
ww
[GF,G′F ′]
Z(G′F ′)
[ψφ,G′F ′]
OO
(5.13)
where the left diagram corresponds to σB ◦ F(f) in (A.12) and the right diagram corresponds
to G(f) ◦ σA in (A.12). Also, we have not yet carried out the composition of 2-diagrams; this,
together with the construction of m(φ,ψ) will be done below.
The data m(F,G) and m(φ,ψ) have to satisfy the conditions stated in Definition A.8. This is
the content of Proposition5.10 below.
To construct m(F,G) and m(φ,ψ) we first introduce the auxiliary map nF,F ′,G,G′ which is
defined by the following coequalizer diagram,
[F, F ′]⊗ Z(M)⊗ [G,G′]
L //
R
// [F, F ′]⊗ [G,G′]
ρ //
[G′◦−][F,F ′]⊗ [−◦F ][G,G′]

[F, F ′]⊗Z(M) [G,G
′]
∃!nF,F ′,G,G′

[G′F,G′F ′]⊗ [GF,G′F ]
C // [GF,G′F ′]
(5.14)
where the composite morphism at the bottom satisfies the coequalizer property:
C ◦ ([G′ ◦ −][F,F ′] ⊗ [− ◦ F ][G,G′]) ◦ L = C ◦ ([G
′ ◦ −][F,F ′] ⊗ [− ◦ F ][G,G′]) ◦R .
This follows from the commutative diagram (2.23) and the associativity of C (Lemma 2.8).
Lemma 5.5. Given C-module functors F, F ′ ∈ FL,M, G,G′ ∈ FM,N and H,H ′ ∈ FN ,P , the
morphism n satisfies the following associativity condition:
([F, F ′]⊗Z(M) [G,G
′])⊗Z(N ) [H,H
′]
nF,F ′,G,G′ 1 //
1nG,G′,H,H′

[GF,G′F ′]⊗Z(N ) [H,H
′]
nGF,G′F ′,H,H′

[F, F ′]⊗Z(M) [HG,H
′G′]
nF,F ′,HG,H′G′ // [HGF,H ′G′F ′]
(5.15)
Proof. It follows easily from the commutative diagram (2.23), the associativity (2.15) and the
universal properties of tensor products ⊗Z(M) and ⊗Z(N ).
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We define the map mF,G in (5.12) to be
mF,G = nF,F,G,G : Z(F )⊗Z(M) Z(G) −→ Z(GF ) . (5.16)
For the remainder of this section, it is convenient to abbreviate
Y := Z(F )⊗Z(M) Z(G) and Y
′ := Z(F ′)⊗Z(M) Z(G
′) . (5.17)
Lemma 5.6. (i) mF,G is an algebra homomorphism.
(ii) Eqn. (5.12) defines a 2-diagram.
Proof. (i) Consider the diagram
[idM, idM]
[−◦F ][id,id]
yysss
sss
sss
s
[G◦−][id,id]
%%▲▲
▲▲▲
▲▲▲
▲▲
x

[F, F ]
[G◦−][F,F ] %%❑❑
❑❑❑
❑❑❑
❑❑
[G,G]
[−◦F ][G,G]yyrrr
rrr
rrr
r
[GF,GF ]
, (5.18)
where x = [G ◦ (−) ◦F ][id,id]. According to Lemma 2.11, all five maps in the diagram are algebra
maps. The two triangles involving x commute by Lemma 2.12. This shows that the first diagram
in (4.17) commutes. The second diagram in (4.17) is commutative because of the commutative
diagram (3.18) in Proposition3.7 (with F = F ′ and G = G′). Thus we can apply Lemma 4.9,
which provides us with a unique algebra map u : Y → Z(GF ). From the construction of u in
(4.21) we see that in fact u = mF,G.
(ii) The object Z(GF ) in Z(C) becomes a Z(GF )-Y -bimodule by using the algebra map mF,G
to define the Y -action. It is then clear that mF,G is a right Y -module map (and in any case 1 is
a left Z(GF )-module map). Consider the diagram
Y
mF,G

Z(L)
a1
//
a2 //
[F◦−][id,id] // Z(F )
ρ◦(1 ι)
::✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉✉
[G◦−][F,F ] $$■
■■
■■
■■
■■
Z(GF ) Z(G)
ρ◦(ι 1)
dd■■■■■■■■■■
[−◦F ][G,G]zz✉✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
✉✉
Z(N )
b1
oo
b2oo
[−◦G][id,id]oo
Z(GF )
1
OO
, (5.19)
where the maps a1, a2, b1, b2 are those in (5.12); explicitly they are given by
a1 =
(
Z(L)
[F◦−][id,id]
−−−−−−−→ Z(F )
1 ι
−→ Z(F )⊗ Z(G)
ρ
−→ Y
)
,
a2 =
(
Z(L)
[(GF )◦−][id,id]
−−−−−−−−−→ Z(GF )
)
,
b1 =
(
Z(N )
[−◦G][id,id]
−−−−−−−→ Z(G)
ι 1
−→ Z(F )⊗ Z(G)
ρ
−→ Y
)
,
b2 =
(
Z(N )
[−◦(GF )][id,id]
−−−−−−−−−→ Z(GF )
)
. (5.20)
The triangles in (5.19) involving a1, b1 commute by definition. Those involving a2, b2 commute
by Lemma 2.12. The remaining cells commute by the observation u = mF,G in part (i), as they
just amount to (4.18). This establishes the first of the three diagrams in (4.30). The second
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condition in (4.30) follows form the commutativity of the diagram
Z(L)Z(GF )
c−1

a2 1 // Z(GF )Z(GF )
C
((◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
Z(GF )Z(GF )
C // Z(GF )
Z(GF )Z(L)
1 a2 11
1 a1 // Z(GF )Y
1mF,G
OO
act
66♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠
(5.21)
The commutativity of the upper square is the statement of Cor. 3.8, the commutativity of the
bottom left triangle is equivalent to that of the left square in (5.12), which we already proved.
The bottom right triangle is just the definition of the Y -action on Z(GF ). The third condition
in (4.30) can be proved similarly.
By Lemma 4.16, [F, F ′]⊗Z(M) [G,G
′] is a Y ′-Y -bimodule. On the other hand, [GF,G′F ′] is
a Z(G′F ′)-Z(GF )-bimodule. Since by Lemma 5.6, the maps mF,G : Y → Z(GF ) and mF ′,G′ :
Y ′ → Z(G′F ′) are algebra maps, we also obtain a Y ′-Y -bimodule structure on [GF,G′F ′].
Lemma 5.7. The map nF,F ′;G,G′ in (5.14) is a Y
′-Y -bimodule morphism.
Proof. The proof is exactly parallel to that of u in (4.22) being an algebra map in the proof
of Lem4.9 but with u replaced by nF,F ′;G,G′. We only sketch the idea. Consider a diagram
similar to (4.22). The two maps µ leading to the bottom right corner are replaced by the left
module action [G′F ′, G′F ′] ⊗ [GF,G′F ′] → [GF,G′F ′], and the commutativity of the central
pentagon follows form (3.18). Then we obtain the commutativity of the outer subdiagram. By
the universality of ρ⊗2, we are done.
Having completed the definition of m(F,G) in (5.12), we now turn to m(φ,ψ) in (5.13). To
start with, we work out the compositions of 2-diagrams implicit in (5.13). From this we see that
m(φ,ψ) needs to provide a 3-cell for
Y
u
uu❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥❥
❥
u′
((◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗
Z(G′F ′)⊗Y ′
(
[F, F ′]⊗Z(M) [G,G
′]
) m(φ,ψ) // [GF,G′F ′]⊗Z(GF ) Z(GF )
Z(G′F ′)
v
ii❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙❙ v′
66♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠
(5.22)
The explicit form of the maps u, u′, v, v′ follows from (4.33) and (4.34) depending on the pair
(φ, ψ). To construct the morphism m(φ,ψ), consider the coequalizer diagram (we abbreviate
Q = [F, F ′]⊗Z(M) [G,G
′])
Z(G′F ′)⊗ Y ′ ⊗Q
L //
R
// Z(G′F ′)⊗Q
ρ //
1nF,F ′,G,G′

Z(G′F ′)⊗Y ′ Q
∃!m′
F,F ′,G,G′

Z(G′F ′)⊗ [GF,G′F ′]
C // [GF,G′F ′]
(5.23)
For A an algebra and M a left A-module, denote by r the isomorphism A ⊗A M → M , so that
r−1 =M
ιA 1−−→ A⊗M
ρ
−−→ A⊗A M . We define
mF,F ′,G,G′ := r
−1 ◦m′F,F ′,G,G′. (5.24)
We finally define m(φ,ψ) in (5.22) by
m(φ,ψ) := mF,F ′,G,G′ = r
−1 ◦m′F,F ′,G,G′ . (5.25)
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Remark 5.8. Notice that the definition of m(φ,ψ) in (5.25) is independent of the pair (φ, ψ).
This is due to the speciality of our definition of Z(F,G)(φ) in (5.3). For this reason, we will also use
the notation mF,F ′,G,G′ for m(φ,ψ) in a few places when we want to emphasize this independence
of the pair (φ, ψ).
Following a parallel argument as in the proof of Lem5.7, it is easy to see that mF,F ′,G,G′ is
a Z(G′F ′)-Y -bimodule map.
Lemma 5.9. Eqn. (5.22) defines a 3-cell.
Proof. It remains to show that two triangles in (5.22) are commutative. For the upper triangle,
using (5.23), we obtain that
mF,F ′,G,G′ ◦ u = r
−1 ◦ nF,F ′,G,G′ ◦ ([F, φ] ⊗Z(M) [G,ψ]). (5.26)
On the other hand, it is easy to show that u′ = r−1 ◦ [GF,ψφ] ◦mF,G. Therefore, it is enough to
show that
nF,F ′,G,G′ ◦ ([F, φ] ⊗Z(M) [G,ψ]) = [GF,ψφ] ◦mF,G.
Composing both sides by ρ : Z(F )⊗ Z(G)→ Y and using (5.14), we obtain
nF,F ′,G,G′ ◦ ([F, φ] ⊗Z(M) [G,ψ]) ◦ ρ = nF,F ′,G,G′ ◦ ρ ◦ ([F, φ] ⊗ [G,ψ])
= C ◦ ([G′ ◦ −]⊗ [− ◦ F ]) ◦ ([F, φ] ⊗ [G,ψ]),
[GF,ψφ] ◦mF,G ◦ ρ = [GF,ψφ] ◦ C ◦ ([G ◦ −]⊗ [− ◦ F ]). (5.27)
Therefore, it is enough to prove
C ◦ ([G′ ◦ −]⊗ [− ◦ F ]) ◦ ([F, φ] ⊗ [G,ψ]) = [GF,ψφ] ◦ C ◦ ([G ◦ −]⊗ [− ◦ F ]). (5.28)
Consider the following commutative diagram:
[F, F ] ∗G′F
[G′◦−]1
))❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙
[F, F ] ∗GF
[G′◦−]1//
1∗ψF
66❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧
[G◦−]1

[G′F,G′F ] ∗GF
1∗ψF //
[ψF,G′F ]1

[G′F,G′F ] ∗G′F
ev

[GF,GF ] ∗GF
[GF,ψF ]1//
ev
))❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
[GF,G′F ] ∗GF
ev // G′F
GF
ψF
55❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦
(5.29)
where the left square is just (2.27). The right and bottom square commute by definition, see
(2.3). Using the first commutative diagram in (2.21), the first commutative diagram in (2.3)
and the commutativity of outer subdiagram in (5.29), one can show the commutativity of the
following diagram:
([F, F ] ⊗ [G,G]) ∗GF //
([F,φ]⊗[G,ψ])1

GF
ψφ

([F, F ′]⊗ [G,G′]) ∗GF // G′F ′
(5.30)
which implies (5.28) immediately. Thus we have finished the proof of the commutativity of upper
triangle in (5.22).
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For the lower triangle in (5.22), expanding the definition of v, v′,mF,F ′,G,G, it is enough to
prove the commutativity of the following diagram:
Z(G′F ′)
1ι //
[ψφ,G′F ′]

Z(G′F ′)⊗ (Z(F ′)⊗Z(M) Z(G
′))
1([φ,F ′]⊗Z(M)[ψ,G
′])

Z(G′F ′)⊗ ([F, F ′]⊗Z(M) [G,G
′])
1nF,F ′;G,G′

[GF,G′F ′] Z(G′F ′)⊗ [GF,G′F ′].
Coo
(5.31)
Using the first commutative diagram in (2.21), the first commutative diagram in (2.3) and the
commutativity of outer subdiagram in (5.29), we obtain the following commutative diagram:
([F ′, F ′]⊗ [G′, G′]) ∗GF
1(ψφ) //
([φ,F ′][ψ,G′])1

([F ′, F ′]⊗ [G′, G′]) ∗G′F ′

([F, F ′]⊗ [G,G′]) ∗GF // G′F ′
which, together with the following commutative diagram:
(Z(F ′)⊗Z(M) Z(G
′)) ∗GF
1(ψφ) //
mF ′,G′1

(Z(F ′)⊗Z(M) Z(G
′)) ∗G′F ′
mF ′,G′1

Z(G′F ′) ∗GF
1(ψφ) //
[ψφ,G′F ′]1

Z(G′F ′) ∗G′F ′
evG′F ′

[GF,G′F ′] ∗GF
evGF // // G′F ′.
implies the following identity:
nF,F ′;G,G′ ◦ ([φ, F
′][ψ,G′]) = [ψφ,G′F ′] ◦mF ′,G′ . (5.32)
Applying (5.32) to diagram (5.31) and using the fact that [ψφ,G′F ′] is a left Z(G′F ′)-module
map and m(F ′,G′) preserves the unit, we obtain the commutativity of (5.31) immediately.
Therefore, we have proved that m(φ,ψ) = mF,F ′,G,G is a well-defined 3-cell.
We have now gathered all the ingredients to state the main result of this section.
Proposition 5.10. Let C be a monoidal category and let L,M,N be C-modules. Let
FL,M ⊂ FunC(L,M) , FM,N ⊂ FunC(M,N ) , FL,N ⊂ FunC(L,N )
be Z(C)-closed subcategories such that the composition FM,N × FL,M → FunC(L,N ) lies in
FL,N . The data (5.12), (5.16) and (5.22), (5.25) defines a natural transformationm between the
lax 2-functors stated in (5.11).
Proof. It remains to show that properties (A.13) and (A.14) hold. Because two i maps in (A.14)
are identity maps in this case, the condition (A.14) is reduced to the condition mF,F,G,G = r
−1 ◦ l
for F = G = idM, which holds obviously. For the property (A.13), we consider C-module functors
F, F ′, F ′′ : L → M and G,G′, G′′ : M→ N , and natural transformations F
φ
−→ F ′
φ′
−→ F ′′ and
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G
ψ
−→ G′
ψ′
−→ G′′. Let Y ′′ := Z(F ′′)⊗Z(M)Z(G
′′). Then the property (A.13) amounts to showing
that the following composition of maps:
Z(G′′F ′′)⊗Y ′′ ([F
′, F ′′]⊗Z(M) [G
′, G′′])⊗Y ′ ([F, F
′]⊗Z(M) [G,G
′])
1β
−→ Z(G′′F ′′)⊗Y ′′ ([F
′, F ′′]⊗Z(F ′) [F, F
′])⊗Z(M) ([G
′, G′′]⊗Z(G′) [G,G
′])
1⊗Y ′′C⊗Z(M)C
−−−−−−−−−−→ Z(G′′F ′′)⊗Y ′′ [F, F
′′]⊗Z(M) [G,G
′′]
mF,F ′′,G,G′′
−−−−−−−−→ [GF,G′′F ′′]⊗Z(GF ) Z(FG) , (5.33)
where β := β([F ′,F ′′],[G,G′′]),([F,F ′],[G,G′]) (recall (4.46)) is constructed explicitly in A.3, equals to
the following composition of maps:
Z(G′′F ′′)⊗Y ′′ ([F
′, F ′′]⊗Z(M) [G,G
′])⊗Y ′ ([F, F
′]⊗Z(M) [G,G
′])
mF ′,F ′′,G′,G′′1
−−−−−−−−−−→ [G′F ′, G′′F ′′]⊗Z(G′F ′) Z(G
′F ′)⊗Y ′ ([F, F
′]⊗Z(M) [G,G
′])
1mF,F ′,G,G′
−−−−−−−−→ [G′F ′, G′′F ′′]⊗Z(G′F ′) [GF,G
′F ′]⊗Z(GF ) Z(GF )
C1
−−→ [GF,G′′F ′′]⊗Z(GF ) Z(FG) (5.34)
Using the commutativity (3.21), it is easy to check that both maps are induced from the same
natural map: (Z(G′′F ′′)⊗ [F ′, F ′′]⊗ [G′, G′′]⊗ [F, F ′]⊗ [G,G′]) ∗GF → G′′F ′′.
Recall Remark A.9. We have the following result.
Corollary 5.11. If the categories FL,M, FM,N , FL,N all meet the conditions of Cor. 5.4, and
if the m(φ,ψ) in (5.25) are all isomorphisms, then m in Proposition5.10 defines a natural trans-
formation m of functors between (1-)categories as in (note the underlines)
FM,N ×FL,M
(−)◦(−)

ZM,N×ZL,M
// Cosp(Z(M), Z(N )) ×Cosp(Z(L), Z(M))
CZ(L),Z(M),Z(N)

m ւ
FL,N
ZL,N
// Cosp(Z(L), Z(N )) .
(5.35)
Herem is just a collection of equivalence classes of 2-diagrams as shown in (5.12) for allG ∈ FM,N
and F ∈ FL,M.
5.3 The full center as a lax 2-functor, I
Definition 5.12. For a monoidal category C, let Alg(C) be the category whose objects are
unital associative algebras in C and whose morphisms are unital algebra homomorphisms. If C is
braided, we define Calg(C) to be the full subcategory of Alg(C) consisting of only commutative
C-algebras.
In this subsection, we will construct a lax 2-functor Z from Alg(C) to CAlg(Z(C)). For
concreteness, we start by taking the monoidal category C to be Vectk. In this case, the monoidal
center Z(C) = Vectk satisfies Assumption 4.1 and all the internal homs appearing below exist
and can be defined set-theoretically. A more extensive discussion of Z in the vector space case
can be found in [DKR2, Sect. 4.3].
We will consider Alg(Vectk) as a 2-category whose only 2-morphisms are identities. We
proceed to give the data of a lax 2-functor
Z : Alg(Vectk)→ CAlg(Vectk);
the statement that this indeed provides a lax 2-functor is the content of Theorem 5.13 below.
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1. On objects A ∈ Alg(C) we set
Z(A) := Z(A-mod) ∈ Vectk (5.36)
where A-mod is the category of right A-modules, understood as a left Vectk-module, and
Z(A-mod) ∈ Vectk is its full center as in Definition 3.3. In this case, the full center
Z(A-mod) is nothing but the ordinary center of an algebra A, i.e.
Z(A-mod) = Z(A) = {z ∈ A | za = az, ∀a ∈ A}. (5.37)
To see this, note that for any z ∈ Z(A), assigning to a right A-module M the A-module
endomorphismm 7→ m.z gives a natural transformation of the identity functor. Conversely,
given such a natural transformation, evaluating it on A produces an element in the center
of the algebra.
2. For a linear map f : A→ B consider the functor (−)⊗A fB : A-mod → B-mod. Here fB
is B equipped with the structure of an A-B-bimodule where B acts by multiplication and
A acts by composing with f and then multiplying. We set
Z(f) := Z((−)⊗A fB) ∈ Cosp(Z(A),Z(B)) , (5.38)
with Z((−)⊗A fB) as defined in (5.2) (and for Cosp see Definition 4.10). In this case, Z(f)
is the cospan (Z(A)
f
−→ Z(f) ←֓ Z(B)), where Z(f) is the centralizer defined as follows:
Z(f) = {z ∈ B|zf(a) = f(a)z, ∀a ∈ A} , (5.39)
which is nothing but Z(fB) := HomA⊗Bop(fB, fB).
3. The unit transformation is just the canonical isomorphism Z(idA-mod) ≃ Z((−) ⊗A A),
induced by the natural isomorphism idA-mod
≃
−→ (−) ⊗A A between the two endofunctors
A-mod→ A-mod.
4. The multiplication transformation of Z: given two morphism A
f
−→ B
g
−→ C, let F =
(−)⊗AfB andG = (−)⊗BgC, there is a natural isomorphism fromG◦F = (−)⊗AfB⊗BgC
to (−) ⊗C g◦fC. This induces an isomorphism Z(G ◦ F )
∼
−→ Z(g ◦ f). The multiplication
transformation of Z is defined by composing this isomorphism withmF,G in (5.12). Namely,
it is a collection of linear maps (as 2-morphisms in CAlg(Vectk)) defined by the composed
morphisms:
Z(f)⊗Z(B) Z(g) = Z(F )⊗Z(B) Z(G)
mF,G
−−−→ Z(G ◦ F )
∼
−→ Z(g ◦ f)
for A,B ∈ Alg(Vectk) and algebra homomorphisms A
f
−→ B
g
−→ C. In this case, above
morphism is nothing but a linear map defined by
z ⊗Z(B) z
′ 7→ g(z) · z′ (5.40)
for z ∈ Z(f) and z′ ∈ Z(g), see [DKR2, Lem. 4.11].
The associativity property follows from Lemma 5.5, and the unit property is straightforward.
One can also use the set-theoretical definition given in (5.37), (5.39) and (5.40) to check these
properties directly. Thus altogether we have the following result:
Theorem 5.13. The assignment Z : Alg(Vectk)→ CAlg(Vectk) defined above is a lax 2-functor.
For general C we define Z in the same way, that is, via (5.36) on objects and via (5.38) on
morphisms. We then have:
Theorem 5.14. For a monoidal category C such that Z(C) satisfies Assumption 4.1, if all above
internal homs exist in Z(C), then the assignment Z : Alg(C)→ CAlg(Z(C)) is a lax 2-functor.
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5.4 The full center as a lax 2-functor, II
We present the main result of this paper. It simply says that the full center construction gives a
lax 2-functor under a few natural conditions.
Theorem 5.15. Let C be a monoidal category such that Z(C) satisfies Assumption 4.1. Let
M(C) be a locally full sub-bicategory (see App. A.2) of Mod(C) such that
1. for all M,N ∈M(C), the functor sub-category HomM(C)(M,N ) is Z(C)-closed.
2. for all F,G,H ∈ HomM(C)(M,N ), the morphism C in (5.5) is an isomorphism.
3. for all F, F ′ ∈ HomM(C)(M,N ) and all G,G
′ ∈ HomM(C)(M,N ), and for all F
φ
−→ F ′ and
G
ψ
−→ G′, the morphism mF,F ′,G,G′ in (5.25) is an isomorphism.
Then the full center construction:
- on objects: Z(M) = Z(M) as defined in Definition 3.3.
- on morphism categories: ZM,N : HomM(C)(M,N ) → Cosp(Z(M), Z(N )) between mor-
phism categories where ZM,N is given in Cor. 5.4,
i.e.
Z : M
F
((
G
66⇓ φ N 7−→
Z(F )
[F,φ]
Z(M)
[F◦−][id,id]
22
[G◦−][id,id] ,,
[F,G] Z(N )
[−◦F ][id,id]
ll
[−◦G][id,id]rrZ(G)
[φ,G]
OO
, (5.41)
together with the multiplication transformation given by m defined in Cor. 5.11 and the unit
transformation given by the identity, defines a lax 2-functor:
Z :M(C)→ CALG(Z(C)) (5.42)
between two bicategories. If in addition m is invertible, Z is a (non-lax) 2-functor.
Proof. We need to show that the associativity (A.8) and unit properties (A.9) and (A.10) hold.
Recall that the multiplication transformation m is determined by a collection of morphisms
{m(F,G)} (or equivalently {mF,G}) defined in (5.12), and the unit isomorphisms l and r in
CALG(Z(C)) are defined in (4.55). The unit properties (A.9) and (A.10) amount to prove that
m(idM,F ) = lZ(F ) and m(F,idM) = rZ(F )
which are obvious.
The property (A.8) amounts to the commutativity of the following diagram:
(Z(F )⊗Z(M) Z(G)) ⊗Z(N ) Z(H)
mF,G1 //

Z(GF )⊗Z(N ) Z(H)
mGF,H// Z(HGF )
Z(F )⊗Z(M) (Z(G)⊗Z(N ) Z(H))
1mG,H// Z(F )⊗Z(M) Z(HG)
mF,GH// Z(HGF )
(5.43)
which follows from Lemma 5.5.
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Remark 5.16. 1) We use the same notation Z for the two distinct lax 2-functors defined in
Theorems 5.14 and 5.15. This is justified by the following commutative diagram:
Alg(C)
Z //
Mod

CAlg(Z(C))
E

M(C)
Z // CALG(Z(C)),
(5.44)
assuming both Z are well-defined. Here the functor Mod acts on objects and morphisms as
A 7→ A-mod and A
f
−→ B to (−) ⊗A fB; we assume that the locally full subcategory M(C) of
Mod(C) is large enough to contain the image of the functor Mod. The 2-functor E is given in
(4.56). Note that the horizontal arrows are lax, while the vertical arrows are non-lax. In any
case, both, the upper and lower path in the diagram give(
A
f
−→ B
)
7−→
(
Z(A-mod)
Z((−)⊗AfB)
−−−−−−−−→ Z(B-mod)
)
, (5.45)
where Z is the cospan in (5.2).
In Sections 6 and 7, we will give two cases, in which the conditions in Theorem5.15 are
satisfied, so that we obtain Z as a (non-lax) 2-functor. In general, however, these conditions, in
particular the condition 2 and 3 in Theorem 5.15, are not satisfied. Therefore, we must work
with 3-cells and tricategory in general. We propose the following conjecture.
Conjecture 5.17. Without assuming the condition 2. and 3. in Theorem 5.15 for M(C), the
assignment Z: M→ Z(M), (5.2) and (5.3), together with the lax 2-functor m given in Propo-
sition 5.10, can be extended (by adding other coherence morphisms properly) to a lax 3-functor
between M(C) and the conjectural tricategory CALG(Z(C)) (recall Conjecture 4.20).
6 Automorphisms of full centers
Given a category D, we denote the set of isomorphisms in HomD(U, V ) by Hom
×
D(U, V ), and the
maximal groupoid inside D by D×. Analogously, if D is a bicategory, we denote by Hom×
D
(U, V )
the 1-groupoid consisting of invertible 1-morphisms and 2-isomorphisms, and by D× the max-
imum 2-groupoid in D. In Section 6.1, we will give a simple characterization of CALG(Z)×.
Then in Section 6.2, we will show that the second and third conditions in Theorem 5.15 are
automatically satisfied for M(C)×. Therefore, assuming only the first condition in Theorem 5.15
for M(C)×, we obtain a (non-lax) 2-functor Z :M(C)× → CALG(Z(C))× between 2-groupoids.
6.1 Invertible cospans and 2-cells
Let Z be a braided monoidal category satisfying Assumption 4.1.
Proposition 6.1. In the bicategory CALG(Z),
(i) a 1-morphism (i.e. a cospan)
T
A
f
??⑦⑦⑦⑦
B
g
``❅❅❅❅ (6.1)
is invertible iff f , g are isomorphisms in Z.
(ii) a 2-cell (i.e. an isomorphism class of 2-diagrams)
S
v
A
88rrrrrrr
&&▲▲
▲▲▲
▲ M B
ff▲▲▲▲▲▲▲
xxrrr
rrr
T
w
OO (6.2)
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is invertible iff v, w are isomorphisms in Z.
Proof. We will first prove the second statement, then the first.
(ii) If v and w are invertible, we will only show that the 2-cell given in (6.2) has a right inverse.
The proof of the existence of a left inverse is similar. Since w is invertible, then M is also
naturally a right T -module via
M ⊗ T
w−11
−−−→ T ⊗ T
µ
−→ T
w
−→M.
Moreover, this right T -action commutes with the left T -action on M . In this way, M becomes a
T -T -bimodule which is isomorphic to T . Similarly, M is also a S-S-bimodule and v : S →M is
an isomorphism of S-S-bimodules. Consider the following 2-cells:
T
w
A
88rrrrrr
&&▲▲
▲▲▲
▲▲ M B
ff▲▲▲▲▲▲
xxrrr
rrr
r
S
v
OO (6.3)
The vertical composition (6.3) ◦ (6.2) gives the target of the following 3-cell:
S
ρ◦(w1)◦(ιT v)
uu❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥❥
❥
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
PPP
M ⊗T M M ⊗T T
1⊗Twoo Svoo
S
ρ◦(1w)◦(vιT )
ii❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚❚
♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
where we identified M ⊗T T = M = T ⊗T M . It is an easy exercise to prove that ρ ◦ (w ⊗ 1) ◦
(ιT ⊗ v) = (1 ⊗T w) ◦ v = ρ ◦ (1 ⊗ w) ◦ (v ⊗ ιT ). Since v and w are invertible, above 3-cell is
invertible. Thus (6.3) is the right inverse of (6.2).
Conversely, given an invertible 2-cell (6.2) we want to show that both v and w are invertible.
By the invertibility assumption, there exists a 2-cell, say given by
T
x
A
99rrrrrr
%%▲▲
▲▲▲
▲ N B
ff▲▲▲▲▲▲
xxrrr
rrr
S
y
OO
and isomorphisms a:N ⊗T M → S, b:M ⊗S N → T , of S- and T -bimodules respectively, such
that a is the inverse to both of the two compositions:
S
v
−→M = T ⊗T M
x⊗T 1−−−−→ N ⊗T M, S
y
−→ N = N ⊗T T
1⊗Tw−−−−→ N ⊗T M
and b is the inverse to both of the two compositions:
T
w
−→M =M ⊗S S
1⊗Sy
−−−→M ⊗S N, T
x
−→ N = S ⊗S N
v⊗S1−−−→M ⊗S N.
Therefore, we have a ◦ (x ⊗T 1) ◦ v = idS . To prove that v is invertible, it is enough to show
v ◦ (a ◦ (x⊗T 1)) is invertible. By the commutativity of the following diagram:
T ⊗T M
x1 // N ⊗T M
a // S
v // M
S ⊗S N ⊗T M
v11 // M ⊗S N ⊗T M
1a // M ⊗S S,
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we have v ◦ (a ◦ (x1)) = (1a) ◦ (v11 ◦ x1) = 1a ◦ (b−11) which is invertible.
The proof of the invertibility of w is similar.
(i) If f, g are isomorphisms, then T is also a commutative algebra and (B
g
−→ T
f
←− A) is a
1-morphism in CALG(Z). Its composition with original cospan (6.1) gives the cospan
T ⊗B T
A
i
99ttttt
B
j
ee❑❑❑❑❑
It is easy to show that i = j and i is an isomorphism. We want to show that there is an invertible
2-cell between (A
i
−→ T ⊗B T
i
←− A) and the identity cospan (A
=
−→ A
=
←− A). It is given as follows:
T ⊗B T
i−1
A
i 66♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗ A A
ihhPPPPPPP
♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠♠♠
A
By the result of (ii) which has been proved, above 2-cell is invertible. Hence, we obtain that (6.1)
is invertible.
Conversely, if the cospan (6.1) is invertible, then there is a cospan (B
g′
−→ G
f ′
←− A) such that
there exist bimodulesM,N and four isomorphisms: T⊗BG
a1−→M
a2←− A andG⊗AT
b1−→ N
b2←− B
forming the invertible 2-cells:
T ⊗B G
a1
A
f1 66♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
M A
f2hhPPPPPPP
♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠♠♠
A
a2
OO
G⊗A T
b1
B
g1 66♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
N A
g2hhPPPPPPP
♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠♠♠
♠♠♠
B
b2
OO ,
where the morphisms f1, f2, g1, g2 are composed morphisms given as follows:
f1 : A
f
−→ T = T ⊗B B
1g′
−−→ T ⊗B G, f2 : A
f ′
−→ G = B ⊗B G
g1
−→ T ⊗B G,
g1 : B
g′
−→ G = G⊗A A
1f
−→ G⊗A T, g2 : B
g
−→ T = A⊗A T
f ′1
−−→ G⊗A T.
We want to show that both f and g are invertible.
First, since a1 and a2 are invertible we must have f1 = f2 and g1 = g2. Moreover, f1 and g1
are both isomorphisms with the inverses given by a−12 ◦a1 and b
−1
2 ◦b1, respectively. Secondly, we
have (f−11 ◦ (1g
′)) ◦ f = idA and (g
−1
1 ◦ (f
′1)) ◦ g = idB . It remains to show that f ◦ (f
−1
1 ◦ (1g
′))
and g ◦ (g−11 ◦ (f
′1)) are invertible. It is easy to show that the following diagram:
T ∼= T ⊗B B
1g′ // T ⊗B G
f−11 //
=

A
f // T
T ⊗B G⊗A A
11f // T ⊗B G⊗A T
f
−1
1 1 // A⊗A T
=
OO
is commutative. Therefore, we obtain f ◦ (f−11 ◦ (1g
′)) = (f−11 1) ◦ ((11f) ◦ (1g
′)) = (f−11 1) ◦ (1g1)
which is clearly invertible. Therefore, f is invertible.
The proof of the invertibility of g is similar.
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In the remaining part of this subsection, we give a simple characterization of CALG(Z)×. Let
A and B be two commutative Z-algebras. We define the map
A : (A
f
−→ B) 7−→
B
A
f
>>⑦⑦⑦⑦
B
❆❆❆❆ (6.4)
If we view HomAlg(Z)(A,B) as a category with only identity morphisms, A automatically defines
a functor HomAlg(Z)(A,B)→ HomCALG(Z)(A,B). Moreover, we have the following result.
Lemma 6.2. The functor A : Hom×Alg(Z)(A,B)→ Hom
×
CALG(Z)(A,B) is an equivalence.
Proof. The functor A is essentially surjective on objects since, for any invertible cospan (A
f
−→
T
g
←− B), there is an invertible 2-cell
T
A
f 99rrrrrr
g−1f %%▲
▲▲▲
▲▲ T B
gee▲▲▲▲▲▲
rrr
rrr
rrr
rrr
B
g
OO . (6.5)
It remains to show that the functor A is fully faithful. The functor A is trivially faithful,
since HomAlg(Z)(A,B) has only identity morphisms. To see that it is full, let
B
φ
A
f 88rrrrrr
g &&▲▲
▲▲▲
▲ M B
▲▲▲▲▲▲
▲▲▲▲▲▲
rrr
rrr
rrr
rrr
B
ψ
OO (6.6)
be an arbitrary invertible 2-cell between two cospans in the image of A. It is clear that we must
have φ = ψ which in turn implies f = g. Moreover, since M is naturally a B-B-bimodule and
φ = ψ is bimodule isomorphism, we obtain that above 2-cell is isomorphic (thus identical) to the
identity 2-cell. Hence it lies in the image of A.
The above lemma immediately implies the following
Theorem 6.3. Let Z be a braided monoidal category satisfying Assumption 4.1. Think of
the 1-groupoid Calg(Z)× as a 2-groupoid with only identity 2-morphisms. Then the functor
A : Calg(Z)× → CALG(Z)× in (6.4) is an equivalence of 2-groupoids.
6.2 The full center is non-lax on equivalences
Let M(C) in Theorem 5.15 satisfy only the condition 1. For F,G,H ∈ Hom×
M(C)(M,N ), if
F ∼= G (or G ∼= H), it is easy to show that C defined in (5.4) is an isomorphism. In other words,
the second condition in Theorem 5.15 is automatically satisfied for M(C)×. We want to show
the the third condition is also satisfied for M(C)×. We need a lemma.
Lemma 6.4. For C-module functors G,G′ : HomM(C)(N ,P), H,H
′ ∈ HomM(C)(L,M) and
F ∈ Hom×
M(C)(M,N ), i.e. F is a C-module equivalence between M and N , the morphisms
[− ◦ F ][G,G′] : [G,G
′]→ [GF,G′F ] and [F ◦ −][H,H′] : [H,H
′]→ [FH,FH ′] , (6.7)
defined in (3.17) and (2.20), are isomorphisms.
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Proof. Let F¯ be a quasi-inverse of F . By definition, there are two natural isomorphisms: FF¯
φ
−→
idN and F¯F
ψ
−→ idM. It is enough to show that the following compositions of morphisms:
[G,G′]
[−◦F ][G,G′]
−−−−−−−→ [GF,G′F ]
[−◦F¯ ][GF,G′F ]
−−−−−−−−−→ [GFF¯ ,G′FF¯ ]
[1φ−1,G′]◦[GFF¯ ,1φ]
−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ [G,G′] (6.8)
[GF,G′F ]
[−◦F¯ ]
−−−−→ [GFF¯ ,G′FF¯ ]
[−◦F ]
−−−−→ [GFF¯F,G′FF¯F ]
[11ψ−1,G′F ]◦[GFF¯F,11ψ]
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ [GF,G′F ]
equal to identity maps. We will only prove that (6.8) gives the identity map. The proof for the
other one is similar. Recall Remark 2.9 (ii) which says that the morphism [1φ−1, G] ◦ [GFF¯ , 1φ]
is an isomorphism. Hence it is enough to check that
[− ◦ F¯ ][GF,G′F ] ◦ [− ◦ F ][G,G′] = [GFF¯ , 1φ
−1] ◦ [1φ,G′]. (6.9)
This follows from the commutativity of the following diagram:
[G,G′] ∗GFF¯
[1φ,G′]1 //
11φ

[GFF¯ ,G′] ∗GFF¯
[GFF¯ ,1φ−1] //
evGFF¯

[GFF¯ ,G′FF¯ ] ∗GFF¯
evGFF¯

[G,G′] ∗G
evG // G′
1φ−1 // G′FF¯
which is just a special case of the two commutative diagrams in (2.3). Notice also that the map
(1φ−1) ◦ evG ◦ (11φ) equals to [G,G′] ∗ GFF¯ ∼= ([G,G′] ∗ G)FF¯
evG11−−−−→ G′FF¯ . By (2.20) and
Lemma 2.12, we obtain the identity (6.9) immediately.
The following lemma says that the third condition in Theorem 5.15 is satisfied automatically
for M(C)×.
Lemma 6.5. For F, F ′ ∈ Hom×
M(C)(L,M) and G,G
′ ∈ Hom×
M(C)(M,N ), if there are isomor-
phisms F
φ
−→ F ′ and G
ψ
−→ G′, then the morphism nF,F ′,G,G′ : [F, F ′]⊗Z(M) [G,G
′]→ [GF,G′F ′]
defined in (5.14) and the morphism m(φ,ψ) := mF,F ′,G,G′ defined in (5.24) and (5.25) are both
isomorphisms.
Proof. Let F
φ
−→ F ′ and G
ψ
−→ G′ be two natural isomorphisms. Using Lemma 6.4 and the
commutative diagram (5.14), it is easy to obtain the following commutative diagram
[F, F ′]⊗ [G,G′]
ρ //
[G′◦−]⊗[−◦F ] ∼=

[F, F ′]⊗Z(M) [G,G
′]
f

nF,F ′;G,G′
))❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
[G′F,G′F ′]⊗ [GF,G′F ]
ρ // [G′F,G′F ′]⊗Z(G′F ) [GF,G′F ]
C //
[G′F,G′φ−1]1

[GF,G′F ′]
[GF,G′φ−1]

[G′F,G′F ]⊗Z(G′F ) [GF,G
′F ]
∼= // [GF,G′F ]
(6.10)
where f is given by the universal property of coequalizer. It is easy to show that f is an
isomorphism. Then nF,F ′;G,G′ = g ◦ f , where g is the composition of the three isomorphisms at
the bottom of diagram (6.10), is an isomorphism.
Recall the identity (5.26). Notice that the morphism u in (5.26) (defined by (4.33)) is an
isomorphism in our case. Therefore, mF,F ′,G,G′ is also an isomorphism.
Altogether, we obtain the following result.
Theorem 6.6. Z :M(C)× → CALG(Z(C))× is a (non-lax) 2-functor between two bi-groupoids.
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Remark 6.7. We can reformulate the main result in [KR1] in terms of the 2-functor Z in
Theorem 6.6. Assume that C is a modular tensor category. We define a bicategory ssFA(C) of
special symmetric Frobenius algebras in C:
1. 1-morphisms between objects A and B are A-B-bimodules in C.
2. 2-morphisms between two A-B-modules M and N are bimodule maps.
Then there is a fully faithful embedding ssFA(C) →֒ Mod(C). Let ssFA(C)× be 2-groupoid
consisting of all isomorphisms in ssFA(C). Composing this embedding with Z, we obtain a
2-functor ssFA(C)× → CALG(Z(C))×. Let ssFA(C)× and CALG(Z(C))× be the truncated 1-
groupoids (see Definition A.5). The main result of [KR1] is that the Picard group of a special
symmetric Frobenius algebra A in C is isomorphic to the group of automorphisms of its full
center of Z(A). In terms of Z, this result can be restated as follows: the functor Z : ssFA(C)× →
CALG(Z(C))× is an equivalence between two groupoids. A categorification of this result was
proven in [ENO09] (see also [KK] for its physical meaning).
7 Fusion categories
In this section, we assume that C is a fusion category over a ground field k [ENO05]. Namely, C
is a k-linear semisimple rigid monoidal category with finitely many isomorphism classes of simple
objects and finite dimensional spaces of morphisms such that the unit object 1 is simple and
End(1) ∼= k.
Let Modo(C) be the subcategory of Mod(C) consisting of indecomposable semisimple C-
modules and k-linear C-module functors. One easily checks that indecomposable semisimple C-
modules are automatically finite, i.e. have a finite number of simple objects and finite dimensional
morphism spaces. All C-modules in Modo(C) are C-closed, and all C-module functors between
such C-modules are automatically exact. The main goal of this section is to show that all three
conditions in Theorem 5.15 are satisfied for M(C) = Modo(C). We will also show that the
multiplication transformation m is an isomorphism, so that Z is a non-lax 2-functor.
Throughout this section, we assume M,N ∈Modo(C). Let M be an non-zero object in M.
The internal hom [M,M ] is a C-algebra. The following result is due to Ostrik [Os].
Theorem 7.1. The functor [M,−] :M→ C[M,M ] defined by N 7→ [M,N ] is an equivalence.
We have the following lemma:
Lemma 7.2. Let M,N ∈M and M 6= 0. The following map
evM : [M,N ]⊗[M,M ] M → N (7.1)
which is induced from the evaluation map evM : [M,N ]⊗M → N , is an isomorphism.
Proof. Because M is semisimple, it is enough to prove evM in (7.1) is an isomorphism when N
is simple. Let thus N be simple. Notice first that [M,N ] 6= 0 by Theorem 7.1. Then the map
[M,N ]⊗M
evM−−−→ N is non-zero because it is the image of id[M,N ] under the isomorphism (2.2)
for X = [M,N ]. So evM is also nonzero. Then it is enough to show that [M,N ]⊗[M,M ] M ∼= N
as objects. Since the functor [M,−] :M→ C[M,M ] is an equivalence thus preserves coequalizers,
and by Lemma 2.7 and Lemma2.8, we have [M, [M,N ]⊗[M,M ] N ] ∼= [M,N ]⊗[M,M ] [M,M ] and
the latter is naturally isomorphic to [M,N ].
Proposition 7.3. Let M,N ∈ M and M 6= 0. The following map
CM : [M,N ]⊗[M,M ] [L,M ]→ [L,N ], (7.2)
which is induced from CM : [M,N ]⊗ [L,M ]→ [L,N ], is an [N,N ]-[L,L]-bimodule isomorphism.
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Proof. As before we identify M = C[M,M ]. Recall the map (2.6). By the universal property of
−⊗[M,M ] −, we obtain a map γ[M,N ] making the following diagram:
[M,N ]⊗ [L,M ]
γ[M,N ] //
ρ

[L, [M,N ]⊗M ]
[L,ρ]

[M,N ]⊗[M,M ] [L,M ]
γ[M,N ]// [L, [M,N ]⊗[M,M ] M ] .
(7.3)
commutative. By Lemma 2.7 and the rigidity of C, γ[M,N ] is an isomorphism. Since [L,−] is an
equivalence (again by Theorem 7.1), also [L, ρ] is a co-equalizer. This allows one to define γ−1[M,N ]
in C[L,L], so in particular in C, showing that γ[M,N ] is an isomorphism. The commutativity of the
diagram (2.14) implies that the following diagram:
[L, [M,N ]⊗[M,M ] M ]
[L,evM ]
((PP
PPP
PPP
PPP
P
[M,N ]⊗[M,M ] [L,M ]
γ[M,N ]
44❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥❥
CM // [L,N ]
(7.4)
is also commutative. By Theorem 7.1 and Lemma 7.2, [L, evM ] is an isomorphism. Thus also
CM is an isomorphism, and by Lemma 2.8 it is a [N,N ]-[L,L]-bimodule map.
When C is a fusion category, by [ENO05], both categories Z(C) and C∨M are fusion categories.
(Recall from Section 3.1 that C∨M is the same category as C
∗
M but with the opposite tensor
product.) As a consequence, the category Z(C) satisfies Assumption 4.1.
It is well-known that Z(C) ∼= Z(C∨M) (see e.g. [EO]). Let M and N be semisimple inde-
composable C-modules. The category FunC(M,N ) is naturally a C∗N -C
∗
M-bimodule. By [EO,
Thm. 3.31], FunC(M,N ) is a semisimple indecomposable module over C∗M (or C
∗
N ), and hence
in particular finite. Via α-induction, the category FunC(M,N ) is also a finite semisimple Z(C)-
module. As a consequence, FunC(M,N ) is also Z(C)-closed. Therefore, the first condition in
Theorem 5.15 is satisfied for M(C) =Modo(C).
To verify the second condition in Theorem 5.15 we need a couple of technical lemmas.
A functor F : Z → C is dominant if every object of C is a retract (i.e. a direct summand) of
an object of the form F (X) for some object X of C.
Lemma 7.4. LetM be an indecomposable C-module. Then F : Z → C is a dominant monoidal
functor. Then the pullback F ∗(M) is an indecomposable Z-module.
Proof. Indecomposability of C-module M can be reformulated as follows: for a fixed M ∈ M
any N ∈M is a retract of X ∗M for some X ∈ C. To see the indecomposability of the Z-module
F ∗(M) take the same M ∈ M. Then since by dominance of F any X ∈ C is a retract of F (Z)
for some Z ∈ Z we have that any N ∈ M is a retract of F (Z) ∗M for some Z ∈ Z.
Lemma 7.5. For a fusion category C, the forgetful functor F : Z(C)→ C is dominant.
Proof. Let I : C → Z(C) be the right adjoint functor of F . By [DMNO, Lem. 3.5], I(1) is a
connected separable commutative algebra in Z(C). By [ENO08, Lem. 3.2], I defines a monoidal
equivalence from C to the category Z(C)I(1) of I(1)-modules in Z(C), and the following diagram
Z(C) Z(C)I(1)
forgetoo
C
I
aa❈❈❈❈❈❈❈❈ ≃⊗
I
;;✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇✇
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is commutative. Notice that the left adjoint functor of the forgetful functor Z(C)I(1) → Z(C)
is given by − ⊗ I(1), which is dominant because I(1) is separable. Then it is clear that F is
dominant.
Thus in particular FunC(M,N ) is an indecomposable Z(C)-module. Therefore, we can apply
Proposition7.3 to the case of the semisimple indecomposable Z(C)-module FunC(M,N ). We
obtain, for k-linear C-module functors F,G,H :M→N , the morphism C : [G,H ]⊗[G,G][F,G] −→
[F,H ] is an isomorphism. In other words, the second condition in Theorem 5.15 is satisfied for
M(C) =Modo(C).
Now we will show that the third condition in Theorem 5.15 is satisfied forM(C) =Modo(C).
Namely, the morphism mF,F ′,G,G′ in (5.25) is an isomorphism. Before we prove this result, we
need a few lemmas.
Given C-module functors L
F,F ′
−−−→M
G,G′
−−−→ N , the internal homs [F, F ′]C∗
M
and [G,G′]C∗
M
in
C∗M are defined by,
HomFunC(M,N )(X ◦ F, F
′) ∼= HomC∗
M
(X, [F, F ′]C∗
M
)
HomFunC(M,N )(G ◦X,G
′) ∼= HomC∗
M
(X, [G,G′]C∗
M
)
for X ∈ C∗M. We have the canonical evaluation maps:
[F, F ′]C∗
M
◦ F
evF−−→ F ′, G ◦ [G,G′]C∗
M
evG−−→ G′.
Another way to understand [F, F ′]C∗
M
and [G,G′]C∗
M
is given in the following Lemma.
Lemma 7.6. Let F∨ :M→ L be the left adjoint of F and G∨ : N →M be the right adjoint
of G. We have
[F, F ′]C∗
M
≃ F ′ ◦ F∨, [G,G′]C∗
M
≃ G∨ ◦G′.
Proof. We will only show the prove of [G,G′]C∗
M
≃ G∨ ◦G′. The proof of the other isomorphism
is similar.
It is enough to show that G ◦ G∨ ◦ G′
ǫG′
−−→ G′, where G ◦ G∨
ǫ
−→ idN is the counit of the
adjoint pair (G,G∨), satisfies the following universal property:
G ◦ (G∨G′)
ǫG′
%%❏❏
❏❏❏
❏❏❏
❏❏
G ◦X
f //
∃!Gf¯
88
G′
One can construct f¯ as the composition X
ηX
−−→ G∨ ◦G ◦X
G∨f
−−−→ G∨ ◦G′ where η : idM → G∨G
is the unit of the adjunction pair (G,G∨). Let g be another morphism g : X → G∨G′ such that
f = ǫG′ ◦Gg. Then we have
f¯ = (G∨f) ◦ (ηX) = (G∨ǫG′) ◦ (G∨Gg) ◦ (ηX) = (G∨ǫG′) ◦ (ηG∨G′) ◦ g = g.
We have proved the uniqueness of f¯ .
For Z ∈ Z(C) and F, F ′ ∈ FunC(M,N ), notice that
HomFunC(M,N )(Z ∗ F, F
′) ≃ HomC∗
M
(α(Z), [F, F ′]C∗
M
) ≃ HomZ(C)(Z, α
∨([F, F ′]C∗
M
)),
HomFunC(M,N )(G ∗ Z,G
′) ≃ HomC∗
M
(α(Z), [G,G′]C∗
M
) ≃ HomZ(C)(Z, α
∨([G,G′]C∗
M
)).
Therefore, we obtain
[F, F ′] ∼= α∨([F, F ′]C∗
M
) and [G,G′] ∼= α∨([G,G′]C∗
M
). (7.5)
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Lemma 7.7. The evaluation maps [F, F ′] ∗ F
evF−−→ G and G ◦ [G,G′]
evG−−→ G′ factor as follows:
[F, F ′] ∗ F ∼= αα∨([F, F ′]C∗
M
) ◦ F
ǫ◦F
−−→ [F, F ′]C∗
M
◦ F
evF−−→ F ′,
G ∗ [G,G′] ∼= G ◦ αα∨([G,G′]C∗
M
)
G◦ǫ
−−→ G ◦ [G,G′]C∗
M
evG−−→ G′, (7.6)
where ǫ : αα∨ → idC∗
M
is the counit of the adjoint pair (α, α∨).
Proof. It follows immediately from the universal property of (αα∨, αα∨
ǫ
−→ id):
αα∨(Y )
ǫY
##❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
α(X)
f //
∃!α(f¯)
::
Y
and that of ([F, F ′], evF ) and that of ([G,G
′], evG).
Lemma 7.8. The right adjoint α∨ gives a monoidal equivalence between C∨M and the category
of Z(M)-modules in Z(C). In particular, we have a canonical isomorphism:
[F, F ′]⊗Z(M) [G,G
′] ≃ α∨([G,G′]C∗
M
◦ [F, F ′]C∗
M
). (7.7)
Proof. Consider the forgetful functor Z(C∗M)→ C
∗
M. According to [ENO08, Lem. 3.2], its adjoint
I induces an equivalence of C∗M and I(idM)-modules in Z(C
∗
M). Since C is fusion, the functors
LM and RM in (3.6) are equivalences [EO]. Therefore, the functor α˜ defined in Proposition3.2
is also a monoidal equivalence. Thus, C∗M is equivalent to α
∨(idM)-modules in Z(C). But from
(3.8) we see that α∨(idM) = Z(M).
Lemma 7.9. The morphism nF,F ′,G,G′ : [F, F
′] ⊗Z(M) [G,G
′] → [GF,G′F ′] defined in the
diagram (5.14) is an isomorphism. Moreover, mF,F ′,G,G′ defined in (5.25) is an isomorphism.
Proof. We consider the following sequence of natural isomorphisms:
HomZ(C)(X, [F, F
′]⊗Z(M) [G,G
′])
(7.7)
∼= HomZ(C)(X,α
∨
M([G,G
′]C∗
M
◦ [F, F ′]C∗
M
))
∼= HomFunC(M,M)(αM(X), [G,G
′]C∗
M
◦ [F, F ′]C∗
M
)
Lem. 7.6
∼= HomFunC(M,M)(αM(X), (G
∨ ◦G′) ◦ [F, F ′]C∗
M
)
Lem. 2.7
∼= HomFunC(M,M)(αM(X), [F, (G
∨ ◦G′) ◦ F ′]C∗
M
)
∼= HomFunC(L,M)(αM(X)) ◦ F,G
∨ ◦G′ ◦ F ′)
∼= HomFunC(L,N )(G ◦ αM(X) ◦ F,G
′ ◦ F ′)
Lem. 3.4
∼= HomFunC(L,N )(X ∗ (G ◦ F ), G
′ ◦ F ′)
∼= HomZ(C)(X, [GF,G
′F ′]) . (7.8)
Now let us take X = [F, F ′]⊗Z(M) [G,G
′]. We examine the image of idX in (7.8) step by step.
In the 1st step, we obtain the following composition of maps:
[F, F ′]⊗Z(M) [G,G
′] ∼= α∨M([F, F
′]C∗
M
)⊗Z(M) α
∨([G,G′]C∗
M
)
η
−→ α∨MαM(α
∨
M([F, F
′]C∗
M
)⊗Z(M) α
∨
M([G,G
′]C∗
M
))
∼= α∨M(αMα
∨
M([G,G
′]C∗
M
) ◦ αMα
∨
M([F, F
′]C∗
M
))
α∨M(ǫǫ)−−−−−→ α∨M([G,G
′]C∗
M
◦ [F, F ′]C∗
M
)
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In the 2nd step, we obtain
αM([F, F
′]⊗Z(M) [G,G
′]) ∼= αM(α
∨
M([F, F
′]C∗
M
)⊗Z(M) α
∨
M([G,G
′]C∗
M
))
∼= αMα
∨
M([G,G
′]C∗
M
) ◦ αMα
∨
M([F, F
′]C∗
M
)
ǫǫ
−→ [G,G′]C∗
M
◦ [F, F ′]C∗
M
Using Lemma 7.7, we obtain in the 6th step the following morphism:
G ◦ αM([F, F
′]⊗Z(M) [G,G
′]) ◦ F = (G ∗ [G,G′]) ◦ ([F, F ′] ∗ F )
evGevF−−−−−→ G′F ′.
In the 7th step, we obtain the canonical action
([F, F ′]⊗ [G,G′]) ∗GF → G′F ′.
Then we obtain nF,F ′,G,G′ in the last step by the definition of nF,F ′,G,G′. Therefore, nF,F ′,G,G′
is an isomorphism.
It remains to show that mF,F ′,G,G′ is an isomorphism. By (5.25), it is enough to prove that
m′F,F ′,G,G′ is an isomorphism. By the definition of m
′
F,F ′,G,G′ in (5.23), it is enough to show
that the map Z(G′F ′)⊗Y ′ [GF,G′F ′]
f
−→ [GF,G′F ′], which is naturally induced by the universal
property of ⊗Y ′ from the map Z(G′F ′)⊗ [GF,G′F ′]
C
−→ [GF,G′F ′] in (5.23), is an isomorphism.
Since we have proved that n(F,F ′,G,G′) is an isomorphism, in particular, we have that
nF ′,F ′,G′,G′ = mF ′,G′ : Y
′ = Z(F ′)⊗Z(M) Z(G
′)→ Z(G′F ′)
is an algebra isomorphism. By re-examining the action of Y ′ on [GF,G′F ′] and Z(G′F ′), it is
easy to see that it factors through the action of Z(G′F ′) via the algebra isomorphism mF ′,G′ .
Therefore, we have the following factorization of f :
Z(G′F ′)⊗Y ′ [GF,G′F ′]
∼= //
f ))❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙
Z(G′F ′)⊗Z(G′F ′) [GF,G
′F ′]
∼=uu❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥
[GF,G′F ′]
We obtain that f is an isomorphism.
Since the mF,G = nF,F,G,G are isomorphisms, the multiplication transformation (see (5.12)
and (5.35)) is an isomorphism. Altogether, we have shown that all three conditions in Theo-
rem 5.15 are satisfied for M(C) =Modo(C).
Theorem 7.10. Let C be a fusion category over a ground field k. Then
Z :Modo(C)→ CALG(Z(C))
defines a (non-lax) 2-functor between bicategories.
Remark 7.11. In a rational CFT, the category C is not only a fusion category but also a modular
tensor category. In these cases, Z(C) = C+ ⊠ C−. The full center Z(M) of a C-module M in
Modo(C) is the bulk fields (or a closed CFT) associated to M.
A Appendix
A.1 Module categories
Here we briefly state our conventions for module categories, some references are [Qu, JK, Os].
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Definition A.1. Let C be a monoidal category with tensor unit 1C . A left module category over
C, or C-module for short, is a categoryM together with
1. action functor: A functor ∗ : C ×M→M.
2. associator: A natural isomorphism a : ∗ ◦ (idC × ∗) → ∗ ◦ (⊗ × idM) between functors
C ×C ×M→M. That is, a family of isomorphisms aX,Y,M : X ∗ (Y ∗M)→ (X ⊗ Y ) ∗M ,
natural in X,Y ∈ C and M ∈M.
3. unit isomorphism: a natural isomorphism l : 1C ∗ (−)→ idM between endofunctors onM.
That is, a family of isomorphisms lM : 1C ∗M →M , natural in M ∈M.
These must satisfy the coherence conditions
1. pentagon: The diagram
X ∗ (Y ∗ (Z ∗M))
(X ⊗ Y ) ∗ (Z ∗M)
aX,Y,Z∗M
66♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
((X ⊗ Y )⊗ Z) ∗M
aXY,Z,M
((PP
PPP
PPP
PPP
X ∗ ((Y ⊗ Z) ∗M)
idX∗aY,Z,M
✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸✸
(X ⊗ (Y ⊗ Z)) ∗M
aX,Y Z,M
//
αX,Y,Z∗idM
EE☛☛☛☛☛☛☛
(A.1)
commutes for all X,Y, Z ∈ C, M ∈ M. Here αX,Y,Z is the associator of C.
2. triangle: The diagram
X ∗ (1C ∗M)
idX∗lM
((◗◗
◗◗◗
aX,1C ,M // (X ⊗ 1C) ∗M
rX∗idM
vv♠♠♠♠
♠
X ∗M
(A.2)
commutes for all X ∈ C, M ∈M. Here rX is the right unit isomorphism of C.
Definition A.2. Let C be a monoidal category and letM, N be C-modules. A C-module functor
from M to N is a functor F :M→N together with
• a natural isomorphism F (2) : F ◦ ∗ → ∗ ◦ (idC × F ) between functors C ×M → N . That
is, a family of isomorphisms F
(2)
X,M : F (X ∗M)→ X ∗ F (M), natural in X ∈ C, M ∈M.
These must satisfy the compatibility conditions
1. associator compatibility: The diagram
F (X ∗ (Y ∗M))
F ((X ⊗ Y ) ∗M)
F (aX,Y,M )
66♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
(X ⊗ Y ) ∗ F (M)
F
(2)
XY,M
((PP
PPP
PPP
PPP
X ∗ F (Y ∗M)
F
(2)
X,Y ∗M ✸
✸✸
✸✸
✸✸
X ∗ (Y ∗ F (M))
idX∗F
(2)
Y,M
//
aX,Y,F (M)
EE☛☛☛☛☛☛☛
(A.3)
commutes for all X,Y ∈ C and M ∈M.
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2. unit compatibility: The diagram
F (1C ∗M)
F (lM )
''◆◆
◆◆◆
F
(2)
1C,M // 1C ∗ F (M)
lF (M)
ww♣♣♣
♣♣
F (M)
(A.4)
commutes for all M ∈ M.
Definition A.3. Let C be a monoidal category, M, N be C-modules, and F,G : M → N be
C-module functors. A C-module natural transformation from F to G is a natural transformation
φ : F → G such that the diagram
F (X ∗M)
F
(2)
X,M //
φX∗M

X ∗ F (M)
idX∗φM

G(X ∗M)
G
(2)
X,M // X ∗G(M)
(A.5)
commutes.
A.2 Bicategories
In this appendix we recall the definition of bicategories and related notions, see [Be] or [Le]. Let
1 be a category with only one object and only the identity morphism.
Definition A.4. A bicategory S consists of a set of objects (in a given universe) and a category
of morphisms Hom(A,B) for each pair of objects A and B together with
1. identity morphism: 1A : 1→Mor(A,A) for all A ∈ S.
2. composition functor:
⊚A,B,C : Hom(B,C)×Hom(A,B) → Hom(A,C)
(T, S) 7→ T ◦ S
3. associativity isomorphisms: for A,B,C,D ∈ S, there is a natural isomorphism α(A,B,C,D),
or α for simplicity,
α : ⊚A,C,D ◦ (⊚A,B,C × id)→ ⊚A,B,D ◦ (id×⊚B,C,D),
which consists of a family of morphisms {α(S,T,U)}S∈Hom(A,B),T∈Hom(B,C),U∈Hom(C,D). Oc-
casionally, we will also abbreviate α(S,T,U) as α in some diagrams (for example (A.8)) for
simplicity.
4. left and right unit isomorphisms: l(A,B) : ⊚A,A,B ◦ (1A × id) → id and r(A,B) : ⊚A,B,B ◦
(id× 1B)→ id. These two natural transformations, also denoted by l and r for simplicity,
consist of the following two families of maps {1A ◦ T
lT−→ T }T∈Hom(A,B) and {T ◦ 1B
rT−−→
T }T∈Hom(A,B).
satisfying the following coherence conditions:
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1. associativity coherence:
((S ◦ T ) ◦ U) ◦ V
α(S,T,U)1 //
α(ST,U,V )

(S ◦ (T ◦ U)) ◦ V
α(S,TU,V )

(S ◦ T ) ◦ (U ◦ V )
α(S,T,UV ) ))❙❙❙
❙❙❙❙
❙❙❙
❙❙❙❙
S ◦ ((T ◦ U) ◦ V )
1α(T,U,V )uu❦❦❦❦
❦❦❦
❦❦❦❦
❦❦❦
S ◦ (T ◦ (U ◦ V ))
(A.6)
2. identity coherence:
(S ◦ 1B) ◦ T
rS1 &&▼▼
▼▼▼
▼▼▼
▼▼
α(S,1B,T ) // S ◦ (1B ◦ T )
1lTxxqqq
qqq
qqq
q
S ◦ T
(A.7)
Definition A.5. For a bicategory S, we can truncate it to a 1-category S by ignoring 2-
morphisms and defining 1-morphisms in S by the equivalence classes of 1-morphisms in S.
Definition A.6. Let C andD be two bicategories. A lax functor (or a lax 2-functor) F : C→ D
is a quadruple F = (F, {F(A,B)}A,B∈C, i,m) where
1. F is a map of objects X 7→ F (X) for each object X in C;
2. F(A,B) : HomC(A,B)→ HomD(F (A), F (B)) for each pair of objects A,B ∈ C is functor;
3. unit transformation: ∀A, iA : 1F (A) → F(A,A)◦1A where 1F (A) and F(A,A)◦1A are functors:
1→ HomD(F (A), F (A));
4. multiplication transformation: m : ⊚D◦(F(B,C)×F(A,B))→ F(A,C)◦⊚C, i.e. a collection of
morphisms mS,T : F(B,C)(S)◦F(A,B)(T )→ F(A,C)(S ◦T ) natural in S ∈ HomC(B,C), T ∈
HomC(A,B).
satisfying the following commutative diagrams:
1. associativity: for S ∈ HomC(C,D), T ∈ HomC(B,C), U ∈ HomC(A,B),
(F(C,D)(S) ◦ F(B,C)(T )) ◦ F(A,B)(U)
α //
m1

F(C,D)(S) ◦ (F(B,C)(T ) ◦ F(A,B)(U))
1m

F(B,D)(S ◦ T ) ◦ F(A,B)(U)
m

F(C,D)(S) ◦ F(A,C)(T ◦ U)
m

F(A,D)((S ◦ T ) ◦ U)
F(A,D)(α) // F(A,D)(S ◦ (T ◦ U))
(A.8)
2. unit properties: for S ∈ HomC(A,B),
1F (B) ◦ F(A,B)(S)
lF (S) //
iB1

F(A,B)(S)
F(B,B)(1B) ◦F(A,B)(S)
m // F(A,B)(1B ◦ S)
F(A,B)(lS)
OO
(A.9)
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F(A,B)(S) ◦ 1F (A)
rF (S) //
1iA

F(A,B)(S)
F(A,B)(S) ◦F(A,A)(1A)
m // F(A,B)(S ◦ 1A) .
F(A,B)(rS)
OO
(A.10)
If we reverse all arrows, we obtain the notion of an oplax functor (or an oplax 2-functor). Given
a lax functor F, if the natural transformations iA, ∀A ∈ C and m are actually isomorphisms,
then F is called a functor or a 2-functor.
Let P be a property of a functor between 1-categories like full, faithful, essentially surjective,
etc. We say that a (lax, oplax or neither) functor is locally P , if for all objects A,B the functors
F(A,B) have property P .
If S is a bicategory and S′ is a sub-bicategory (i.e. a subset of objects and collection of
subcategories S′(A,B) for each S(A,B), such that the resulting embedding ι : S→ S′ defines a
(locally faithful) functor), then S′ is locally full if the embedding functor ι is locally fully faithful.
Less precisely said, a locally full sub-bicategory may be missing some objects and 1-morphisms,
but it will still contain all 2-morphisms between any two 1-morphisms.
Remark A.7. If the unit and multiplication transformations of a lax 2-functor F : C→ D are
isomorphisms, we naturally obtain a 1-functor F : C → D between two 1-categories. In other
words, a 2-functor F automatically defines a 1-functor F.
Definition A.8. A natural transformation σ : F→ G between two lax functors F,G : C→ D
between two bicategories C and D contains the following data:
1. 1-cell F (A)
σA−−→ G(A);
2. a natural transformation
C(A,B)
F(A,B) //
G(A,B)

D(F (A), F (B))
(σB)∗

ւ σAB
D(G(A), G(B))
(σA)
∗
// D(F (A), G(B)).
(A.11)
i.e for each 1-cell A
f
−→ B, we assign a 2-cell σf : σB ◦ F(f)→ G(f) ◦ σA such that for all
2-cells f
φ
−→ g in C we have the following commutative diagram:
σB ◦ F(f)
σf //
1F(φ)

G(f) ◦ σA
G(φ)1

σB ◦ F(g)
σg // G(g) ◦ σA ,
(A.12)
satisfying the following axioms:
1. Omitting “◦” in the following diagram: For all A
f
−→ B
g
−→ C in C,
σC(F(g)F(f))
1m

α−1 // (σCF(g))F(f)
σg1 // (G(g)σB)F(f)
α // G(g)(σBF(f))
1σf

σCF(g ◦ f)
σgf // G(g ◦ f)σA (G(g)G(f))σA
m1oo G(g)(G(f)σA)
α−1oo
(A.13)
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2. For all A ∈ C,
σA ◦ 1F (A)
1iF (A)

r // σA
l−1 // 1G(A) ◦ σA
iG(A)1

σA ◦ F1A
σ1A // G1A ◦ σA
(A.14)
Remark A.9. If each σf is an isomorphism for all 1-cells A
f
−→ B, then we obtain naturally
an ordinary natural transformation σ : F → G where F,G : C → D are two ordinary functors
between two 1-categories.
A.3 Proof of Lemma 4.17
Proof. (i) We abbreviate S ≡ S2 and T ≡ T2 in this proof. Consider the following diagram:
(M ′BN ′)(SBT )(MBN)
L3B //
R3B
// (M ′N ′)(ST )(MN)
ρ3B //
RST

LST

(M ′ ⊗B N
′)(S ⊗B T )(M ⊗B N)
∃!RS⊗BT
✤
✤
✤
∃!LS⊗BT
✤
✤
✤
(M ′BN ′)(MBN)
L2B //
R2B
// M ′ ⊗N ′ ⊗M ⊗N
ρ2B //
1cN′,M1

(M ′ ⊗B N
′)⊗ (M ⊗B N)
ρS⊗BT

∃! β1
ww♣ ♣
♣ ♣
♣ ♣
♣ ♣
♣ ♣
♣ ♣
♣ ♣
M ′ ⊗M ⊗N ′ ⊗N
ρB◦(ρSρT )

(M ′ ⊗S M)⊗B (N
′
⊗T N) (M
′
⊗B N
′)⊗S⊗BT (M ⊗B N)
∃! βoo❴ ❴ ❴
(A.15)
where LB and RB are the left and right action of B, and LST , RST are the actions of S ⊗ T
(involving a braiding), and LS⊗BT and RS⊗BT are given by the universal properties of ρ
3
B, which
is the coequalizer of the pair (L3B, R
3
B), and ρS⊗BT is the coequalizer of the pair (LS⊗BT , RS⊗BT ),
and ρSρT is the coequalizer of the pair (LSLT , RSRT ).
Now we explain how to construct the maps β1 and β. First, using graphic calculus and the
defining properties of 2-diagram (4.30), we can check that
ρB ◦ (ρSρT ) ◦ (1cN ′M1) ◦ L
2
B = ρB ◦ (ρSρT ) ◦ (1cN ′M1) ◦R
2
B. (A.16)
Since ρ2B is the coequalizer of the pair (L
2
B, R
2
B), we obtain the unique map β1 in Diagram (A.15)
such that
β1 ◦ ρ
2
B = ρB ◦ (ρSρT ) ◦ (1cN ′M1). (A.17)
Secondly, using graphic calculus, it is easy to see that ρB ◦ (ρSρT ) ◦ (1cN ′M1) ◦ LST = ρB ◦
(ρSρT ) ◦ (1cN ′M1) ◦RST which implies immediately that
β1 ◦ (ρ
2
B ◦ LST ) = β1 ◦ (ρ
2
B ◦RST ). (A.18)
Since ρ3B is epi, it is easy to see that ρS⊗BT is also the coequalizer of the pair (LS⊗BT ◦ρ
3
B, RS⊗BT ◦
ρ3B). By the commutativity of the upper square in Diagram (A.15), we obtain that ρS⊗BT is
also the coequalizer of the pair (ρ2B ◦ LST , ρ
2
B ◦RST ). Then the identity (A.18) implies that the
existence and the uniqueness of morphism β, which is shown in diagram in (A.15), such that
β1 = β ◦ ρS⊗BT . (A.19)
We define β(M ′N ′),(MN) := β.
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(ii) We will prove that β is an isomorphism by giving an explicit construction of the inverse map
β3 of β below similar to that of β1 and β. Consider the following diagram:
(M ′SM)B(N ′TN)
LS 1LT //
RS 1RT
// (M ′M)B(N ′N)
ρS 1 ρT //
1RB1



1LB1

(M ′ ⊗S M)⊗B ⊗ (N
′
⊗T N)
∃!R



✬
✤
✗
∃!L

✗✤
✬
(M ′SM)(N ′TN)
LSLT //
RSRT
// M ′ ⊗M ⊗N ′ ⊗N
ρSρT //
1c−1
N′,M
1

(M ′ ⊗S M)⊗ (N
′
⊗T N)
ρB

∃! β2
ww♦ ♦
♦ ♦
♦ ♦
♦ ♦
♦ ♦
♦ ♦
♦ ♦
M ′ ⊗N ′ ⊗M ⊗N
ρS⊗BT
◦ρ2B

(M ′ ⊗B N
′)⊗S⊗BT (M ⊗B N) (M
′
⊗S M)⊗B (N
′
⊗T N)
∃! β3oo❴ ❴ ❴ ❴
(A.20)
where L and R are given by the universal property of ρS 1 ρT as the coequalizer of the pair
(LS 1LT , RS 1RT ). The construction of β2 and β3 follow from the similar argument as that of
β1 and β. First, using graphic calculus, we would like to prove the following identity:
ρS⊗BT ◦ ρ
2
B ◦ (1c
−1
N ′,M1) ◦ (LSLT ) = ρS⊗BT ◦ ρ
2
B ◦ (1c
−1
N ′,M1) ◦ (RSRT ). (A.21)
It follows by first composing both sides by the isomorphism (111cT,M1) ◦ (1cN ′,SM1), then ap-
plying the commutativity of upper square in (A.15). The identity (A.21), together with the
universal property of ρSρT , implies the existence and uniqueness of β2 such that
β2 ◦ (ρSρT ) = ρS⊗BT ◦ ρ
2
B ◦ (1c
−1
N ′,M1). (A.22)
Secondly, using graphic calculus and definition properties of 2-diagram (4.30), it is easy to prove
that the following identity: ρS⊗BT ◦ ρ
2
B ◦ (1LB1) = ρS⊗BT ◦ ρ
2
B ◦ (1RB1) holds. By (A.22), we
obtain
β2 ◦ ((ρSρT ) ◦ (1LB1)) = β2 ◦ ((ρSρT ) ◦ (1RB1)). (A.23)
On the other hand, ρB is the coequalizer of the pair (L,R), hence also the coequalizer of the
pair (L ◦ (ρS1ρT ), R ◦ (ρS1ρT )), and that of the pair ((ρSρT ) ◦ (1LB1), (ρSρT ) ◦ (1RB1)). Then
(A.23), together with the universal property of ρB, implies the existence and uniqueness of β2
such that
β3 ◦ ρB = β2. (A.24)
To see that β is invertible, it is enough to prove that
β ◦ β3 = id(M ′⊗SM)⊗B(N ′⊗TN) and β3 ◦ β = id(M ′⊗BN ′)⊗S⊗BT (M⊗BN). (A.25)
We will only prove the second identity in (A.25). The proof for the second identity in (A.25) is
exactly same. We have
β3 ◦ β1 ◦ ρ
2
B
(A.17)
= β3 ◦ ρB ◦ (ρSρT ) ◦ (1cN ′,M1)
(A.24)
= β2 ◦ (ρSρT ) ◦ (1cN ′,M1)
(A.22)
= ρS⊗BT ◦ ρ
2
B ◦ (1c
−1
N ′,M1) ◦ (1cN ′,M1)
= ρS⊗BT ◦ ρ
2
B . (A.26)
By the fact that ρ2B is epi, we obtain β3 ◦ β1 = ρS⊗BT , which further implies the identity
β3 ◦ β ◦ ρS⊗BT = ρS⊗BT . Again by the fact that ρS⊗BT is epi, we obtain the second identity in
(A.25).
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(iii) According to Definition 4.12 (iii) we need to check that β(M ′N ′),(MN) is an (S3 ⊗B T3)-
(S1 ⊗B T1)-bimodule map, and that the two sub-diagrams in (4.46) commute. For convenience,
we again set S := S2, T := T2.
To prove that β is an S1 ⊗B T1-module map, we need prove the commutativity of the lower
square of the following diagram:
(M ′ ⊗N ′)(M ⊗N)(S1 ⊗ T1)
ρ3B //
f

(M ′ ⊗B N ′)(M ⊗B N)(S1 ⊗B T1)
ρS⊗BT

(M ′ ⊗S M)⊗B (N
′ ⊗T N)(S1 ⊗B T1)
RS1⊗BT1

(M ′ ⊗B N
′)⊗S⊗BT (M ⊗B N)(S1 ⊗B T1)
RS1⊗BT1

β1oo
(M ′ ⊗S M)⊗B (N ′ ⊗T N) (M ′ ⊗B N ′)⊗S⊗BT (M ⊗B N)
βoo
(A.27)
where f := ρ2B ◦ (ρSρT 1)◦ ((1cN ′,M1)1). The commutativity of the upper square is just the lower
square in (A.15). Using the definition of RS1⊗BT1 , it is easy to see that we can switch the order
of the right action and f in the composed map RS1⊗BT1 ◦ f , i.e.
RS1⊗BT1 ◦ f = ρ
2
B ◦ (ρSρT 1) ◦ (1cN ′,M1) ◦RS1⊗T1 .
Similarly, we have
RS1⊗BT1 ◦ ρS⊗BT ◦ ρ
3
B = ρS⊗BT ◦ ρ
2
B ◦RS1⊗T1 .
Then, by the commutativity of the lower square in (A.15), it is clear that the outer square in
(A.27) is also commutative. Then the commutativity of the lower square follows from the fact
that a coequalizer map is an epimorphism.
Similarly, we can show that β is an S3 ⊗B T3-module map. We omit the details. Therefore,
β is a (S3 ⊗B T3)-(S1 ⊗B T1)-bimodule map.
To show that the upper sub-diagrams in (4.46) commute, we consider the following diagram
S1 ⊗ T1
ρB //
u˜

S1 ⊗B T1
u

(M ′ ⊗N ′)⊗ (M ⊗N)
ρ2B //
ρB◦(ρSρT )◦(1cN′,M1)

(M ′ ⊗B N ′)⊗ (M ⊗B N)
ρS⊗BT

(M ′ ⊗S M)⊗ (N ′ ⊗T N) (M ′ ⊗S M)⊗S⊗BT (N
′ ⊗T N)
βoo
(A.28)
where u is defined as the u in (4.33) and u˜ is defined similarly as u such that the upper square
in (A.28) commutes. The lower square in (A.28) is nothing but the commutative lower square
in (A.20). Notice that the right column ρS⊗BT ◦ u in (A.28) is just the left arrow in the upper
triangle in (4.46). Moreover, the left column in (A.28) can be shown to give the right arrow in the
upper triangle in (4.46) composed with ρB : S1 ⊗ T1 → S1 ⊗B T1. Since ρB is an epimorphism,
we obtain that the upper triangle in (4.46) commutes.
The proof of the commutativity of the lower triangle in (4.46) is similar. We omit it.
(iv) The naturality of β(M ′N ′),(MN) amounts to commutativity of the diagram (write S ≡ S2 and
T ≡ T2)
(M ′ ⊗B N ′)⊗S⊗BT (M ⊗B N)
β(M′N′),(MN) //
(φ′⊗Bψ
′)⊗S⊗BT (φ⊗Bψ)

(M ′ ⊗S M)⊗B (N ′ ⊗T N)
(φ′⊗Sφ)⊗B(ψ
′⊗Tψ)

(M˜ ′ ⊗B N˜ ′)⊗S⊗BT (M˜ ⊗B N˜)
β(M˜′N˜′),(M˜N˜) // (M˜ ′ ⊗S M˜)⊗B (N˜ ′ ⊗T N˜) ,
(A.29)
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where M
φ
−→ M˜ , M ′
φ′
−→ M˜ ′, N
ψ
−→ N˜ ′ and N ′
ψ′
−→ N˜ ′ are 3-cells. Commutativity holds before
passing to the tensor products over B and S ⊗B T , so that the commutativity of the above
diagram follows from the universal property of the coequalizers.
A.4 Proof of Proposition 4.18
Proof. Below we establish the associativity (A.8) and identity conditions (A.9), (A.10). Once
this is done, it is clear that C will be a 2-functor from Cosp(B,C)×Cosp(A,B) to Cosp(A,C),
as the associativity morphisms are isomorphisms by Lemma 4.17 and unit morphisms (4.43) are
just identities.
associativity condition:
We need to pick four objects in the source category Cosp(B,C)×Cosp(A,B), say
Si Ti
A
>>⑦⑦⑦
B
``❆❆❆
>>⑦⑦⑦
C
``❅❅❅ ; i = 1, 2, 3, 4 . (A.30)
Next we pick three 1-morphisms, each between the object of index i and i+ 1. That is, we pick
an object in DiagBC(Ti, Ti+1)×DiagAB(Si, Si+1) for i = 1, 2, 3:
Si

Ti

A
;;✇✇✇✇✇
##●●
●●●
Mi+1,i B
;;✇✇✇✇✇
cc❍❍❍❍❍
##●●
●●●
{{✇✇✇
✇✇
Ni+1,i C
cc●●●●●
{{✇✇✇
✇✇
Si+1
OO
Ti+1
OO
; i = 1, 2, 3 . (A.31)
Then we need to prove commutativity of the diagram (A.8). Substituting the definition of
C(S,T ),(S′,T ′) in (4.41) makes this a somewhat cumbersome expression. For the left hand column
of (A.8) this results in
[
(M43 ⊗B N43)⊗S3⊗BT3 (M32 ⊗B N32)
]
⊗S2⊗BT2 (M21 ⊗B N21)
β(M43N43),(M32N32) 1
[
(M43 ⊗S3 M32)⊗B (N43 ⊗T3 N32)
]
⊗S2⊗BT2 (M21 ⊗B N21)
β((M43⊗S3M32) (N43⊗T3N32)),(M21 N21)
[
(M43 ⊗S3 M32)⊗S2 M21
]
⊗B
[
(N43 ⊗T3 N32)⊗T2 N21
]
,
(A.32)
where β was defined in (4.47). For the right hand column, one obtains
(M43 ⊗B N43)⊗S3⊗BT3
[
(M32 ⊗B N32)⊗S2⊗BT2 (M21 ⊗B N21)
]
1β(M32 N32),(M21 N21)

(M43 ⊗B N43)⊗S3⊗BT3
[
(M32 ⊗S2 M21)⊗B (N32 ⊗T2 N21)
]
β(M43 N43),((M32⊗S2M21) (N32⊗T2N21))
[
M43 ⊗S3 (M32 ⊗S2 M21)
]
⊗B
[
N43 ⊗T3 (N32 ⊗T2 N21)
]
.
(A.33)
The top and bottom entry of the two columns are linked by the obvious associator isomorphism.
To show that the hexagon (A.8) commutes in the present case, one first considers the corre-
sponding diagram before passing to the fibered products, which by (4.47) reads (omitting all
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associators)
M43N43M32N32M21N21
1 cN43,M32 1 1 1

= // M43N43M32N32M21N21
1 1 1cN32,M21 1

M43M32N43N32M21N21
1 1 cN43⊗N32,M21 1

M43N43M32M21N32N21
1 cN43,M32⊗M21 1 1

M43M32M21N43N32N21
= // M43M32M21N43N32N21
(A.34)
This diagram indeed commutes (by the properties of the braiding), so that the associativity
coherence can be established using the universal property of coequalizers.
identity condition:
We use the notation (A.31) for i = 1, 2. Recall the identity 2-diagram from (4.39). The first
identity condition, given in (A.9), expands to
(S2 ⊗B T2)⊗S2⊗BT2 (M21 ⊗B N21)
=

λM21⊗BN21 // M21 ⊗B N21
λ
−1
M21
⊗Bλ
−1
N21

(S2 ⊗B T2)⊗S2⊗BT2 (M21 ⊗B N21)
β(S2,T2),(M21 ,N21) // (S2 ⊗S2 M21)⊗B (T2 ⊗T2 N21) ,
(A.35)
where λM , for a left A-module M , is the canonical isomorphism A⊗AM →M . Upon taking the
inverses of the vertical arrows, one again finds that the square commutes before taking the fibered
tensor products (i.e. one finds an equality of two morphisms S2⊗T2⊗M21⊗N21 →M21⊗N21).
As above, one then employs the universal property of coequalizers to show (A.9). The second
condition, given in (A.10), is checked analogously.
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